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ABSTRACT

The City of Tucson and surrounding metropolitan

area are located in Pima County's Santa Cruz River Valley

in arid Southern Arizona. The U. S. Bureau of Census de-

fines the Tucson S. M. S. A. as including all of Pima

County. The Tucson S. M. S. A. has experienced rapid

population growth since World War II and, in January,

1967, had an estimated population of 335,000.

Precipitation in the Santa Cruz Valley is slight,

averaging only ten inches a year. Agricultural irrigation

accounts for almost seventy per cent of all water use.

The sole source of water in the Santa Cruz Valley, except

for a little reuse of sewage effluent for irrigation, is

groundwater. In recent decades the rate of groundwater

withdrawal has exceeded natural recharge and the water

table has steadily declined. It is the opinion of many

that unless water is imported soon, a water shortage crisis

may develop; but this is not unanimous opinion.

Water management in the Santa Cruz Valley is highly

decentralized. The City of Tucson, several school districts,

an irrigation district, a federal airforce base, several

industries, nearly 100 private water companies and hundreds

of private individuals amine" groundwater. Also, several

xiii



xiv

state and local agencies perform regulatory functions

related to water use, Many of those involved in Tucson

area water management believe this decentralized pattern

precludes proper water management and that it frustrates

planning for assurance of an adequate, long-term water

supply for the community.

The study concludes that the Tucson area has a

water shortage problem, but not a critical one, and that

the pattern of water management is highly decentralized,

Major reasons for this decentralization are that (1) water

can be readily and easily obtained almost anywhere in the

Santa Cruz Basin simply by sinking a well and withdrawing

groundwater, and (2) that there is no state or local

legislation which prevents individuals, corporations or

governmental units from pumping when and where they choose.

This decentralization leads to inter-governmental

conflict, the unequal funding of research and development

of future water sources, and, frequently to a lack of

organizational concern about the problem. Water managing

agencies tend to be "internally oriented,tt displaying more

concern for short-run economic savings than for assurance

of adequate, long-term water supply for the community.

Several organizations, seeking to obtain water as inex-

pensively as possible, pump groundwater when and where they

please, with no concern as to the impact their pumping may
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have on the water supply. Many contribute nothing toward

research and development of future water sources. Further,

organizations tend to blame one another for the water

problem. Arizona water law and a lack of water management

direction at the state level also frustrate planning for

assurance of a long-term water supply for the area.

The study suggests that, at both the state and

local levels, water management be centralized under the

direction of the City of Tucson, Pima County, through

creation of a water district, or through institutional-

ization of inter-governmental cooperation. Changes in. the

Arizona water code are urged as is early development of new

water sources. A critical examination of the merits of the

proposed Central Arizona Project is suggested. It is con-

cluded that the suggestions made in. the study are not

immediately politically feasible, but that they will be

both politically feasible and necessary within a decade or

two.



CHAPTER I

THE PPLOBLEJ'I OF WATER.

Water Quantity and Quality

Two of the most serious problems which America faces

today are those of water quantity and water quality. In

1952, President Truman's Water Policy Commission concluded

that by l9O America's nuiber one resource shortage would

be fresh water. The United States Geological Survey has

estimated that, by 19{O, the United States will require 600

million gallons of fresh water a day.

Wore than enough rain falls on the United States to

satisfy water needs for centuries to come but not all of

this rainfall is available. Riuch of it evaporates and much

of that which remains flows into mighty rivers such as the

Wississippi where it is highly polluted by refuse and waste

from cities which use rivers as sewers; and, of course, some

of the rainfall is accessible to only those communities near

which it fell. This unequal distribution of water over the

United States is well illustrated by the answer an easterner

recently received when he inquired of an Arizona fanner

about the annual rainfall in the state. The farmer thought

1
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a while and then replied: Do you remember in the Bible

where it speaks of the rain that lasted for 40 days and 40

nights? Well, in that one we got two inches.

There has been, and will continue to be, debate as

to the seriousness and the nature of the water problem, but

few dispute the fact that, in recent decades, America's use

of fresh water has increased greatly and that it will con-.

tinue to increase. }any problems will be encountered in the

process of satisfying these growing water needs.

America's increasing water needs are the result of

many factors. One of these is the population explosion which

has been accompanied by an increase in the per capita use of

water. The national average daily water consumption in 1966

was estimated at 190 gallons a person. By the year 2000,

it is expected this figure will have reached 270 gallons.1

Each flush of a toilet sends six gallons of water down the

drain; one fill of the kitchen sink requires ten to twelve

gallons; and twelve to fourteen gallons are used with each

run of an automatic dishwasher--a far cry from the once-a-

week bath of the old days, or the repeated use of rinse water

in old-time washing machines.

1. These figures were cited by So? D. Resnick,
Associate Director of The University of Arizona Water Re-
sources Research Center in a speech on the University of
Arizona campus, February 15, 1967.
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Industrial water use is also increasing. The Com-

merce Clearing House of Chicago, Illinois, recently re-

ported that, by l90, American industry would be using

about 394 billion gallons of water a day--two thirds of the

nation's total needs and more than double the 160 billion

gallons a day now used. Metal and chemical manufacturers

use the greatest amount, with paper, petroleum, coal, food,

tobacco, and furniture industries accounting for the

remainder.1

The serious nature of and growing concern over the

water problem is reflected in the recent deluge of articles

in popular national magazines relating to water supply. A

recent U. S. News and World Report article states that

unfo1ding now is a major drive by government to solve the

nation's newest worry: a critical shortage of water. The

drought in the East is only part of this problem. Ahead is a

battle that will take years and billions of dollars to win."2

The Saturday Review recently noted that in New York City,

the beautiful fountains are stilled and many residents, fear-

ful of the rusty water that comes from their taps, are

1966.
1. Tucson Daily Citizen (Tucson, Arizona), May 19,

2. Water Crisis, Why?" U. S. News and World Report,
Vol. 59, pt. 1, August 2, 1965, p. 39.



The Crisis in Water: Its Sources, Pollution
and Depletion,t saturday Review, October 23, 1965, p. 23.

Ibid., p. L4.

"drinking bottled water.- In reference to rizona, the

Saturday Review stated:

Arizona's water problems threaten the entire
economy, and more especially, the çOo million a
year income from agriculture. Crop agriculture
made Arizona flourish and grow and, ironically,
it may also wash away the bright economic future
through depletion of groundwater reserves. Tucson,
a bustling growing city of 350,000 is entirely
dependent on water pumped from wells to slake its
mighty thirst--and yet, water users there and else-
where in the state are using up the underground
reserves much faster than nature can replace them.2

The problem of water quantity is as serious as the

problem of water quality. Today, almost all of the nation's

major streams are polluted. The causes of water pollution

in the United States are many. Dr. John E. Bardach, Pro-

fessor of Fisheries in the School of Natural Resources, the

University of Iiichigan, and former researcher for two

foreign governments, points out just a few of the many causes.

As modern-day pollutants, he lists detergents, insecticides,

industrial by-products, junk, and human waste.

Detergents, Bardach extlains, can be only partly

dissolved by the bacteria in water because of the compli-

cated molecular chains of the suds. Some newer type

detergents have simpler molecular composition and can be
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attacked by molecular enzymes and, thus, more easily dis-

solved. But soap companies, he advises, are stocked with

big supplies of old-type detergents, and these the companies

will continue to place on the market until the supply has

been diminished. In addition, detergents are only as

soluble as the facilities of a treatment plant allow, and

today many plants are unable to cope adequately with this

solubility of detergents. Bardach further notes there is

one insecticide so powerful that one ounce is strong enough

to kill any fresh water fish in a pool 100' x 50' x 10'.

Insecticides find their way into streams by the simple

method of being washed there through the grounds by the

rains. Bardach concluded: Hyour grandchildren will have

to pay three, four, five or even ten times as much as you

do for clean water. iii

A recent article in the Tucson Daily Citizen

observed that, since the early settlers arrived in this

country more than three centuries ago, North American

natural resources have been used and abused as though they

were limitless in supply. None has been more abused than

the water supply. Cities pour sewage into the nation's

lakes and rivers as though they were dumps. One of the

1966.
1. The Press (Grand Rapids, Michigan), April 2,
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worst cases of pollution on a large scale involves one of

America's great lakes which is dying as a result of this

abuse by pollution. The Citizen cited also the instance

of a skipper of a small boat who tried to retrieve a

small wrench he had dropped into the Potomac River, but

his magnet brought up nothing but beer cans. The article

went on to note that one third of New York City's sewage,

about 500 million gallons a day, is dumped raw into the

Hudson and East Rivers. And, in Chicago, although the

sewage is treated in modern plants, the surplus effluent

dumped into the Chicago sanitary and ship canal contains

waste equal to the untreated sewage of 100 million people--

or 1,800 tons a dayJ

A recent Nation magazine article concluded that,

'if there is anywhere in the world a nation more indifferent

to its environments than the United States, it must be one

that dedicates itself single-mindedly to befouling air and

earth and water. I2

America is not totally unaware or unconcerned about

its water problem. The problem of water, like most major

1966.
1. Tucson Daily Citizen (Tucson, Arizona), July L,

p. 62.
2. A National Disgrace, Nation, Iay 3, 1965,



1. Sol B. Resnick, Deve1opment of Water Re-
sources in the Southwest," apaper delivered to the
American Society of Animal Production and the Western
Division of the American Dairy Science Association,
July 13, 1959.

7

public problems, is highly complex, a product of many

factors, and defies quick and easy solution. American

governments at the federal, state, and local levels are

increasingly displaying real concern about the problem.

301 D. Resnick, Associate Director of the University of

Arizona Water Resources Research Center recently noted

that there are no less than twenty-six federal agencies

involved in water management, and each time a drop of

rain falls, they examine it, name it, claim it, damn it,

and fight over

One of the most recent indications of concern is

to be found in hearings of the U. S. House of Represent-

ativest Interior Affairs Subcommittee on Irrigation and

Reclamation. Testimony indicated widespread concern in

all the states and in Washington, D. C., over the water

problem. It is recognized that more money must be spent

to investigate the problem before more concrete action can

be taken. Further, Interior Department figures indicated

that, as of the spring of 1966, there were 1,515 water
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research contracts being carried on with the support of

federal funds.1

Interior Secretary Udall called for a doubling and

tripling of the research effort. He added that "research

needs are definitely not limited to the federal government.

Regional and local needs for research are just as pressing

as those facing the federal government."2

Arnerican Government and Water

One of the most outstanding characteristics of the

American system of government is the degree to which au-

thority is dispersed. The U. S. Constitution divides

authority between the national government and a system of

state governments. It further creates a system of separa-

tion of powers at the national level. Each of the three

branches possesses the authority to impose a negative, or

check, on both the others.

Governmental fragmentation creates a number of re-

source management problems. Congress, of course, creates

policy regarding national government involvement in water

management, and it appropriates money to fund this policy.

From hearings before the Subcommittee on Irriga-
tion and Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and In-
sular Affairs, U. S. House of Representatives, 89th Congress,
2nd Session on H. R. 3606 and S. 22 and related bills to
promote a more adequate national program of water research,
February 14, 15, and l, 1966. Serial No. E9-25, p. 16.

Ibid., p. 22.
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within the Congress, there are two houses and several com-

mittees and sub-committees within each which can affect

this policy. The several departments and agencies within

the executive branch administer legislative policy and ex-

pend appropriated funds. Several cabinet-level departments

are involved in water management as are many agencies within

these departments. Finally, the federal courts become in-

volved in water affairs as is witnessed by the recent

Arizona v. California case over Colorado hiver water.

The participation of all three branches of the

national government (and literally dozens of sub-units

within each) in water management creates situations which

give birth to problems of policy formulation and policy

administration, and it is here that the problems are not

only created but where they thrive. Problems of communica-

tion and coordination exist which frequently result in inter-

agency conflict and duplication of effort. As Professor

Bruce B. Nason of Arizona State University has confirmed:

The result is not the development of a national
program arising out of a process of countervailing
political pressures, but many policies, each de-
signed to meet the needs of the particular align-
ment favoring control of floods, pollution, power,
or other purposes. Nowhere does there exist the
machinery for the proper evaluation of the impact
of the water policies on each other, nor on th
interrelated conditions in other policy areas.

1. Bruce B. ason, Politica1 Institutions designed
to Achieve Optimum Water Use, in Proceedings, Arizona State
TJniversityjjatural Resources Manament Seminar (Tempe: A. S. U.
Bureau of Business Services, 1962), p, .
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At the state and local level, additional govern-

mental fragmentation exists. Many of our major metro-

politan areas have literally hundreds of governments, and

many of these employ the separation of powers, have dozens

of boards and commissions within their executive branches,

and a host of legislative committees in both houses of

their legislatures. In the Chicago area, there are over

1,000 separate governmental units. In each of such areas

as Detroit, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Pittsburg-i, St. Louis,

San Francisco, and Los Angeles, the number of governments

runs into the hundreds.

Professor Lyle E. Craine of the Department of Con-

servation, University of Michigan, states that water

development by its nature involves all levels of government

and that there is growing recognition that federal action

alone will not solve problems. While state, local,

federal, and private activities in water management are

ultimately intertwined and must not be separated, this

creates problems because different governments respond to

different pressures. The result is uncoordinated decision-

making. Professor Craine suggests that there is no grand

design of politics by which problems involving a multi-

plicity of governments and publics and problems can find remedy.1

1. Lyle E. Craine, Intergovernmenta1 Relations in
Water Development, paper presented to the 31st Annual ieeting
of the Southern Political Science Association at Gatlinburg,
Tennessee, November 6, 1959, p. 1.
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The ability of the State of Arizona to manage its

water resources is severely handicapped by the existence of

a host of boards and commissions, none of which performs

functions exclusively associated with control of the state's

water resources. Like most states, Arizona has a plural

executive wherein a host of executive officials has inde-

pendent constituent bases, where members are frequently of

different political parties, and where members are commonly

more prone to conflict than to cooperation.

Arizona's bureaucracy contains over 100 boards,

departments, commissions, agencies, etc. An Arizona

Engineering Society Bulletin recently noted that there are

now seven state agencies directly concerned with water, and

that many of these agencies have conflicting or diverse

interests, and no single agency has authorization to recon-

cile these conflicts."1 Dean Iann observed that these

public agencies, in many instances, have become little

more than spokesmen for the private interest groups with

whom they must deal.2 I.lann states that the prime duty of

many state agencies is not to manage water, and thus, con-

cern over water management is only secondary.3 He notes

Douglas B. Lewis, Emmett Y. Laursen, and Arthur H.
Beard, Water for Tucson: Re ort Number One (Southern Arizona
Branch, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1963), p. 12.

Dean iviann, The Politics of Water in Arizona
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 19b31, p. 71.

Ibid., p. 118.
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that Arizona has never had an active water management

program except for the accumulation of technical informa-

tion.1 Mann argues that the backwardness of the state in

managing its water supply is matched by its unwillingness

to undertake administrative reforms. hile other states

have been creating departments of natural resources or con-

servation, Arizona has steadfastly refused to permit the

integration of its resource agencies.2

The Arizona legislature has offered little hope

for state-wide water management. Representative Abel of

Maricopa County expressed the opinion of many observers of

the Arizona legislature when he said:

We have this great number of committees in
the house so you can trade chairmanships for votes

for speaker. The judiciary committee is for the
sole purpose of finding any bill unconstitutional
that is not for the benefit of the mining industries
and the cattlemen. The efficient government com-
mittee is a typographical error: it should have been
inefficient government. Ways and means was created
to seek ways and means to kill bills in committee.3

Dean Mann noted that interest groups, singly and in cooper-

ation, use their power in the legislature and the adminis-

tration to prevent adjustments in the resource policy which

Ibid., p. 116.

Ibid.

The Arizona ReDublic (Tucson, Arizona), March L,



1. Iiann,
. p. 74.
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wou1d be damaging to their positions.- 1iann had

particular reference to the power of what he called the

three C?su in Arizona politics; the three being cattle,

cotton, and copper and their occasional combination with

the railroads and utilities.

In American politics there is no none public

facing none problem" with one decision-making body empowered

to seek problem remedies. America is a nation of thousands

of 1publics" represented in literally thousands of decision-

making arenas, and the public and its official decision-

makers possess thousands of varying value structures. bhat

may be "good water management for one group may be bad"

water management for another. In one situation, a group

may be extremely interested in the problem at hand, while,

in other instances, in relation to other issues, the same

group may be disinterested--hence, ineffective in influenc-

ing a specific decision.

The condition of our water resources today indicates

that America has not managed its water supply wisely. How-

ever, a realistic appraisal of this suggests that many of the

legal and structural impediments to wise water management are

not completely products of accident or blunder. 1.iany American

institutions and processes were designed to protect other

values.
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In recent decades, planning and reform groups have

decried the existence of large numbers of governments in

most American metropolitan areas, arguing that there are too

many governments and not enough govermiient. Michael

Danielson notes that, until quite recently, metropolitan

experts in universities, planning groups, and civic organ-

izations were almost unanimous in: the opinion that de-

centralized political systems were the basic cause of the

inability of many urban areas to solve public problems.1

Water is an example of a metropolitan service, the admin-

istration of which is often fragmented. In Sacramento,

California, forty-four public and fifty-five private water

service agencies are in operation. In the Minneapolis-

St. Paul metropolitan complex, sixty-four municipalities

operate some sort of water service system. In the Chicago

vicinity, about sixty plants are operated by either the

city or the suburbs. In the Spokane, Washington, area,

there are forty-three service agencies. This list could be

greatly expanded.

The prescription for this "illness" of fragmentation

has usually been a single, metropolitan-wide government.

Danielson notes that, with great regularity and vigor, the

1. Michael N. Danielson (ed.), Metropolitan
Politics: A Reader (Boston: Little, Brown & Company,
1966), pp. 1-5.
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pages of local government textbooks, rnetropolican surveys,

reports of civic planning groups, etc., promote metropolitan-

wide government as the cure for all the ills of decentraliza-

tion. Luther Gulick, in a lecture at the University of

Michigan, stated:

The third shortage is the lack of region-wide
democratic machinery for teamwork, for thinking
about and dealing with the problems of the metro-
politan area. Without such teamwork machinery,
there is no constituency, no sense of common
purpose, no metropolitan community, in a political
sense, and, what is all important, no metropolitan
leadership 1

Roscoe Martin and Douglas Price observed:

Students of public administration--with under-
standable if still lamentable professional bias--
have concluded that the growth of the metropolitan
complex beyond old city boundaries is the basic
problem, and that establishment of a sort of area-
wide governmental institution is the basic answer.2

A citizens' advisory committee in the State of Washington

noted, in reference to water pollution in the Spokane area,

that there are over forty domestic water service agencies

and "that fragmented government poses barriers to action."

The committee stated that neither the City of Spokane, nor

any county or township has the authority to build sewers

1. Ibid., p. 127.

C. Martin and Douglas Price, The
Problems Syracuse, New York: Mael1
Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse
p. 17.

2. Roscoe
Metropolis and Its
Graduate School of
University, 1959),
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or to do anything that would solve the problem. Every-

body's water is threatened, but everyone has no government

to act.-

Charles R. Adrian notes that leaders of metropolitan

movements typically revere the values of economy and effi-

ciency and assume that all residents do also. They oc-

casionally exclaim, Thy there are seventy-six different

fire departments in the metropolitan area,2 and assume

that such facts speak for themselves in explaining the

metropolitan problem and in dictating the needed reform.

The problem is fragmentation, and the solution is rnetro-

politanism. 3

In the past, efforts to establish metroT have

usually failed. Despite the cocksure identification of

fragmentation as the metropolitan problem, and the call

for metropolitanism as its cure, fragmentation still exists.

Idrian notes:

Numerous proposals have been made over
the years seeking solutions for metropolitan

Danielson, 22 cit., p. l3L1.

Charles R. Adrian, ketropology: Folklore and
Field Research, ?ublic Administration Review, Vol. 21,
No. 2 (summer, 1961), p. 151.

"Metropolitanism was defined by Robert C. Wood
as 'fthe invention of a single metropolitan government or at
least the establishment of a regional superstructure which
points in that direction, in The New IJetropolis: Green
Belts, Grass Roots or Gargantua,U SA, Vol. 52 (iiarch, l95),
p. 108.
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government. Up to the present time, however,
each of these has nearly always either proved
to be unsuccessful as a permanent solution or
politically inexpedient. At the present time,
there is no trend toward the adoption of any
particular approach to the problem, nor has
anyone been able to devise a plan that would be
both practical and successful.1

Suggesting some reasons why timetro has been un-

successful, Adrian observes that value patterns of those

who support plans for metropolitan super government are not

the dominant ones in the total community, and the leaders of

integration movements characteristically do not give adequate

consideration to other values.2 Some of the bother va1ues

which Adrian writes about have been ecpressed by Ostrom,

Tiebout, and Warren,3 and include localized decision-

making and protection against large- and slow-moving

bureaucratic organization. Adrian notes further that re-

formers who have promoted metropolitan government have

placed their arguments on a very high and theoretical plane,

and have discussed such things as efficiency and Ueconomy

Charles R. Adrian, State and Local Governments
(New York: IIcGraw-Hill Company, 1960), p. 2L7.

Ibid., p. 251.

Vincent Ostrom, Charles N. Tiebout, and Robert
Warren, The Organization of Government in Metropolitan
Areas: A Theoretical Inquiry, American Political Science
Review, Vol. 60, No. 4, December, 1961, pp. 31-842.
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without explaining, in specific terms, just what this all

means to the ordinary citizen.

Some academics have been critical of metro front the

outset. Roscoe Martin and Douglas Price state, 'Where some

degree of centralized decision-making is achieved, as in

the metro government plans of Miami and Toronto, the results

are unlikely to provide an automatic cure for all metro-

politan problems."- Banfield and Grodzins argue that "the

simple number of government units in a given locality, or

their lack of uniformity, simplicity, and symmetry, is at

best only a rough indicator of the need for reorganization."2

Arguing that over-all planning is good, but rejecting cen-

tralization as necessary to achieve such planning, Bollens

and Schmandt note that in organizing for water service,

'the selected combinations might well include several

sources of water, several points of waste disposal and

several septic systems and operating agencies.3

The above discussion could be carried on with an

almost infinite number of examples. But the point to be

made is that, until rather recently, many planners and

Martin and Price, . cit., p. lE.

Edward Banfield, and Morton Grodzins, Government
and Housing in Metropolitan Areas (New York: McGraw-Hill,

195 ), p. 32.

John C. Bollens, and Henry J. Schmandt, The
Metropolis (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), p. 324.
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scholars considered governmental fragmentation in urban

areas the major cause of our metropolitan problemis. It

was argued that fragmentation was uneconomical and in-

efficient. It was assumed that metropolitan problems

could be solved only by eliminating this fragmentation and

imposing upon the entire community a metropolitan govern-

ment. But recently, these assumptions themselves have been

subject to review. Today, most scholars argue that our

studies of the urban areas ought leave behind the a priori

assumption that all fragmentation is pathological.

Tucson's Water Problem

Tucson, Arizona, is situated in the Santa Cruz

River Valley in arid Southern Irizona. The valley is

completely surrounded by mountains and underlying the

valley is a large groundwater' basin, the Santa Cruz River

basin. Over the years, this basin was filled by the down-

ward percolation of rain water and mountain runoff. Geol-

ogists say it took millions of years to fill this basin.

1. There is a legal distinction between two types
of subsurface water--groundwater" and percolating water.0
This distinction is emloyed in Chapter IV of this study.
In the remainder of the paper, unless otherwise stated, the
term lgroundwaterU simply refers to all subsurface water.
The terms subsurface water and groundwater are often
used interchangeably in the literature, and are used inter-
changeably in this study.
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Every drop of water now used in the Tucson area,

and much of what is used in all of Arizona, is drawn from

subsurface water basins such as Tucson's Santa Cruz River

Basin. Water is literally tlmined. During the past several

decades, man has drawn water from these basins faster than

nature could replace it. For example, in 1963, 6..6 million

acre-feet of water was used in Arizona. Of this 4.6 mil-

lion acre-feet was subsurface water, and of this, 3.0

million acre-feet was overdraft.1

For many years Arizona generally, and the Santa

Cruz Valley specifically, has had a groundwater deficit.

Figures compiled by the Department of Agricultural Engi-

neering at the University of Arizona show that the ground-

water level is declining in almost all areas of the Santa

Cruz Valley. This decline varies from a few feet annually

in some areas to over seventy feet annually in other areas.

Many people in the State of Arizona, and in the

Tucson area specifically, are very much concerned about the

current decline of the groundwater level. They fear that

Tucson may be out of water soon if additional water sources

1. Qverdraft is that amount of water drawn from
groundwater basins, over and above the amount which is re-
plenished by nature. The difference between the volunie
of water *hich is naturally recharged and the volume
which is withdrawn is called 1groundwater deficit.
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are not developed. The publications of the Central Arizona

Project Association, the City of Tucson, and the Tucson

Chamber of Commerce all express this fear. Editorials in

the local newspapers constantly suggest an approaching

water shortage crisis, and call for federal help to fund

the importation of Colorado River water to Central Arizona.

Local politicians and civic leaders keep local newspaper

readers supplied with reports about the tzwater problem, and

they, too, point to the "necessity of Colorado River water

importation.

Fears that Tucson and all of Arizona face a water

shortage problem are not without scientific support. As

noted above, Arizona currently has an annual groundwater

deficit" of over 3.0 million acre-feet and, in the Tucson

area, the water table is steadily declining. Although

knowledge of the Santa Cruz Basin is not complete, many

geologists and engineers speculate that if groundwater is

continually withdrawn, faster than it can be replaced by

nature, Tucson could run out of water in the not-too-distant

future. They suggest that to avoid such a crisis supple-

mental water sources be developed and that the current rate

of groundwater withdrawal be reduced. In response to this,

the City of Tucson has initiated a program of importing

water from a nearby groundwater basin. Thus, while one

cannot describe the seriousness of Tucsonts water shortage
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problem with pin-point accuracy, it is clear that enough of

a problem exists to cause concern among local politicians

and scientists.

hater management in the Tucson area and, indeed, in

all of Arizona, is highly decentralized. In many areas of

the United States where water is imported into urban areas

from rivers and lakes, only large governmental units are

financially able to construct needed transmission facil-

ities. In such areas residents, businesses, industry,

schools, and smaller governmental units purchase the

imported water and water management remains centralized in

the hands of the importing unit. This is not the case in

the Tucson area. Given the nature of the basin, it is

relatively easy and inexpensive to sink wells and draw

water. Consequently, dozens of organizations, public and

private, pump their own water. Desides these local organ-

izations which pump groundwater, a number of state and

local agencies conduct regulatory activities related to

water use.

hany people, including laymen, politicians, and

scientists feel that the decentralized nature of water

management in the Tucson area complicates, or even causes,

the water problem. Some argue that no effective steps can

be taken to remedy the water problem so long as water

management is decentralized. Others argue that, despite
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decentralization, remedial action can be taken, but that

decentralization will result in an inequitable sharing of

the cost of obtaining additional water. It is clear that

the decentralization of water management has affected local

politics. Among other things, it has generated a great

deal of inter-governmental conflict, has resulted in

several court cases, and has created a number of political

issues

The Purpose of this Study

This study is designed to develop an understanding

of how water is managed in the Tucson area.2 It is an

attempt to answer the general questions: (1) What is the

nature of the water problem in the Tucson urban area?

(2) What is the organizational system through which water

is managed in Tucson? (3) What public and private organiza-

tions perform water-related functions, and what are these

functions? (4.) How do these organizations behave, and why

do they behave as they do? (5) How do these organizations

Detailed treatment of the assertions of this
paragraph is contained in succeeding chapters.

As suggested in the title, this study is con-
cerned with water management in the Tucson Standard Metro-
politan Statistical Area. The Tucson S. M. S. A. covers all
of Pima County. The term Tucson areat is used frequently in
this study however, and refers to the City of Tucson and an
area three to eight miles outside the city limits. This
Tucson area is the population, political, economic and
social center of the S. M. S. A.
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perceive their role, and that of other water-managing

organizations, and what are their perceptions of the water

problem? (6) What factors, external to the system, support

or impede progress toward remedying any existing water

problem? (7) Would legal or structural alterations in

local water management facilitate efforts to remedy the

problem? () If such alterations are desirable, are they

politically feasible?
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IRS SETTI1G

The Physical Settin2;--irizona

The State of Arizona is located in the arid and

semi-arid Southwestern part of the United States. It is
bordered on the east by the State of New iexico, on the
north by Colorado, Utah, and Nevada, on the west by
California, and on the south by the hepublic of Ilexico.

Arizona is the sixth largest state in the union.
Geographically, it may be divided into three major areas.
The first of these is the Plateau Upland area in the
northern part of the state in which the Grand Canyon is
located. The second is the mountainous Central Highland

area in the central and eastern parts of the state. Like

the northern section, this area is subject to rather dis-
tinct seasonal changes with warm summers and snowfall in
the winter. 1uch of it is covered with forest. The third
and southernmost area of the state is the Basin Hangs Low-

land or desert area. rIlbis is the most heavily populated.
It contains the Cities of Tucson and Ihoenix and about
eighty per cent of the state's population.

25
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This third area is extremely hot and arid. Lowland

altitudes range from one hundred to four thousand feet

above sea level. There is little rainfall; precipitation

averages less than ten inches annually. 1I'here are wide

variations in precipitation, however, with up to thirty

inches in the Santa Catalina liountains to the north of

Tucson, and less than five inches a year in the lowland

desert areas.1

Arizona is one of the fastest growing states in the

union. In the eighteen years from the immediate post World

War II period to 1964, Arizona's population increased in

number from 616,000 to 1,650,000, In addition to this

absolute population increase, the state has become increas-

ingly urban. In 1940, thirty-five per cent of Arizona's

population was urban. By the mid-l960's, the number was

well over seventy-five per cent.

The Pysica1 Setn--Tucson

Location

The City of Tucson and its surrounding urban area

are located in the eastern part of Fima County, a county

covering 9,241 square miles in southern Arizona. Pima

1. Arizona Academy Arizona's Water Supply (Tucson:
University of Arizona, 19645, pp. 9, 10, ii.
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County, named after the Fima Indians, was created by the

Arizona Territorial Legislature in 1h6L1. and it is one of

the state's four original counties.

The Santa Cruz River crosses eastern Pima County

from south to north and runs through Tucson. The San Pedro

River passes through the county from southeast to northeast.

Eastern Fima County has rolling grasslands; good for cattle

range and farmland. Auch of the western part of the county

is open cattle range and includes the Papago Indian Reserva-

tion. host of the 120-mile southern boundary of the county

borders on the Republic of hexico.

Geography

The Santa Cruz River Valley is located 2,i00 feet

above sea level and is bound by mountains. The average

annual precipitation in the valley is ten inches. The

mean maximum temperature in June, July, and August is

9.6°, and the mean minimun temperature in December,

January, and February is The area is dry most of

the year except in late July and August when there are

frequent late afternoon showers. Showers may also occur in

late December and in January. The humidity is generally

very low, and the temperatures rather high



History

Excavations indicate the existence of prehistoric

residence in the Tucson area dating as far back as A. D. 100.

More recently there were some few exploratory and missionary

travels in the area, and Father Kino's seventeenth century

arrival marked the first really significant movement into

the area. Kino, a Spanish missionary, traveled from New

Mexico along the Santa Cruz River, migrated into what is

now Pima County, and established a series of missions in-

cluding that of San Xavier del Bac (1700). Father Kino

worked with the Pima Indians and taught them farming until

his death in 1711. His death, followed by a series of

Apache Indian raids and a revolt against the Spanish by

the Pima Indians, brought a temporary halt to the settling

of the area which is now Pima County.

In 1769 a small pueblo and a church were built in

what is now Tucson and which was then a military outpost

of the Republic of Mexico. In 153, through the Gadsden

Purchase, it became a part of the United States. The

Confederate flag flew over Tucson from August, l61, to

May, l62. Tucson was first declared a municipality of

Arizona Territory in 1864. It was named the capitol of

the Territory in lE67, but lost the distinction in 177.
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Population-

Tucson is Arizona's second largest city, second only

to Phoenix. As Table 1 shows, both population and area

growth have been significant during the past several decades.

In 1930, the City of Tucson had a population of 32,506; the

Tucson urban area, a population of 42,971; and Pirna County

had a population of 55,675. By 1950, the city had grown

in population to 45,454; the Tucson urban area to 122,746;

and Pirna County to 141,216. In 1950, the incorporated

City of Tucson covered 9.55 square miles.

After 1950, the Tucson area grew rapidly. By 1960,

the city's population had reached 212,892; the Tucson urban

area had a population of 243,000; and the population of

Pima County stood at 265,660. The incorporated area of

the city, reflecting immense annexations, covered 70.87

square miles. As of January 1, 1967, the Planning Depart-

ment o± the City of Tucson estimated the city's population

at 242,000, and that of the County of Pima at 335,000.

1. The legal boundaries of Pima County are defined
by the State of Arizona. The Tucson S. 14. S. A. is defined
by the U. S. Census Bureau as including all of Pima County.
The Tucson urban area" is defined by the (formerly) joint
Pima County-City of Tucson Planning Department for statis-
tical purposes. It includes residential areas within a
four- to eight-mile radius of the city, and covers 272
square miles. The "Tucson region," an area including most
of eastern Pima County and covering 3,300 square miles, was
defined by Gordon Davis of the City of Tucson Water Depart-
ment for statistical purposes.
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The city now covers 75.96 square miles. The figures of a

1964 city-county planning study indicate that, by 1970, the

Tucson urban area will be 365,000 in population; by 1960,

570,000; by 1990, 650,000; and by the year 2000, 1.4 million.

Arizona Government and Politics

As is the instance in many states, Arizona's executive

branch is characterized by employment of the plural executive.

Popularly elected state executive officials include the

governor, the secretary of state, the auditor, attorney

general, mine inspector, superintendent of public instruction,

a tax commission, and corporation commission. The effect of

the plural executive is to fragment executive authority. In

some instances this reduces cooperation among the executive

officials because they may be members of different political

parties and this fact in addition to the fact that they

possess independent constituent bases, frequently leads to

conflict. Arizona's bureaucracy is comprised of many

boards, commissions, and independent, or semi-independent

agencies. This results in, among other things, the frag-

mentation of water resource management. In the past,

Arizona has steadfastly rebuffed administrative reorganization.

As is the case in forty-eight other states of the

union, Arizona has a bicameral legislature. Before the 1965

reapportionment order of the U. S. Courts, Arizona's House



of Representatives had eighty members, and its Senate

twenty-eight--two from each of the fourteen counties.

Under the new reapportionment provisions which went into

effect in the November, 1966, elections, Arizona has a

sixty-member House of Representatives and a Senate of

thirty members. The most significant change here is that

1iaricopa County, in which Phoenix is located, now has

half the representation in each house. Under the old ap-

portionment provisions, Laricopa County elected only two

of the twenty-eight senators.

Under Arizona's court system, a five-man supreme

court is directly elected by the people. Judges at all

lower levels of the state court system are similarly

elected.

The Democratic Party has traditionally dominated

Arizona politics, but there have been significant Republican

Party gains since 1950. Although registration figures still

give the Democrats an edge over Republicans, many persons

registered as Democrats are referred to as liPinto

Democrats's; that is, they frequently vote Republican.

Located within Pima County are the City of Tucson,

the Town of South Tucson, Pima County Sanitary District

Number One, the Tucson Airport Authority, several school

districts, several federal military installations, three

irrigation districts, and over 160 private water companies.

32
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Like the rest of Arizona, Pima County and the City

of Tucson have traditionally supported the Democratic Party.

In Pima County and Tucson, as in Arizona generally, Repub-

licans have made, over the past few years, strong inroads

into Democratic strength. This is attributable both to in-

creased Republican effort and to the political ineptness

of Democrats.

Water and Arizona's Economy

Surface water in Arizona, as has been previously

noted, is in short supply and, as a consequence, water is

"mined from underground reservoirs. Since the late 1940's,

groundwater withdrawal in Arizona has exceeded natural re-

charge and the rate of overdraft is steadily increasing.

The result has been an increasing decline in the level of

the groundwater table.1

In 1963, 2.0 million acre-feet of surface water and

4..6 million acre-feet of groundwater were used in Arizona.

Arizona has a Hfixed income water supply of 3.6 million

acre feet a year made up of 2.0 million acre-feet of

surface water, and 1.6 million acre-feet of annually re-

charged groundwater. This results in an annual Arizona

groundwater deficit of 3.0 million acre-feet.2

and iii.

Mann, cit., p. 3.

Arizona Academy, Arizona's Water Supply, pp. ii
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On the assumption that the average person uses 300

gallons of water a day (a very high estimate), Arizona's

volume of fixed income water is sufficient to support a

population of 14 million. However, agriculture is a major

water-using industry, accounting for ninety-three per cent

of all Arizona's water use. Thus, while Arizona's fixed

income water supply is ample for support of a population

much greater than the present, the supply is not ample

enough to support both a growing population and an agri-

cultural economy in an arid region.

Seldom do analyses of the problem of Arizona's water

supply agree. This is a natural consequence of the com-

plexity of the situation since there may never be sufficient

and accurate data on the supply and distribution of ground

and surface water. It is known, however, that the average

annual drop of the groundwater table in the state currently

is about six and one-half feet. As is noted later in the

treatment of the subject on the Santa Cruz Water Basin,

this six and one-half foot figure is an average. There are

deviations from this average in various areas.

There is intense concern over Arizona's dwindling

groundwater supply. Rich Johnson, former head of the

Central Arizona Project Association has stated

The annual overdraught on groundwater is a
mining operation which cannot be depended upon
indefinitely to meet the deficiency. In a few



areas, groundwater is no longer available. In
other areas, the groundwater level has fallen
to the extent that it is no longer economical
to pump water for irrigation. In addition, as
groundwater is depleted the quality of the water
tends to deteriorate progressively so that in
some areas, it may soon be unsuitable for
agricultural use.'

Income and Water Use

In l95, a total of 6,4C4,3l0 acre-feet of water was

used in Arizona (see Table 2), and 2,404,200,000 in net

income was generated. Crop agriculture and livestock com-

bined used 94.5% of this water, generated 9.% of the

state's net income and employed .7% of the state work

force. Crop agriculture generated approximately $32 in

net income per acre-foot of water used, and livestock

generated $447 in net income per acre-foot of water used.

The mining industry used 1.3% of the water to

generate 7.9% of the net income. This reflects a net in-

come of $2,200 produced per acre-foot of water used.

anufacturing used 0.6% of the water and generated

15.3% of the net income. This amounts to $2,909 in net

income per acre-foot of water used.

Electrical generation used 0.1% of the water,

produced 1.9% of the net income, or $5,029 in net income

for each acre-foot of water used. All other sectors of

35

1. Central Arizona Project Association, a pamphlet
published by the C. A. P. A. in Phoenix, Arizona.
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the economy including household and municipal, used 3.6% of

the water, generated 65.5 of the state's net income for

a figure of 7,65l in net income per acre-foot of water

used.

In summary, agriculture (crop and livestock) used

about 95% of the state's water, generated about 10% of the

state's net income, and employed approximately 9% of the

state's work force. The remaining sectors of the economy

used about 5% of the state's water, generated over 90% of

the state's income, and employed about 91% of the state's

work force.

It is likely the relative importance of agriculture

to Arizona's economy will continue its present decline. It

may even decline absolutely. The two main reasons for this

are that first, as the groundwater level continues to

decline, the cost of lifting water to the surface for

irrigation continues to rise. As tIie cost of irrigation

increases, profits derived from irrigation decrease. As

this trend continues, many investors will find it more

profitable to invest in activities other than those of

agriculture in the Southwest. Second, domestic and in-

dustrial users are willing and able to pay more for water

than are agricultural users, and this may further increase

water costs and drive lands out of cultivation. For

example, of the 2L2,000 acres originally under cultivation



1, Mann, . cit., p 10.

3;
in the Salt River Valley in Maricopa County, only 190,000

acres are still farmed. The rest have been taken over by

urban residential, commercial and industrial development.1

Of course, the future of crop agriculture in

Arizona, as elsewhere, is not totally dependent on the

water supply. Such other factors as the condition of the

domestic and world markets, weather conditions, and labor

costs will also have an impact. Nevertheless, water supply

is a crucial factor.

In 191+6, agriculture provided Arizona with an

annual income of $l63,22,000 and ranked first in relation

to other sources of income generated. Mineral production

was second, manufacturing output third, and tourist ex-

penditures were fourth. But Arizona's economic base has

shifted away from agriculture to other sectors. From 191+6

to 1961+, Arizona's agricultural income increased approx-

imately 174%, manufacturing output increased over 1000%,

mineral production approximately 360%, and tourist ex-

penditures increased about 560%.

By 1964, agriculture no longer headed the state's

economy as a source of income. Manufacturing output,

having increased over 1000% from 1946 to 1964, was first,
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contributing over $1 billion to the state's income in 1964.

Mineral production followed manufacturing, contributing

slightly over $l/2 billion to the state's income in 1964.

Mineral production was closely followed by agricultural

income which added 446,243,O00 to the state's income.

Agricultural income was, in turn, followed by tourist ex-

penditures which, in 1964, totaled 14O0 million. The

picture is clear. Manufacturing output has grown and may

be expected to continue to grow. Tourist expenditures have

also grown as has mineral production. Although agricultural

income increased 174% from 1946 to 1964, it nevertheless has

slipped from first to third place, falling behind manu-

facturing and mineral production.1

Water Use and Tucson's Economy

Until 1940, Tucson's economy was based primarily

on agriculture, livestock, mining and smelting, lumber,

and some tourism. Since 1940, there has been a great in-

crease in governmental installations, most notably at Davis-

Monthan Air Force Base and at Fort Huachuca. Additionally,

the Federal Government has a U. S. Forest Service office,

several research centers, and a Veterans Administration

Hospital located in Tucson. The state has the University

1. Computed from the Arizona Statistical Review
(Tucson, Valley National Bank, November, 1966).
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of Arizona and the State School for the Deaf and Blind

located in Tucson.

Government employment and spending are factors of

considerable consequence to the Tucson area economy.

Davis-Ilonthan Air Force Base covers 6,410 acres of land.

1issile sites cover 3,900 acres. The Sahuarita bombing

range, located south of the city, covers 16,500 acres.

Currently, there are 7,600 military personnel and 2,000

civilian personnel associated with Davis-IJonthan Air Force

Ease. The military and civilian personnel together with

their dependents constitute a 25,235 base-associated

population; 20,935 living off-base and 4,300 on-base. The

annual payroll for the military in Tucson is 23,50C,000

Another 36,500,000 is paid for civilian help associated

with the base. It is estimated that seventy-five per cent

of this stur is spent locally. Operating expenses at the

base total an estimated 4l million annually, of which

sixty per cent is spent locally. The value of military

property and real estate is estimated at 14O million.1

The University of Arizona is located on a 156-acre

plot of land slightly north and east of domtown Tucson.

The school has a student body of over 21,000 and a staff

1. Tucson Daily Citizen (Tucson, Arizona),
April 29, 1955.
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of about 2,000. The University spent approximately 425 mil-
lion on new physical facilities from 1960 to 1964. In

1964, student spending was estimated at 445 million. The

University contributes significantly to the importation of

money into the Tucson area. Besides the University, Tucson

has ninety-nine public schools, seventy-five of which are

elementary, sixteen junior high, and eight of which are

high schools; and five private high schools and twenty

elementary private schools. Figures for 1965, released

by the Employment Security Commission of Arizona, show

that of 76,200 persons employed in Pima County in non-

agricultural endeavors, 21,000 were employed in government

service 1

There has been an increase also in Tucson's in-

dustrial activity since 1950. Presently located in Tucson

are the Hughes Aircraft Company, the Hamilton Aircraft

Company, Portland Cement Company, and others. The Tucson

Chamber of Commerce estimates a ll5 increase in the

number of industries in the Tucson area from 1951 to l95.2

This information was gathered from introductory
statements in such City of Tucson publications as, City of
Tucson, Call for Bids Water S stem Revenue Bonds and Street
Improvement Bonds, 19 2.

Ibid.



L.2

Pima County is the second largest copper producing

county in the nation. Figures compiled by the United

States Bureau of 1;ines show that in 1962, the State of

Arizona produced fifty-two per cent of all the nation's

copper and that Pima County alone produced fifteen per

cent of the nation's copper supply. Statistics show that

in mid-April, 1966, the mining industry in Pima County

employed 3,900 persons. Located in Pinia County are the

American Smelting Company, the Duval Sulphur and Potash

Company, the Cyprus iines Corporation, Akina Company,

Phelps Dodge Company, American I.Ietal Climax, Inc.,

Kennicott Copper Corporation, and the San lianuel Copper

Corporation, many of which are located within a thirty-five

mile radius of Tucson.1

In 1963, 29,L30 acre-feet of water iere used in

the Tucson region. Agriculture used l77,9O acre-feet, or

66.5%, to irrigate an estimated 51,975 acres of land. Of

the total amount of water used for irrigation, 106,161 acre-

feet, or 61%, was used for cotton farming. Thus, cotton

farming consumed over one third of all water in the Tucson

region in 1963.2

Ibid.

Computed from Table 3.
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The second largest consumptive use in 1963 was in

the municipal and domestic sector, which used 56,300 acre-

feet, or 21.7% of all water. Other uses, in order of

quantity of consumption, were mining, general industry,

and schools and recreation.1

The City of Tucson suggests that significant shifts

in water use are in the offing. As depicted in Table 3,

municipal and domestic water use is expected to increase

from the 1963 figure of 56,000 acre-feet to 119,560 acre-

feet by l9O, and 294,000 acre-feet by the year 2000.

Water use for irrigation, on the other hand, is expected

to decrease from the 177,590 acre-foot figure in 1963,

to 145,000 acre-feet in 1980, and to drop to 105,750 acre-

feet by the year 2000. The city estirriates that the total

amount of water used in the region in the year 2000 will

be 4E4,650 acre-feet. Thus, whereas irrigation consumed

6.5% of all water supply in 1963, it is expected that in

the year 2000 it will use but 21.8%.

In 1963, as at present, all water used in the Tucson

region is groundwater, save for a little sewage effluent

used for irrigation. In 1960, however, the City of Tucson

envisions a great increase in waste water use for

1. Computed from Table 3.



irrigation. It also projects the use of Colorado River

water, imported through the Central Arizona Project., which

may be in operation by that date. By the year 2000, the

city expects groundwater pumpage to be half what it was

in 1963, while Central Arizona Project import is expected

to increase to 261,000 acre-feet, and sewage effluent re-

use to over 100,000 acre-feet. (See 'lable 4.)

It is clear, from the above-cited figures, that a

number of assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that

the past rapid population increase in tiie Tucson area will

continue. Second, it is assumed necessary to reduce groumd-

water pumpage and to meet increasing water needs through

Central Arizona Project imports by salvaging local sewage

effluent and by vastly increasing effluent reuse for ir-

rigation. Further, it is assumed that municipal, domestic,

industrial, suburban, school and recreation, and mining

water use will increase, while water used for irrigation

will greatly decrease.

The Santa Cruz Basin

The Santa Cruz Aater Basin is bound by the Santa

Catalina Iountains on the north, the Rincon Aountains on the

east, along with the Santa Rita i.ountains and Patagonia

Mountains to the east and south and the Tucson Mountains



*The Davis-Schwalen report notes that of the 249,690 acre-
feet of water pumped from the ground in 19o3, about
150,000 acre-feet was permanently removed, as the estimated
annual recharge is approximately 91,000 acre-feet

Source: Gordon Davis and Harold C. Schwalen, unpublished
report of Water Use and Future Needs in the Tucson Region.
Copies of this report are on file at the City of Tucson
Water Department au the University of Arizona's Depart-
ntent of Agri cultural Engineering.

r1-

WATER SOURCES lU TUCSON REGION IN ACNE-FEET

Groundwater
Fumpage

haste iater

249,690 206,000 123,000

A e use 9,71+0 40,600 101,500

Local Surface
hater 0 7,500 7,500

Central Arizona
Import Project CI 60,600 261,000

Total Supply 259,430 315,900 513,000

0inus lO C.A.F.
Import Evaporation
and Seepage 0 6,100 20,000

Total Usable Supply 259,430 309,600 465,000

Source 1963 190:0 2000



to the west. That part of the basin over which the City

of Tucson is located is the deepest and is known as the

Tucson Inner Basin.

This underground Tucson basin is in the shape of a

bowl and narrows as it increases in depth. Its exact size

and water content are not knom, and there may be large

rock formations or underground mountains within it. The

basin is made up of dirt and gravel, and the water is

easily pumped. Geologists call this underground area an

aquifer. The aquifer under the City of Tucson is con-

sidered an excellent one, in that it gives up and receives

via recharge, the water rather easily.

The water in this basin moves from south to north

as does the water in the Santa Cruz River. Subsurface

water, like surface water, always seeks the common lowest

level. When great amounts of water are pumped from one

area in the basin, the total water table level will

eventually drop as much as is necessary to resupply the

heavily pumped area and bring it to the common level. The

Sahuarita cotton fields, for example, an area heavily

pumped for irrigation purposes, probably draw water away

from the City of Tucson area through underground flow.

Natural recharge, the seepage of water back into

the basin, will be greatest in those areas most heavily



pumped. This is true unless the ground is so heavily

pumped that the aquifer dries out and hardens, in which

case recharge is greatly retarded. Of course, the per-

meability of the ground is also a variable which affects

the rate of recharge in any given area.

Because subsurface water is the only water source

in the Tucson area, and because water demands are increasing,

the water table is falling. The Tucson area water table

has been dropping at an average rate of about three feet a

year. To date, the table has dropped some 150 feet. The

Tucson Basin is estimated to be 3,000 to 5,000 feet in depth,

and this may indicate that there is little danger of a water

shortage. But, a number of related facts must be con-

sidered. First, the basin narrows with increased depth.

Second, as the water table level falls, pumping becomes

more expensive. High pumping costs could well price much

farming industry out of existence. JUso, excess purfipage

in some areas can have the effect of drying up and ruining

the ground as an aquifer, thus making natural recharge

almost non-existent. Thus, figures which indicate only the

depth of the basin do not necessarily reflect the volume of

basin's water content.

The Department of Agricultural Engineering of the

University of Arizona began its study of the Santa Cruz



Basin in 1905. In 1946, the investigation project was

expanded with receipt of financial aid from the City of
Tucson and from Pima County. The study involves measuring

the depth, from ground level to water level, of over 1,500
wells in the basin annually. For testing and reporting
purposes, the department has somewhat arbitrarily divided
the basin into four major districts and, further, into a
series of sub-areas on the basis of aquifer characteristics
and patterns of water use. The four major districts,
shov on Figure 1 on the following page are: (1) The

Cortaro-Canada del Oro District, (2) The Tucson District,
(3) The Sahuarita District, and (4) The Santa Cruz County
District. The Agricultural Engineering Department's

latest well-depth tests were reported in September, 1965.
The findings are outlined below.'

Cortaro-Canada del Oro District

As indicated by the map, this district lies north
of Rillito Creek between the Santa Catalina lIountains on
the east and the Tucson iIountains on the northwest. One

sub-area of this district is the Cortaro bottomland area
which lies along the Santa Cruz River from the junction of

1. W. G. Ilatlock, H. C. Schwalen, and R. J. Shaw,
Proress Resort on Stud of Water in the SanQuz Val1e,
Arizona ucson: Department of gricultural Engineering,
September, 1965).
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Rillito Creek to the north point of the Tucson klountains.

Since 1921, about 21,000 core-feet of water have been pumped

annually from this area and most of it sent via canal to the

Ilarana area for irrigation use.

Since 1955, an annual average of 16,700 acre-feet of

sewage effluent has been used for irrigation. An average

of 2,600 acre-feet a year has been used on a small City of

Tucson farm and the rest on farms in the Cortaro area. A

small amount has also been released into the Santa Cruz

River.

Groundwater recharge in this area results from the

infiltration of flood waters into the Santa Cruz River,

the percolation losses from sewage effluent irrigation, and

from constant drainage from valley slopes.

In the Cortaro bottomland area, there has been a

total water table drop of from ten to fifteen feet for

the eighteen-year period l9L7 to 1965. But, a rise in the

water table level did occur in the four-year period from

1961 to 1965; a rise attributed to decreased pumping and to

higher than average flood and sewage flows.

A second subsection of this district is the Canada

del Oro area. It lies between the Cortaro bottomland and

the Tortolita Nountains on the north, and the Santa Catalina

Rountains on the east. The water pumped from this area is
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used mainly for irrigation, but domestic use is increasing

with increased population.

The main source of recharge in this area is from

the flood flow of the Canada del Oro Channel, but a dam

built on the channel is expected to remove some of the

natural recharge.

Records for the past twenty-six years show a con-

tinuous decline in the water table. The drop in the eastern

part of the area amounted to two feet a year for the past

four years. The water table in the area below the Oracle

Road crossing dropped from one to two feet a year. In the

eighteen-year period, from 1947 to 1965, the table fell as

much as thirty-five feet in one year, but the average drop

was from one to two feet a year.

The Tucson District

The Tucson District covers the broad central section

of the Santa Cruz Basin over which the City of Tucson is

located. It runs from the Tucson Mountains on the west to

the Rincon Mountains on the east, and from the Santa

Catalina Mountains to the north, south to Sahuarita Butte.

It is in this district that population growth is greatest

and where there is a corresponding growth in water draft.

One sub-area here is that of the Tucson Mountain

Foothills, located north of A" Mountain between Silverbell
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Road on the east and the Tucson Mountains on the west.

Most of the water pumped from this area is pumped by small,

private domestic water companies, and by the city. Ad-

ditional water is pumped into the area from the city system.

Water levels here have dropped below the top of impenatrable

formations which are impervious to drilling operation efforts.

In the eighteen-year period from 1947 to 1965, the

water table fell from ten feet on the north end of this

area to over fifty feet at the south end. In the past four-

year period, there have been losses of up to five feet at

the south end of the area. These losses are not so much

the result of high pumpage as they are the result of water

seepage to other parts of the Santa Cruz Basin.

A second sub-area of the Tucson District is the

Jaynes-Flowing Wells area running north of the city between

the Santa Cruz River and Rililto Creek. Formerly, all

pumpage in this area was for irrigation purposes. This

has changed, however, with urban development. Total

pumpage is less today than it was in the days of irrigation.

In the eighteen-year period, from 1947 to 1965, the

water table fell twenty-five to fifty feet, with the

greatest decline occurring in the southeast portion and

the lowest drop in the northeast area. Over the past four
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years, the table has dropped up to ten feet, with the

greatest drop again in the southeast area and the lowest

in the northeast area.

A third sub-area of' the Tucson District is the

Catalina Foothills and Tanque Verde area. This area in-

cludes all the Catalina Foothill area north of' Rillito

Creek and the land along the Tanque Verde Wash. Wells in

the foothills are of limited capacity, or are dry holes,

because of the imperviousness to drilling of' the formations

which underlie the surface. Water levels along the Tanque

Verde Wash fluctuate with demand, rate of' recharge, and

with stream flow. Some wells in the area respond more

rapidly to recharge than do others.

Some parts of' this area showed little or no water

level change over the eighteen-year period from 1947 to

1965, but drainage to other sections of' the total basin

has caused a ten-foot drop in the Catalina Foothills area.

Over the four-year period, 1961 to 1965, portions of the

area along Tanque Verde Wash and Agua Oaliente Wash showed

a rise in water level, as did some sections of' the Rillito

Creek area. Other wells in the area showed four-year

losses of' up to f'orty-f'ive feet.

A f'ourth subsection of the larger Tucson District

is the Rincon Foothills and Rincon Creek area. Included
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here are the Rincon Creek and foothill slopes, extending

west from Tanque Verde Ridge to the boundary of the inner

basin. There has been little pumpage from this area, and

what table lowering has occurred has been the result of

underground seepage to other sections of the basin.

Water table levels in the Rincon Creek area tend

to change with creek flow, but there have been no significant

alterations over the past eighteen years. In other sections

of the area, there have been losses of up to ten feet over

the past four years and losses of up to thirty feet from

l97 to 1965.

A fifth subsection is the Rillito Creek area, which

includes the bottomlands of the creek. This area runs

east of First Avenue and includes the lower reaches of

Sabino Canyon and Tanque Verde Wash, and adjacent lands to

the south. In this area, there are rapid fluctuations in

the level of the water table. The area has good recharge

from the Rillito and its tributaries and the best recharge

in the entire Tucson district. The water table drops during

a year?s dry periods, but recovers rapidly during wet

seasons when there is channel flow.

In the eighteen-year period, from 194.7 to 1965, there

was a rise in the level of the water table of ten feet near

Swan Road, but a drop of up to forty feet in the western
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portion of the area and in adjacent lands south of the

creek channel. Part of the losses were from pumpage, and

part from underground seepage losses to the Inner Tucson

Basin area. From 1961 to 1965, there were losses of from

five to ten feet, but a section near Swan Road showed a

rise of twenty-five feet. The eastern section also showed

a rise of up to five feet.

A sixth sub-area of the Tucson District is the

Inner Basin area which includes the city and some adjacent

areas. The area is bound by the Santa Cruz River on the

west, and by the Rillito Creek bottomlands. Pumping in this

area is mainly for municipal and industrial purposes, with

the City of Tucson doing most of the pumping. From 1917

to 1965, there were water table losses of from forty to

seventy feet, with an average yearly drop of two to four

feet. The table dropped ten to twenty-five feet from 1961

to 1965, with the maximum drop occurring around Twenty-Second

Street and Wilmot Road.

The seventh sub-area of the Tucson District is the

Santa Cruz bottomland area including the bottomland of

the Santa Cruz River and the immediately adjacent land

between "A" Mountain and Sahuarita Butte. Water in this

area is used mainly for irrigation, although the City of

Tucson has its southside well field located there. From
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drop, with losses of from five to ten feet over the oast

four years. The greatest droo was at the south end of the

area

The eighth and final sub-area in the Tucson District

is the Vail area, lying south and east of the Inner fasin

and containinc wide valley slopes. There has been little

development of this land and thus little water use. The

major Puipage is from industrial wells along the Tucson-

Benson Highway, and from a subdivision and golf course

located southwest of Vail. The water table in the area

fell five to ten feet from 1947 to 1965, but there was

little change from 1961 to 1965 except for losses of

approximately five feet along the northern and western

boundaries.

T1ie Bahuarita District

The third major district in the Santa Cruz Easin is

the Sahuarita District covering the farm lands on the

Santa Cruz River bottomlanu and adjacent mountain val±ey

slopes from the Sahuarita Butte to the Pima County-Santa

Crus County lifle.

The first sub-area here is the Saiouarita area which

includes the farm land along the Santa Cruz River from
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Water pumped here is used primarily for irrigation. About

7,000 acres were irrigated in 1964. Increased pumping in

the area by the City of Tucson and by mining companies for

the mining of low-grade ore is expected.

During the four-year period from 1961 to 1965, the

water table fell about ten feet over the entire area, with

spot losses of up to thirty-five feet. From 1947 to 1965,

losses in general were over thirty feet and up to seventy

feet in some spots. The surface of the ground has actually

fallen in some areas, and it is suspected that this is due

to the compaction of clay materials, following water with-

drawals, where there are intermediate layers of sand and

gravel and clay.

The second sub-area is the Sierra Foothill area

located on the slopes between the Santa Cruz bottomland

and the Sierrita i'ountains. From 1947 to 1965, water

table losses ran from fifteen to sixty feet, with the

greatest losses at the east end from underground seepage.

From 1961 to 1965, the entire area experienced minor losses

with maximum losses of up to ten feet on the east end, again

caused mainly by underground drainage.

The third sub-area is the Sahuarita bombing range

area lying east of the Sahuarita area on valley slopes which
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wells here and pumpin is limited Jost water losses are

from underground flow to the adjacent Sahuarita area,

From l$L7 to 1965, table losses ran up to ten feet, and

up to five feet from 1961 to 1965. Continued and rapid

lowering of the water table in, the Sahuarita area will

result in the movement of water from the bombine range

area to the Sahuarita area.

The fourth and last sub-area in the Sahuarita

district is the Continental-Canoa area which includes the

Canoe Land Grant and the bottorlands extending about one

rile south to the Fima CountySanta Cruz County line.

Water pumped from this area is used mainly for irrigation

with about 5,000 acres currentl under irrigation, The

19L7 to 1965 water table losses ranged from ten feet at

the upper end of the area to seventy feet at the lower end

which adjoins the Sahuarita area. Prom 1961 to 1965,

Josses ranged from zero to fifteen feet at the lower end

near Continental,

The Santa Cruz County District

The fourth and final major district is the Santa

Cruz County district, containing the narrow bottomlands

along the Santa Cruz River from the Pima County line to the



Mexican border. Also included are the bottomlands along

the Santa Cruz tributaries of Nogales Wash and Sopori

Creek.

The first sub-area within this district is the

Amado-Tubac area lying between the Pima County line and

Tuniacacori Mission and including the lower part of the

Sopori Creek bottomlands. From 1947 to 1965, water table

losses ran from five to ten feet along the Santa Cruz

River, and from ten to twenty-five feet along Sopori Creek.

Over the last four years there has been relatively little

table change, although there has been some water table rise.

The only losses were in the Santa Cruz and Sopori Creek

areas of five and ten feet, respectively. These were at-

tributed to both underground drainage and irrigation in the

Sopori Creek area.

The second sub-area in the Santa Cruz County District

is the Tumacacori-Calabasas area running from the Tumacacori

Mission south along the Santa Cruz River to the mouth of the

Nogales Wash. This area is shallow and has a limited pump-

ing capacity. The shallowness of the basin, coupled with

high permeability, results in high water level and well

depth alterations. Sometimes the basin at Calabasas fills

to the level of the stream bed. From 1947 to 1965, the

lower end of the area had losses of up to five feet, while

60
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at Calabasas there was a thirty-foot rise partially ex-

plained by an abnormally low 1947 reading and great table

level fluctuations. From 1961 to 1965, there losses of

up to five feet in the middle of the area, with ten-foot

gains at Calabasas.

Finally, there is the Nogales Wash-Quebabi sub-area

comprised of a narrow stretch of land along the Santa Cruz

River from Calabasas to the International Boundary (the

Quebabi area), and a similar area ong Nogales Wash between

Calabasas and the City of Nogales. Generally, there is

little annual change in the water level here except for an

area on the Santa Cruz River near Nogales where the pumping

by the City of Nogales causes fluctuations of over twenty

feet between wet and dry years. Except for this, the area

showed little change over the 1947 to 1965 eighteen-year

period, save for a slight rise explained by the abnormally

low 1947 reading.

Two main facts emerge from the above description of

the Santa Cruz Basin. First, while generalizations can be

made about the water table level for the entire Tucson

region, in point of fact there are great variations in water

table changes within the region. Second, it is clear that,

in the region as a whole, the supply of subsurface water is



diminishing and, until the region secures other water

sources or the demand decreases, this overdraft will

continue.
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CHAPTER III

mr-'n -' Tht - i C'±'ukui tjjf L)UfL flJ

Tucson's population is growing, its industry and

tourism expanding and, as a consequence, demands for water

are increasing and are likely to continue to do so in the

future. At the same time, it is evident that the present

drain on the groundwater supply cannot be continued in-

definitely. It appears imperative, therefore, that ad-

ditional water sources be developed in the near future.

A variety of sources has been suggested at one time or

another as possible future water sources for the Tucson

area.

The City of Tucson has repeatedly expressed con-

cern about the local water problem and the need for a long-

term water supply for the Tucson area. As a result, the

city established an advisory board to study Tucson's future

water needs and to make specific recommendations. In l96

this board, on behalf of the city, retained two local en-

gineering firms to investigate the problem and to study the

feasibility of importing water to Tuscon from outlying

areas.
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The board, under the direction of the engineers,

summed up their findings by stating there is a vast dif-

ference between the present available water supply and the

need that will exist in the future. They noted that city

records indicate the average per capita water consumption

in the Tucson area is about 170 gallons a day; that the

Tucson area has always been dependent on groundwater as a

source of supply, and that natural recharge is insufficient

to replace all the water drawn from the basin. They noted

further that during the past ten years, the groundwater

basin in the eastern section of the Santa Cruz Valley has

been seriously over-pumped and suggest that, unless some

action is taken, the area may become practically worthless

within the next few years.

The board stated that the difference between with-

drawal and groundwater recharge

may be obtained through reuse of water, im-
portation of water, salvage of service or ground-
water presently being wasted, or mining of ground-
water basins. All of these methods will eventually
be used, but the only one now economically and

politically feasible is the latter. Although 11!ining
of groundwater is admittedly a temporary measure, it
can be economically sound and proper from an engi-
neering point of view if accompanied by determined
efforts to establish a permanent supply.1

1. Water Supply Advisory Board, Feasibility Study
and Report of Altar-Avra Valley Water Supply for the Cit
of Tucson, Arizona (November, 1965), pp. 1-2.



They further stated that:

We have also assumed that the net water use for
mining and agricultural purposes within the Tucson
area will remain essentially the same for the next
15 years. Water for these uses is, therefore,
specifically excluded from consideration in this
report except that it affects the pumping level of
the various groundwater basins.1

Having established the fact that current water use

is outstripping natural recharge, the advisory board made

recommendation that certain specific steps be taken by the

City of Tucson to avoid an acute water-shortage crisis.

Based on this study, the city has planned a long-term

program designed to preclude a water shortage crisis.

The advisory board noted that in addition to the city,

there are private water companies and schools, laundries,

golf courses, cemeteries, industries, military installa-

tions, and others who pump water from the basin for their

o requirements. The board stated that one of the basic

assumptions is that any long-range solution to the problem

of the municipal water supply in the Tucson area will re-

quire centralized control of the entire local groundwater

basin.

Briefly stated, the city's long-range plans include

water importation from outlying water basins, future use of

1. Ibid.
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Colorado River water, purchase of private water companies

to permit centralization of basin management, and general

improvement of area-wide fire protection and water service.

Avra Valley Source

In keeping with its desire to maintain a long-term

water supply for the area, the city has taken action to

import water from vra Valley. Avra Valley is a groundwater

basin located to the west of the Santa Cruz Basin, and, as

of iIarch 1, 1967, the city has drilled six wells in the Avra

Valley. Four of these wells have proved to be fairly good

water producers. The city plans to equip these wells with

pumping equipment and to construct a transmission line, 16.5

miles in length and 42 inches in diameter, to bring the

water to the city in the near future. It is hoped that

vra Valley will eventually provide the city with 7.5 mil-

lion gallons of water a day. The city's development of

Jvra Valley has been temporarily discontinued, however,

pending outcome of a lawsuit filed against it by several

Avra Valley farmers. The farmers seek to prevent the city

from withdrawing Avra Valley water, contending that exporta-

tion of water from the valley will result in a reduction of

water supply for irrigation.

Other city plans call for construction, in 1967, of

storage and pressure booster facilities near the eastern
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city limits to take care of the eastern portion of the

system. In 1967 and l96, it plans to continue to re-

inforce and extend distribution lines, to add fire hydrants

and mains, and. acquire some new private companies.

In l96 and 1969, the city plans to continue to

improve its fire protection program, to drill new wells in

.tLvra Valley and some in the Sahuarita boiuibing range well

field south of the city, and to budget another $400,000 for

additional private water company purchases.

In 1969 and 1970, the city plans to improve its

water mains, and to plan and accomplish these improvements

well in advance of laying pavement in new residential or

industrial areas, to continue its improvement of fire main

and hydrant installation, and to complete well field de-

velopments in the Sahuarita bombing range area, including

the construction of transmission lines.

In 1970 and 1971, the city plans to continue to

improve mains prior to paving, to budget $200,000 for the

purchase of more private water companies, to install ad-

ditional fire protection mains and hydrants, to further

develop the Sahuarita bombing range, and construct a

storage reservoir southeast of the city. The entire program

involves an expenditure of over $26 million.-

1. City of Tucson, Official Statement Relating
City Water System Revenue Bonds, 1965 Series, March 31, 1965,
pp, 2-29.



Wastewater Reuse

The Arizona Academy report on Arizona's Water Supply

indicates that the results to be gained from treatment and

reuse of waste water are very promising and, in the face of

increasing water shortage, should be given serious consider-

ation as a possible source of water supply. Today, about

half of Tucson's water goes into sewage. Almost every house-

hold makes use of showers, toilets, and automatic dish and

clothes washing machines. In l96L-l965, Tucsonans generated

an average of eighty-five gallons of effluent a day, con-

taining about five per cent solids. During 1964-1965, the

City of Tucson handled 7.23 billion gallons of effluent.1

This volume of water, if properly treated and reused, would

help relieve the water shortage.

IYIuch of the city's effluent is already being treated

and sold to farmers in an area north and west of the city

for irrigation of non-edible crops. Horace Babcock of the

U. S. Geological Survey states that increased sewage reuse

could prove especially promising if there were transfer of

farming to the lower, or northern, portion of the Santa

Cruz Valley where some of the land is already under cultiva-

tion. This would assure continued maintenance of the

1. City of Tucson, Annual heoort of the Cit
Tucson Water and Sewerao'e System, l9o4-l9b.
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groundwater at the upper or southern end of the basin in

its present pure condition. Water could be pumped from

this upper end of the basin for human consumption and re-

used downstream in the lower end of the basin to irrigate

such non-edible crops as cotton. When land is irrigated

some of the irrigation water seeps downward into the ground-

water basin. If this irrigation water is only partially

treated effluent, it may contaminate the groundwater.

According to Babcock, water for human consumption could be

drawn from the uncontaminated upstream areas and reused

downstream.

At present, there is considerable irrigated farming

upstream which accounts for use of large amounts of water.

To implement Babcock's idea, this farming would have to be

moved downstream. However, this would be a herculean task

and might involve controversial political and economic

issues.

Any effort to solve the water supply shortage

through reuse of sewage effluent poses many problems. For

one thing, industry produces increasingly complex waste

materials, and although industry, at times, does cooperate in

water pollution and reuse programs, still it is difficult

to treat these complex waste materials properly.1 There is

1. Arizona Academy, Arizona's Water Supply (prepared

by the University of Arizona ¶ucson, and published by the
Arizona Academy, Phoenix, 195), p. l3.
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recorded the instance of a particular chemical which, after

a flow process of over 1,000 miles down the tAississiopi

River, remains unaltered, in complete defiance of the

natural purification process. The chemical, it is reported,

entered the river at one point and one thousand miles down-

stream, it was still detectible in its original form. Other

chemicals create such problems as unpalatableness by virtue

of either taste or smell, or both.

ll water is treated by nature. When rain falls, it

percolates down through layers of earth and is purified by

natural processes. county health official in a central

i'ichigan county observed, some time ago, that every drop

of rain that falls in Central i1ichigan passes through seven

sets of kidneys before it flows out into Lake Ilichigan.

People drink the water in one form or another, discharge

it and, through natural or artificial processes, it is

purified and reused over and over. But, while sewage

effluent, either naturally or artificially treated, is

fit for human reuse and frequently is reused, many persons

feel there is a problem of public acceptance of the idea

of drinking treated effluent.

Nevertheless, investigation into the potential of

waste-water reuse has been and, currently, is in progress

both in the Tucson area and elsewhere. In Chanute, Kansas,
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reuse efforts have met with limited success. In Whittier,

California, a plant treats effluent which is mixed with

fresh groundwater.1 In Tucson, the University of Arizona's

Civil Engineering and 1licrobiology Departments are cooperating

with the City of Tucson Water and Sewers Department and, with

financial aid from the U. S. Public Health Department, are

seeking to determine Rjf' the sewage in the City of Tucson

can be treated and reused for agriculture, industry, recre-

ation, and domestic purposes. 2
The University's Water Re-

sources Research Center, the City of Tucson, and Pima County

Sanitary District Number One are cooperating in similar

efforts.

The cooperative study by the city, the Sanitary

District, and the University, called the Tucson Wastewater

Reclamation Project, has been in progress for over a year.

The study involves lengthy testing of rain and partially

treated sewage to determine whether sewage can be treated

and made safe for human consumption. Dr. Fredrick Brady,

Director of the Pima County Health Department, indicates

that with one important exception, the effluent can now be

made safe for drinking. The exception to this treatment is

Ibid.

Professor A. Richard Nassander's Comments on the
Report of the Tucson Committee on Community Goals, p. 4.
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a virus, which may cause hepatitis, which to date, the re-

searchers in the University of Arizonats Iicrobiology De-

partment have been unable to isolate. However, until there

is absolute certainty that the danger of contracting

hepatitis from drinking this water has been removed, it will

not be used.'

Personnel associated with the above-named project

are currently experimenting with a specially-constructed

filter which may solve the remaining problems of purifica-

tion. The solution may be years in coming, but researchers

are optimistic that successful use of effluent can be ex-

pected. Thereafter, the major hurdle remaining to wide-

spread reuse of waste water will be public acceptance. This

is well illustrated by the heading and subheading of an

article on the Tucson wastewater reclamation project in the

Arizona Daily Star (November L, 1966). The caption read:

City Someday Will Use Purified Sewage Water, and the sub-

caption: HDifficult Selling Job Ahead.

In summary, wastewater reuse presently offers no

solution to the water shortage problem. Continued research,

however, indicates that reuse does appear to hold promise

for the future. As the Arizona Academy states: upailure to

consider greater reuse of a locally available water source

1. Arizona Dailr Star, November 4, 1966.
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that represents more than fifty per cent of the municipal

water demand has been considered equivalent to an invitation

to disaster.

Canture and Use of Runoff Water

It has been argued on numerous occasions that, for

purposes of increasing Tucson's fresh water surply and for

control of periodic flooding in the Santa Cruz Valley, a

series of dams be constructed to allow capture of flood

water and mountain runoff; the water so captured to be

stored in reservoirs and made available for recreational,

domestic and municipal purposes.

One such proposal was advanced by Douglas C. Lewis,

district engineer for the surface water branch of the U. S.

Geological Survey, Lewis suggested the creation of several

small danis to capture runoff. He noted that enough rain

falls in the Tucson area to supply all water needs. There

are about ten inches of rainfall annually in the Tucson

metropolitan area and up to thirty inches annually in the

surrounding mountains. However, because desert growth

absorbs water rapidly and because low humidity encourages

rapid evaporation, most of this water is not available for

human use. Lewis also noted that as the population

1. Arizona Academy, Arizona's Water Supply, p. 130.
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increases, runoff also increases because of the added

streets and roof topsJ

City of Tucson officials, including present iayor

Lew Davis, have also proposed the creation of dams and

reservoirs to capture runoff to increase the water supply,

and for the purpose of minimizing damage by periodic floods

such as the one of January, 1966. In a speech at a recent

hearing of Army Corps Engineers on Tucson's flood problem,

the iIayor suggested several dam sites for flood control

and conservation, including three sites on the Pantano

Wash, one on the Tanque Verde Wash, one in Sabino Canyon,

and two south of the city.

The capture of excess runoff may or may not prove

to be a workable solution to the water supply problem in

the Tucson area. Like so many other possible future water

sources, this appears to be a possible partial, long-run

solution to water supply problems in the Tucson area, but

it is unlikely that it will provide a remedy in the

immediate future.

Artificial Recharge2

The Arizona Academy report concludes that artificial

recharge is a practical method for conserving water and for

See Douglas D. Lewis, B. A. Laursen and A. H.
Beard, Water for Tucson Re ort Number One (Southern
Arizona Branch, American Society of Civil Engineers, 1963).

Information for this discussion of artificial re-
charge was obtained from Arizona Academy, Arizona's Water
SupDly, pp. 113-118.
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supplementing and balancing groundwater supply.1 Arti-

ficial recharge means simply the artificial injection of

surface water into groundwater reservoirs. The purpose of

artificial recharge, as stated by the American Water Works

Association is to:

(1) conserve and dispose of run-off and flood
waters, (2) supplement the quantity of groundwater
available, (3) reduce or eliminate the decline in
the water level of groundwater reservoirs, (J4) re-
duce, prevent or correct salt water intrusion,
(5) store water to reduce costs of plumbing and
piping, (6) store water, cool water in winter for
use during the summer, (7) allow heating exchange
by defusion through the ground, and () obtain
suspended sQlids removal by filtration through
the ground.

The Arizona Academy report states that artificial

recharge has great potential in the West since storage

capacity today in groundwater reservoirs greatly exceeds

available surface water. An example of this is to be

found in the San Joaquin Valley in California where the

underground storage potential is estimated at 93 million

acre-feet of water, or nine times the present and proposed

surface storage works in the valley. Storage in under-

ground water basins also has the advantage of eliminating

water loss through evaporation as is the case in surface

water reservoirs.

Arizona Academy, Arizona's Water Supply, p. 117.

Ibid., p. 113.



There are a number of methods of artificial re-

charge, one of which is water spreading. This involves

capturing and evenly spreading water over the earth's

surface allowing ready percolation of the water to ground-

water reservoirs. Excess water, such as flood water and

runoff, can be captured and held in dikes and dams and

subsequently released and evenly spread out over large

areas.

The best example of water spreading is to be found

in the Los Angeles County Flood Control District where,

since 1930, both flood water and Colorado River water have

been spread. Between December, 1957, and July, l95, some

131,000 acre-feet of local and imported waters were spread

with district facilities. In Kern County, California, the

North Kern County Water Storage District spread 250,000

acre-feet from 1956 to 1958.1

Another method of artificial groundwater basin re-

charge is recharge through pits. This method is used when

an aquifer is not very permeable or where porous aquifers

are quite near the surface and allow excess evaporation.

Recharge through pits, since 1951, has been accomplished

near Peoria, Illinois, by the Illinois State Water Survey.

Each of the pits has a recharge area of about one-seventh

76
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of an acre and can recharge about five acre-feet of

cilmrinated water a day. Water is obtained from the

Illinois River.

Artificial recharge through pits was also studied

near Beardsley, Arizona, in a cooperative venture involving

the Raricopa County Runicipal Water Conservation District,

the Arizona Agriculture Experiment Station, the U. S.

Bureau of Reclamation, and the U. S. Water Conservation

Laboratory. A month-long test conducted in 1961 revealed

that the intake rate varied from 56 to 126 acre-feet a day.

The rate of intake varied with the length of the recharge

effort and the chlorination content of the water. Chlorine

limited microbial grovrh and increased the recharge rate.

While it was concluded that pit recharge has promise, the

method calls for more study.

A final method of artificial recharge is recharge

through existing wells. This method is employed where land

values are so high as to prohibit its use for recharge pits

or where the groundwater aquifers to be recharged are very

deep. Well recharge has been tried in many places, includ-

ing the Los Angeles Flood Control District on an experimental

basis since 1952. It has also been attempted in the high

plains area of Texas where there are ninety-five multi-

purpose wells designed for irrigation and recharge. Em-

periments with two wells in 1954-1955 led to the conclusion



that by alternating ptm:pin with recharge, the decline of

the water table beneath the City of Amarillo could he

halted.

The University of Arizona Institute of Water Utili-

zation conducted an experir;ient in well recharge near

Beardsley, Arizona, in l95. Studies there indicated that

water levels had been declining at a rate of about eleven

feet a year. Flood water was readily available and, in

cooperation with IJaricopa County Conservation District

Nnher One, the institute conducted the recharge tests.

Flood and canal water containing sediment was injected

into an irrigation well in three separate tests, and the

results were noted in neighboring wells. It was found

that, with an intake rate of 1,400 gallons a minute, the

suspended sediment load diminished the recharge rate. It

was estimated that the 5.34 tons of mineral matter injected

with the 4 million gallons of water during the first test

would eventually clog the well.

In summary, artificial recharge seems to hold some

promise for the conservation of excess water. There is no

constant supply of excess surface water in the Tucson area,

but there are indications that intermittant mountain runoff

and treated sewage effluent could he recharged. Again,

efforts of this nature are not presently in progress, but



may be in the future when the shortage becomes more acute

and when the technical aspects of recharge have been more

fully developed.

Retirement of Agricultural Lands

Agriculture currently accounts for over ninety per

cent of all water used in Arizona and for about seventy

per cent of the water used in the Tucson area. One method

of increasing the amount of water available for domestic,

municipal and industrial purposes would be to reduce the

amount of land now used for agricultural purposes. On the

average, the amount of water used per acre for agriculture

greatly exceeds the amount used per acre in residential

and industrial areas.

In many quarters it is felt that crop land retire-

ment programs should be adopted. Congressional repre-

sentatives from the Pacific Rorthwest, in the recent

Colorado River controversy in the United States Congress,

were critical of that portion of the Central Arizona Project

which proposed the study of the feasibility of transferring

Columbia and Snake River water to the Colorado River dasin.

It was their feeling that Arizona could solve much of its

water problem if it stopped trying to change deserts into

gardens. Ilany others, including some U. S. Geological

Survey personnel have expressed similar opinions.

ryfl
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It appears that, in the natural course of events,

some of Arizona's farm lands will be transformed into

industrial and residential land. Between 1950 and 1960,

50,000 acres of crop land in the Phoenix area were converted

to urban use. The expanding urban population exploded into

areas formerly under irrigation.

Farm lands in the Tucson area are not immediately

adjacent to residential areas and, thus, future residential

expansion in the Tucson area is not likely to necessitate

the retirement of agricultural lands. There is, however,

much farming in areas within a radius of five to twenty

miles of the present city limits of Tucson (within the Santa

Cruz Basin), and retirement of some of this farm land would

release Santa Cruz Basin water for other uses. Such farm

land retirement has been suggested in the past and is

likely to receive more consideration in the near future.

The Central Arizona Project'

The Central Arizona Project (CAP) is a plan to reach

into the Colorado River at Lake Havasu and transport water

into the Phoenix and Tucson areas. The Colorado River has

1. Data used in this discussion of the Central
Arizona Project were obtained from Dean I±ann, The Politics
of Water in Arizona (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
19631, rizona Academy, Arizona's Water Supply (prepared by
the University of Arizona, Tucson, and published by the
Arizona Academy, Phoenix), various pamphlets published by the
Central Arizona Project Association and numerous newspaper
reports.



its origin in Colorado, runs through Utah and between

Nevada and Arizona, and California and Arizona, and then

into ihexico, draining water from New Iexico and Wyoming.

The Colorado River, with its main tributary, the Green

River, is 2,700 miles long. It drains an area of about

224,000 square miles, including almost all of Arizona.

About forty-three per cent of its drainage area is within

Arizona. The Colorado River flows through Arizona for

aporoximatelr 700 miles--on Arizona's western border. At

one time most of the Colorado River was navigable. r1he

stream varied periodically from a raging flood to a small

trickle. The U. S. Supreme Court has declared the Colorado

navigable and, therefore, its waters fall under federal

jurisdiction.

In 1902, contrary to advice from engineers, some

landomers built a canal from which Colorado River water

was pumped into California's Imperial Valley for irrigation

purposes. Shortly thereafter, the river flooded, destroying

the canal, and confirmin,g the engineers' warnings. For

sixteen months the entire flow of the Colorado ran into the

Imperial Valley forming the Salton Sea and causing thousands

of dollars in damage.

In l9l, the U. 3. Department of Interior's Bureau

of Reclamation proposed construction of Boulder Dam. This



was to be a large darn designed to control the strearn flow,

prevent floods, aid irrigation and develop hydra-electric

power. The project was a controversial one aoong the

Colorado River Basin states. Over a period of tine

additional bills were introduced into the IJ S. Congress

proposing Colorado River studies. kany of these bills

were introduced by California, for the benefit of

California, and were not supported by Arizona. Congress,

however, was reluctant to oass any Colorado River bill

until six or seven of the basin states, including

California, had reached an agreement on the allocation

of Colorado River water. The seven states are Wyoming,

Colorado, Utah, New ihexico, Arizona, California, and

Nevada.

In 1922, the basin states net in Santa Fe, New

ihexico, to negotiate a pact on the allocation of the water

supply. The basin was split into the upper basin states

(wyoming, Utah, Colorado, and New ihexico) and the lower

basin states (Arizona, California, and Nevada). The di-

viding line was Lee's Ferry in Iiorthern Arizona just below

Glen Canyon Darn and the Arizona-Utah border. According to

the pact 7..5 million acre-feet of water a year was to be

left to the upper basin states annually. This was not all

Colorado River water, but all water which would be Colorado



water if not diverted. Also, the pact gave New exico the

right to divert about 1 million acre-feet annually from

the Gila River which runs through central New mexico and

arizona, and then into the Colorado River above Yuma. The

upper basin states, in turn, agreed to oass through 75 mil-

lion acre-feet every ten years; an average of 7.5 million

acre-feet a year. Additionally, 1.5 million acre-feet

annually was to be passed on to iexico in compliance with

a United States-Rexico agreement. Today, kexico argues

that the water they are receiving has been used again and

again and that it reaches mexico full 0f salt and damaging

to crops.

rfhus, the Santa Fe compact left an annual voluoe

of 7.5 million acre-feet to the three lower basin states.

Boulder Darn, later renamed Hoover barn, was built to hold

this water and for the purpose of contro]ling its distribu-

tion. Lake Read is the reservoir behind Hoover Darn.

In 1926, the three lower basin states agreed on a

formula to divide their annual 7.5 million acre-feet of

water. California was to receive 4.4 million acre-feet a

year, Arizona 2.6 million acre-feet annually, and Nevada

300,000 acre-feet a year.

California inrniediately began using its allocation

of water for irrigation in the Imperial Valley, sending it



through the All-American Canal. r1hen as Los Angeles grew

and its water needs increased, California ran a line over

the riountains and into the Colorado River at Parker Dam, and

pumped additional water to Los Angeles. Arizona objected,

but California argued that Arizona was undeveloped and not

using its full allocation of water. California argued that

it was senseless to deprive the people of Los Angeles of

water by letting it run into the sea.

In 1947, Arizona, sensing future water shortages,

began to plan for the construction of the Central Arizona

Project. hen Arizona went to Washington for funds to

support the project, Congress raised the question as to

whether or not Arizona could now use its 2.8 million acre-

feet a year; or whether California had a right to this

water under the doctrine of prior appropriation.1

To resolve this question, Arizona sued California.

California argued that Arizona secured much of its water

from the Gila River at Coolidge Darn. Arizona arzued that

Gila River water was not a part of the 2.8 million acre-

feet guaranteed to it under the agreement with California

and Nevada, that Colorado River water was measured from

1. Briefly stated, under the legal doctrine of
prior appropriation, the first to use a given supply of
water has legal right to continued use of the supply--it
is first come, first served. This is discussed more
fully in the following chapter.



Hoover Darn at Lake iiead and the Gila River runs into the

Colorado downstream from that point. California argued

that Arizona's 2. million acre-feet a year should include

the water which Arizona takes from the Gila River since the

Gila is a part of the Colorado River drainage system.

The Arizona vs. California suit was heard before

the U. S. Supreme Court which has original jurisdiction

over interstate cases. The Supreme Court appointed a

Special 1aster to hear the arguments of all states involved.

The first Special Master, Judge George I. Haight, died, and

Judge Simon Rifkind, a former federal judge from New York,

was appointed to take Haight's place. In late 1960,

Rifkind filed a report, recommending to the Supreme Court

a settlement which essentially supported the Arizona

position. He said that Arizona had been using 1.3 million

acre-feet a year and, under the l92 compact, had a right

to en additional 1.5 million acre-feet a year.

On June 3, 1963, the U. S. Supreme Court agreed,

by a five-to-three decision, with the general outline of

Rifkind's recommendation. The Court ruled that California

must measure its water from the main stream of the Colorado

only. Water from the Gila River belongs to Arizona. It

was this decision which made the CAP feasible in the view of

many Arizonans.



The CAP, first formally proposed by the U. S.

Bureau of Reclamation in l9L7, is a comprehensive plan to

import water into Central Arizona and Western New 1rexico.

In 1950, and again in 1951, the CAP was authorized by the

U. S. Senate, but House hearings were postponed by the

House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee in 1951,

when the committee insisted that Arizona's right to Colorado

River water required adjudication.

If constructed, the CAP would take water from the

Colorado River at Lake Havasu (Parker Dam), about half-way

between Hoover Dam and Yuma, and lift it by a series of

pumping stations for a twenty-five-mile stret ch. The

water would then flow into an open concrete canal and

travel, via gravity, 220 miles into Central Arizona. At

three points the water would be running do hill fast

enough to generate some hydro-electric power. This power

would be used to assist in uphill pumping.

If Colorado River water eventually reaches Central

Arizona via the CAP or some other project, it would not

solve the water shortage problem. The Central Arizona

area which the CAP would serve, used 4.5 million acre-feet

of water in 1963. One million acre-feet of this was

surface water. Of the 3.5 million acre-feet of groundwater

used, 1.3 million is replaced through natural recharge,



leaving a groundwater deficit of 2.2 million acre-feet.

At its point of origin, the CAP would pass 1.2 million

acre-feet of water into Central Arizona annually, and .2 mil-

lion acre-feet of this would be lost to evaporation enroute.

Thus, if and when it is constructed, the CAP would import

only 1.0 million acre-feet of water and Central Arizona

would be left with an annual groundwater deficit of 1.2 mil-

lion acre-feet.

According to present CAP plans, a canal carrying

Colorado River water would loop north around the Phoenix

metropolitan and agricultural area and provide some water

for municipal and agricultural use there. Then, it would

run southeast to Florence, Coolidge, and Casa Grande agri-

cultural areas and terminate in a big reservoir at Picacho.

From the Picacho reservoir, the water would be sent fifty-

six miles to Tucson through a 150-cubic. foot per second

capacity closed pipeline (Tucson Aqueduct), and be lifted

920 feet by a series of pumping plants. Additionally,

there would be some shorter distribution lines designed to

carry water to various areas along the way. Based on City

of Tucson estimates, the Tucson Aqi duct would deliver

about 50,000 acre-feet to the Tucson area by 1976; 100,000

acre-feet by 192; 150,000 acre-feet by 19; 200,000 acre-

feet by 2000; 250,000 acre-feet by 2010; and 300,000 acre-

feet by the year 2020.



An additional part of the project would be the

construction of the Charleston Darn on the San Pedro River

between Tombstone and Fort Huachuca. It would provide a

water supply for recreation, fish and wildlife, and would

provide flood control. This southern section of the Tucson

Aqueduct would bring about 12,000 acre-feet of water a year

from the Charleston reservoir to the Tucson area.

Direct import of Colorado River water into Central

Arizona is assumed to have the additional advantage of

making "water exchanges" possible. Direct diversion of

Colorado River water can be made in such areas as Kingman,

an area close to the Colorado River. But the import of

Colorado River water could also create a type of water

bank. For example, Graham County could purchase Colorado

River water and, while it could not get this water directly,

it could exchange it with Pinal County farmers for the right

of short-stopping some Gila River water which runs through

Graham County but which is now largely appropriated by Pinal

County farmers. Tucson could do the same if legal problems

were to arise with respect to Tucson's proposed future use

of San Pedro River water.

The biggest volume of CAP water is marked for ir-

rigation use, although municipal and domestic uses have

gained increased recognition. In the 1947 Bureau of



Reclamation report, all but one per cent of the water was

slated for irrigation use. In the updated 1963 Bureau

report, however, municipal and industrial users were to re-

ceive about one-third of the water. The exact appropriation

of water among users and the method for appropriation have

not been established.

Tucson area people are depending on the use of

Colorado liver water in the future. City of Tucson liter-

ature which projects future water use and water sources

includes figures on Colorado River water supply. Por

example, a recent city report on Tucson's present water

use and future needs estimates that in 1976, 0,00C acre-

feet of OAF import will be available in the Tucson area,

and that by the year 2030, the volume will have increased

to 300,000 acre-feet.

As of November, 1966, it is questionable whether

the CAP will ever gain federal financial backing. Again,

in 1966, despite the efforts of Arizona to get the bill

passed, Congress failed to act on it favorably. Two con-

troversial segments of the bill contributed to its 1966

demise. First, the 1966 version of the CAP bill contained

provision to authorize the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation to

study the feasibility of transferring Columbia liver water

to the Colorado River basin. As could be expected, this
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generated opposition from Congressmen from the north-

western states. Second, many conservationist groups, most

notably the Sierra Club of California, objected to the bill,

claiming that the proposed dams would mar the natural beauty

of the Grand Canyon.

With failure of the U. S. Congress to approve

federal funding of the Central Arizona Project in 1966,

there hasbeen a movement in Arizona to go it alone. In

March, 1967, both the Arizona house and the Arizona senate

approved state funding of the project. If the state follows

through with the project, the cost to Arizona will be in

the neighborhood of l billion. As would be the case with

a federally funded project, repayment would be through

revenues from hydroelectricity produced by two dams which

would be built on the Colorado River in the vicinity of the

Grand Canyon and through revenues derived from sale of the

imported water. And, as would be the case under a federally

funded CAP, agricultural users would pay approximately l0 an

acre-foot at canal side for the water, and municipal users

would pay about 50 an acre-foot.

Support for the ugo it alonet movement is not

unanimous, however. Some reservations to the proposal are

being voiced. The February 27, 1967, issue of the League
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of Arizona Cities and Towns Legislative Bulletin comments

in reference to the go it alone' proposal:

Of particular concern to local officials will
be the person or persons who shall be in a position
to determine the various rates to be charged for
water under the Project. Additionally, the bill
will need to be amended to protect the water rights
presently owned by cities and towns. Currently,
we are having our General Council review the bill
and the proposed amendments to see that the
interests of the cities and towns are protected.

Further, Charles Esser, Assistant City Manager of Phoenix,

was quoted in the lead editorial in the Arizona ReDublic

(Sunday, February 26, 1967) as complaining that Phoenix

hadn't been consulted about the bill before it was submitted

to the legislature.t1 Esser added that "urban areas should

be told what their water costs will be under a state plan."

It is well to recall in this context that Phoenix is

Arizona's largest city and that it is located in Maricopa

County, the largest county in Arizona both in terms of

population and agricultural production.

Evaporation Supression1

Surface water evaporation is a major problem in

Arizona and in arid lands generally. For example, the

estimated evaporation loss in the lower Colorado River

1. Information for this discussion of evaporation
suppression was obtained from Arizona Academy, Arizona's
Water Supply, p. 109.
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Basin, including Lake i1ead, totals about l,55,OOO acre-

feet annually. Evaporation not only reduces the quantity

of water but also the quality, since salt and minerals are

undesirable residuals.

Besides evaporation losses from rivers, lakes

and streams, there is loss from small-stock watering ponds.

This loss is small, given total loss, but it is still

economically important. Stock water is a necessity for

livestock and livestock agriculture contributes signif-

icantly to the Arizona economy. It is estimated that stock-

watering ponds lose about three vertical feet of water

during the March 15 to July 15 rainless period. Thus stock-

watering ponds need at least three feet of vertical measure

over and above consumption to last this period (not includ-

ng loss from seepage).

A number of methods has been suggested for reducing

water loss through evaporation. Surface water can be

covered with mechanical or chemical devices which helps

reduce or prevent evaporation. liechanical roofs and wind-

breakers help reduce evaporation. The University of Arizona

Institute of Water Utilization Research Center has recently

reduced evaporation up to 100 per cent by floating a vinyl

plastic substance on the water surface.

Another means by which water loss can be reduced is

through improved and more efficient methods of irrigation.



In irrigation, water is lost not only through evaporation

and transpiration, but also through runoff and percolation.

Water is lost through evaporation while stored in reservoirs

and when lying exposed in ditches and furrows. Rapid

water applications sometimes reduce evaporation. So does

artificial shading of crops. Some areas cannot be irrigated

rapidly, however, since the rate at which water enters the

subsurface root zones is slow. In sonic instances, the ad

dition of chemicals such as gypsum, for example, before

irrigation increases the rate at wbich water enters the

soil, and reduces the time required to water, and this,

as a conseouence, reduces evaporation losses.

Recent experiments conducted by University of

frizona investigators have indicated that water savings can

be realized by substituting evaporation for transpiration,

as plant transpiration often results in greater water losses

than does evaporation. This can be accomplished by sprinkling,

rather than flooding, for irrigation, Sprinkling not only

irrigates but also cools plants, and thus reduces losses

from transpiration. University experiments indicate that

savings of from twenty to twenty-five per cent can be

achieved by substituting sprinkling for flooding.

The Arizona Academy notes that runoff water losses

are frequently the result of careless land preparation and



p. 119.
1. Arizona Academy, Arizona's Water Supply,
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irrigation. Land with slight but uniform sloping can

prevent this. The use of sprinklers also reduces runoff

losses and reduces also the cost of ditches, pipelines, and

land preparation.

The following procedures have been suggested as ways

by which irrigation efficiency may be improved:

(1) irrigate as rapidly as possible, consistent
with uniform water penetration, (2) shade the
soil with the crop or through artificial means,
(3) irriate the subsurface only, (4) use cover-
ings, (5 mix heavy surface layers with light,
subsurface soils to improve infiltration rates
and speed up irrigation applications, (6) use
soil additives to improve infiltration rates.'

The proper employment of all the above-mentioned methods will

help reduce evaporation, of course, but unless care is ex-

ercised, the use of one technique can reduce the efficiency

of that of another.

The Arizona Academy contends that future irrigation

methods will make present methods appear archaic. Crop

yields in cotton, for example, must be greatly increased to

justify continued water use. Crops may be sprayed with

chemicals to reduce water loss. Water transmission will

be by pipeline and under pressure. Application will b by

sprinkler nozzles. Fields will be weed-free. Storm runoff



1. Information for this discussion of watershed
management was obtained from Arizona Academy, Arizona's

Water Supply, pp. lO3-lO.
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will be captured and stored for use, and crop preparation

will be improved by use of such crop brands as will produce

a higher yield per unit of water.

Watershed Management1

Up to ninety-five per cent of the annual precipita-

tion in Arizona evaporates from the earth's surface or is

transpired by plants into the atmosphere. There are about

l million acres of desert grass lands in Arizona and pre-

cipitation in these areas varies from approximately ten to

eighteen inches a year. Many people contend that through

proper management of these grass lands and the state's wooded

areas, an increase in watershed runoff can be realized, thus

reducing both evaporation and transpiration losses and in-

creasing the amount of fresh water available for hunan use.

Also, as erosion is often a serious problem, proper water-

shed management may help control erosion.

Watershed management often involves the elimination

of non-beneficial plants. Many small trees and shrubs in

Arizona are categorized as chaparral types. These include

scrub oak, sumac, manzanita, buckbrush, mountain mahogany,

and others. There are about 6 million acres in Arizona at



the L,000- to 5,500-foot elevations. Precipitation in these

areas ranges from twelve to sixteen inches and, in some

areas, it is as high as twenty-five inches. Water yield

is about eight per cent of precipitation, or about 1.5

inches, This runoff rate could be expected to increase if

deep-rooted plants were replaced with shallow-rooted grasses.

xperiieents have suggested that runoff yields can be in-

creased by as much as thirty to forty per cent.

Another class of non-beneficial plants is the

phreatophytes. These are i:nown as well plants," because

their roots extend to great depths and draw water from. the

capillary fringe water aI:;ove the water table. One in-

vestigator has suggested that the elimination of these plants

would increase the water yield from twenty-five to fifty

per cent. Any removal of these plants would have to be

followed by grass olanting. Still, the runoff increase

would be significant. A key problem in the elimination

of phreatophytes, however, is the expense involved in

eliminating them in any way other than lowering the ground-

water table so that they die of thirst.

Another method of watershed management is the block

and strip cutting of wooded areas of spruce and fir, the

thinning of ponderosa pine, and the elimination of pinyon,

juniper, phreatophytes and non-beneficial chaparral from
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the area. Vegetation is removed through plant burning and

by mechanical and chemical means. Studies made in California

have indicated that a five to ten per cent increase in

water yield can be realized by adoption of these means.

However, experimentation along these lines in rizona is

not sufficiently advanced to permit accurate assessment

of its potential.

The Arizona Academy report on Arizona's dater

Sunply states that no two watersheds are alike. Successful

manipulation of nature depends on understanding the hydrol-

ogical processes involved and detailed knowledge of the

characteristics of the watershed. Watersheds contain many

different kinds of wooded growth. Various species grow at

different elevation levels and demand different treatment.

Deirineralization of Water

The Arizona ncademy report on s Water

SupDly states that demineralization of water appears to be

a more promising future water source for Arizona than some

other potential sources--cloud seeding for example, The

U. S. Department of Interior's Office of Saline dater has

been in existence about one decade and thus far has spent

about 3 million on research. President Kennedy stated that

water research is more important than putting a man on the

moon. As a consequence of research efforts, progress has
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been made in attempts to demineralize water. In 1952, the

cost of converting sea water to fresh water was $4 to $5

per 1,000 gallons. In 1963, the cost was down to $1.50 per

1,000 gallons. This figure may be reduced even further

in the future. According to Sol D. Resnick, Associate

Director of the University of Arizona Water Resources

Research Center, there are a number of experimental projects

under way which have as their goal reducing the price of

demineralization into the range of about $0.30 per 1,000

gallons.

In the long run, demineralization may prove to be

feasible and necessary to supply the nation with fresh

water. However, the transportation of water would remain

a problem. Obtaining demineralized water for, say, $1 per

1,000 gallons at sea shore would not include the cost of

transportation of the water to the urban areas where it is

needed. Horace Babcock of the U. 3. G. S. has noted that

areas such as Central Arizona would have to acquire de-

mineralized water almost free of charge since transportation

costs would be almost prohibitive. It is almost universally

true that construction of transportation facilities is the

most costly item involved in obtaining and distributing

water.
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Cloud Seeding

There is scientific evidence which demonstrates

conclusively that, under certain conditions, clouds can be

treated so as to modify normal rainfall. In the past

fifteen years, a considerable amount of money has been

spent on cloud-seeding research. The objective of this

research is to develop techniques to increase rain and

snow fall and to prevent the formation of dexnaging hail.

There are a number of complex problems involved

in measuring the effect of cloud seeding, and experts

disagree as to its success. The University of Arizona's

Institute of Atmospheric Physics recently conducted a long

series of tests in seeding summer clouds over the Catalina

otmtains to the north of Tucson. Using a proper randomtiai

procedure, the institute seeded clouds with silver iodine

nuclei. Presumably, these nuclei fill the clouds with

small particles which then attract moisture and form rain

drops. Eut these experiments failed to show that silver

iodine seeding could increase summer rain fall by a

measurable amount

Dr. Louis Battan of the Institute of' Atmospheric

Physics conducted these tests for three years trying to

Arizona Academy, Arizona's Water Supply, p. 9.
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increase the fall.of rain and snow with no appreciable

success. He observed that the real problem lies in the

lack of scientific knowledge concerning the atmosphere

and stated that more basic research is needed.1 On the

other hand, an advisory committee on weather control,

appointed by President Eisenhower in 1963, reported that

the statistical procedures employed indicated that seeding

of winter-type storm clouds in mountainous areas in the

United States produce an average increase of precipitation

of ten to fifteen per cent.t12

The public has been widely exposed to cloud seed-

ing, often with glowing and misleading reports as to what

can be accomplished. But what can be done is frequently

confused with what scientists want to do. Iiost atmospheric

scientists are confident that, in the future, means will be

devised to increase rainfall. As of now, however, they

can say only that it is possible--in certain times, under

certain conditions. It is anything but a reliable way of

increasing rainfall.3

Peter Starret-e, a reprinted series of articles
on the water problem in the Tucson area; originally published
in the Tucson Daily Citizen, April 1, 1963.

Arizona Academy, Arizona?s Water Supply, p. 92.

Ibid., p. 93.
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NAWAPA: Watering a Continent

At first glance, NAWAPA (North American Water and

Power Alliance) as a solution to the water problems of the

arid Southwest appears to be extremely far-fetched. But

it may prove to be a necessity in years to come. NAWAPA

is a plan which calls for the expenditure of 0 million

to bring 36 trillion gallons of water annually from the

Alaskan and Northern Canadian areas south to seven

Canadian provinces, to thirty-three of our states, and to

three Mexican states. NAWAPA would irrigate 40 million

acres of land in seventeen Western states. This is more

than is now being irrigated. It would produce 100 million

kilowatts of electrical power--the equivalent of that

generated by seventy-five Hoover Dams--bring the Great

Lakes back to normal level, increase the electrical output

of NiagaFalls, and might open a channel in the

St. Lawrence giver to the Pacific Ocean.'

Hugh Shamburger, Associate Director of the Water

Resources Institute at the University of Nevada, stated:

"It makes all the sense in the world to me. Something

like this will have to be the ultimate solution to our

problems for the next couple of hundred years."

1. See "NAWAPA, Watering a Continent," Newsweek,
February 22, 1965, pp. 53-54.
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0 uiiirary

one tine or another, all t].e potential future

water sources discussed above have been proposed by persons

well informed on both the technical and political aspects

of water problems. ihany articles and boobs have been

written on each of these potential future water sources,

and the suggestions offered have been voiced and argued in

hundreds of soeeches and discussions. The preceding

review of future water sources is necessarily brief, but

made a part of this study because an awareness of potential

future water sources--the oron.ise and probleiis of each--

seems reouisite to an understanding of the rIUcson water

situation,

No one of these potential future water sources

holds the promise of solving Tucsons water problem but,

collectively, they do offer some promise of long-run helo.

Based on the current status of the Central Arizona Project

legislation in the United States Congress, Colorado River

water cannot be counted on for several years yet, if at

all. NAWAPA, at this point, is little more than a pipe

dream. Demineralization, artificial groundwater basin

recharge, cloud seeding, watershed management, and evapor-

ation suppression all hold some promise of help for Tucson

and arid lands generally, but all require additional
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scientific research, What help they may offer may well be

a long time in coming. Large-scale withdrawal of farm

land from cultivation at this time appears politically

unfeasible and perhaps may be economically unwise.

As a consequence, three points stand out regarding

Tucson?s future water supply. First, the present source

of Santa Cruz diver Basin groundwater must be managed

judiciously. Second, irroortation of groundwater from

Avra Valley, by the city, may ease the shortage problem

temporarily--possibly for the next ten years. Third,

experimentation in the treatment and reuse of waste-

water may well bear fruit and further ease the shortage

problem within the next decade. By that time, ten to

twenty years from nor, continued efforts on the Central

Arizona Froject, demineralization, artificial recharge,

cloud seeding, evaporation suppression, and capture of

excess waters may have produced permanent remedies.



CIAPTEL IV

WATER LAW AND ADRINISTRATION IN ARIZONA

Introduction

Before the West became heavily populated, water was

obtained simply by diverting it from streams and rivers.

As the population grew, however, and, water demands increased,

water thus obtained was inadequate to meet the needs and

people resorted to capturing excess rain and flood. waters

and mountain runoff for storage in dams and reservoirs for

subsequent release via canals and ditches to arid areas.

Later, with further population increase and the development

of farming, even the supply of surface water in many

Western lands fell short of demand. Surface water shortages,

in conjunction with rapid development of the technological

means for drilling water from deep underground water basins,

led to mining water.' Thus, there are basically two types

of water in Arizona today: surface water and subsurface water.

Definitions

Surface Water

The term surface water is self-explanatory surface

waters include water found in lakes, rivers, and streams.

1. Fred C. Struckmeyer, Jr., and Jeremy B. Butler,
Water: Review of Rights in rizona (Phoenix: Arizona
Weekly Gazette, 19 0

, p. '7.
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In 1963, 2.0 million acre-feet of surface water was used

in Arizona.

Subsurface dat er

Legally, there are two types of subsurface water,

percolating water, and groundwater, but both types are

coimoniy referred to siuoly as roundwater. IBoth types

reach the earth's subsurface by the downward percolation

of rain, flood and mountain runoff into the earth's sub-

surface. Percolating water is subsurface water which

rests motionless beneath the earth's surface, or which, if

it moves at all, does so very slowly. Groundwateru is

subsurface water which IIILOVCS in fairly readily definable

subsurface rivers or channels. In this chapter, percolating

water will be referred to as percoiating groundwater, and

groundwater as 'channel groundwater.

iarian hihts Doctrine

There are two basic rater law doctrines; one is

called the doctrine of 'riparian rights, and the other the

do ctrine of orior appropriation. Under the riparian rights

doctrine, an individual who owns land adjacent to a river,

stream or lake, or above a supply of subsurface water, has

the right to divert water from this source for his own use.

Fe may put it to beneficial use for irrigation, power gener-

ation, recreational or domestic use, or he may waste it.
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Prior Aioronriation Doctrine

Under the doctrine of orior aporopriation, a system

of first come, first served prevails. Unlike the riparian

rights doctrine, under the doctrine of prior appropriation,

an individual who owns land adjacent to a river, stream or

lake, or above a supply of subsurface water, does not have

the right to divert water from this source for his own use

simply by virtue of his land ownership. That is, in a court

of law, in an area where the prior appropriation doctrine

holds, in a dispute between individuals both of whom claim

the same limited quantity of water, the person who has put

the water to beneficial use first has the better right.

In some parts of the United States, the doctrine of

riparian rights is foliowec., and in others the prior ap-

propriation doctrine holds. From East Texas through North

Central Oklahoma, Eastern Kansas and Nebraska, and along the

North Dakota-South Dakota lines, east to the tlantic Sea-

board, the doctrine of riparian rights holds. In other

parts of Texas and Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota,

South Dakota, and in ikontana, Erizona, California, Oregon,

and Washington, a combination of the two doctrines prevails.

In New Wexico, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, and Wyoming,

the doctrine of prior appropriation prevails.1

1. David W. Wilier and others, Water Ktias of the
United States (Port Washinton, L. I., NrorW, Uter in-
formation Center, Inc., l9o2), Plate Ihuuiber 7.
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In some states where the doctrine of prior appro-

priation obtains, the laws also demand that the prior

user put the water to heneficia1 use. In these states,

water is declared public and is appropriated on a first

come, first served basis. Put ri; its may be forfeited

for non-use or waste of water, 1

hater law in Arizona is a confusing mixture of the

doctrines of prior appropriation and riparian rights.

Court decisions and writers on the subject leave the

picture clouded. These factors seem clear, however.

First, surface water and channel groundwater (which can

be shown to flow in underground streems) are governed by

the doctrine of prior appropriation. Arizona law provides

that this water be put to beneficial user else one risks

losing his prior right. Percolating groundwater, however,

remains the property of the person oiming the land above

it. Thus, something akin to the doctrine of riparian

rights rules on the subject of oercolating groundwater. As

the Arizona Revised Statutes state,

Waters percolating generally through soil are property
of owner, but subterranean streemis flowing in natural
channel between well-defined banks are subject to ap-
propriation same as surface streams.2

Ibid.

See the notes of decisions relating to Article 17,
Section 1, krizona Conscitution, in t1e cizona Lensed
Statutes, o p.



Surface Water Law

Surface water law in the State of Arizona has its

roots in the nineteenth century treaty law and territorial

law--especially the Howell Code of l;6L. Code was

published shortly after iJr. William T. Howell of Tucson was

apoointed Code Ccnmissioner of Arizona Territory by

Territorial Governor John h. Goodwin in lW+. Today's

Arizona water law bears close resemblance to that code.

The Howell Code stated that all rivers, creeks,

and streams, or running water in the territory of Rrizona

are hereby declared public and applicable to the purposes of

irrigation and mining, as hereinafter provided.t The code

continues, pall the inhabitants of this territory who own or

possess arable and irrigatable lands, shall have the right

to construct public or private acquias, and obtain the nec-

essary water for the same purpose from any convenient rivers,

creeks or streams of running water.

Similarly, today's Arizona Revised statutes state:

Waters of all sources, flowing in streams,
canyons, rivers or other actual channels, or in
definite underground channels, whether perennial
or interriittant, flood, waste or surplus water and
of lakes, ponds and springs on the surface, belong
to the public and are subject to appropriation and
beneficial use.)

Struckmeyer and Lutler, . p. 1..

Ibid.

Arizona £Levised Statutes, L-5-lC)l, A.
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Thus, pursuant to the 1{61+ Howell Code, surface

water (and channel groundwater) in Arizona is (a) public,

and (b) subject to appropriation. As Arizona Supreme

Court Chief Justice Fred Struckmeyer, among others, has

stated: 'There are no riparian rights today in JLrizonaJ

He stated that the riparian rights doctrine simply is not

suited to use in western lands because it permits land-

owners to waste water. This is impractical and the courts

have recognized this in areas where water is scarce and

where there is great competition for its use.1

Appropriation of water does not depend on land

ownership, as all water is public. But water must be put

to beneficial use--a condition which is not necessary under

the riparian rights doctrine. An individual cannot ap-

propriate surplus water. He may appropriate only as much

as can be used beneficially and the excess is subject to

appropriation by others. This assumes that, in lands

where water is scarce, all water will be used for beneficial

purposes. If, for a period of five years, a person does not

use the water he has received permission to appropriate, he

must forfeit his water right--unless, of course, fluctuations

in stream flow have prevented his putting it to beneficial

use. A person has no right to waste water. As the Arizona

Revised Statutes state:



Arizona Revised Statutes, 45-101, B, C.

Arizona Academy, Arizona's Water Supply, p. 55.
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Beneficial use shall be the basis, measure
and limit to the use of water. Then the owner
of a right to the use of water ceases or fails
to use the water appropriated for five suc-
cessive years, the right to the use shall cease,
and the water shall revert to the public and
shall again be subject to appropriation.1

Under the doctrine of prior appropriation in Arizona

then, the individual who has first, in point of time, put

a given flow of surface water to beneficial use, has a

right to that water flow. No person upstream may 13short-

stop the flow of that water or in any way diminish the

stream flow--even though the water may flow over his up-

stream land.

This is not true, however, of excess flood waters.

Under Arizona law, flood waters and excess runoff may be

captured by landowners and put to beneficial use. But an

individual who captures this water and puts it to beneficial

use does not acquire a vested right, or appropriation, to

that water. A landowner upstream may also capture the

water and use the water and is under no obligation to let

the water flow over his land to areas below.2

Chief Justice Struckmeyer has noted that, in the

past, the Arizona Legislature has tended to leave the

development of surface water law to the courts and has done
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the same relative to subsurface waters, Perhaps the best

example of this, Struckmeyer states, is seen in section

45-l3 of the Statutes in which the legislature empowers

the State Land Department to deny a well-drilling permit

if it is a menace to public safety or is against the

interest or welfare of the public. This is a very b road

and obscure grant of authority. What is a menace? What is

public safety? bnd what is the interest and welfareU of

the public? Who is the puhlic? These are questions the

courts must answer and in the process, the courts create

water law.

Subsurface Water Law

Channel Groundwater Law

i'xtensive use of subsurface water in the best is

fairly recent and did not occur until about the 1920's.

Fecent scientific advances have made extensive groundwater

puniring possible and have created new legal problems relative

to its use. Subsurface water pumpage is predominant in the

south and central sections of Arizona where there is a lack

of surface water. Tucson, of course, is one such areas

Channel groundwater, like surface water, is public

in nature and is subject to appropriation for beneficial

use. The doctrine of prior appropriation governs channel

groundwater use. But channel groundwater use, under the
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doctrine of prior appropriation, raises numerous legal

oroblems which are absent vis--vis surface water. The

chief problem stems from a lack of scientific knowledge as

to location and character of subsurface water which often

raises the question as to whether subsurface water is

channel groundwater (mmvin in clearly defined channels) or

whether it is percolating groundwater. And, as noted

above and discussed in greater detail below, percolating

groundwater, unlike channel groundwater, is not subject to

the prior appropriation doctrine.

In 1945, after years of pressure for action, the

Arizona legislature passed sonic subsurface water leg isla-

tion--legislation which required merely that all persons

oming and operating wells report to the State Land Depart-

ment the depth of the well, the type of well, the amount

of water pumped, and some other details concerning the well.

The legislation required also that no new wells be drilled

without prior notification to the State Land Commissioner

of intent to drillj

The 1945 code was not very effective, and pressure

for additional legislation continued until passage of the

Code of 1944. The 1944 code is now embodied in section

45-301 of the Arizona Aevised Statutes. It empowers the



State Land Commissioner, after geological investigation,

to declare certain areas critical groundwater areas,

Once an area has been declared critical, the commissioner

may reiuse uo grant additional permits for the drilling of

new irrigation wells on those lands in the area not under

cultivation five years prior to the passage of the 194d act.

The commissioner cannot forbid new well drilling in

critical areas however, if the water from the new well

source is to be used for domestic, stoch watering, in-

dustrial, municipal or transportation purposes.

Both the codes 0f lL5 and l94 are rather weab.

Onposition to tiie creation of a strong code by individuals

who already had agricultural lands in production was

powerful. Thus, nothing in either code gives any govern-

ment agency any rights of control of those lands already

under irrigation.

There also were constitutional objections to the

code. The Southwest Bngineering Company, for one,

claimed that the code was unconstitutional. Their argumenl

made pursuant to Howard vs. Ferriri1 and Bristor vs.

CheathaL:2 was that percolating groundwater belongs to the

landowner and that for the government to prohibit pumping

under the omer's land constitutes confiscation of prooerty.

Howard vs. errin, : Ariz. 3L7 (lOCL).

J3ristor vs. Cheatnam, ( nriz. 227 (1953).
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This, they argued, is in violation of the lLth amendment of

the U. S. Constitution and also of the due process section

(section L) of the Arizona Constitution. Further, the
Southwest Engineering Company argued that the statute

discriminated against the company, denying it equal pro-
tection under the law because other agricultural pumpers,

also not in critical areas, were not similarly restricted.

In rejecting the first contention, the court said:

We are of the opinion that there is a pre-
dominant public concern in the preservation of the
lands presently in cultivation as against lands
potentially reclaimable, and that whereas the
choice is unavoidable because a supply of water is
not available for both, we cannot say that the ex-
ercise is such a choice, controlled by considera-
tions of social policy which are not unreasonable,
involves a denial of due process.-

The court also rejected the company's second contention.

Of special interest is a dissenting comment made by

Justice M. T. Phlps. He agreed with the Southwest

Engineering Company's contention that they had been denied

due process of law. He felt that the statute failed to

achieve its stated objective, namely to preserve the sub-

surface water supply. Phelps felt that excessive sub-

surface water pumping would continue as it had in the past

and, thus, a statute or code which distinguished between

those who were using water for irrigation before enactment

1. Southwest En'ineerin' Corn an vs. Ernst, 79
Ariz. 103 (1955
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of the code and those who wished to pump after enactment,

was arbitrary and discriminatory. Justice Pehlps implied

that some subsurface water puripage should be controlled by

statute and that some acreage should be removed from culti-

vation.

The code of l94 did nothing to reduce pumping

already in progress in critical areas. In l94, subsurface

water pumpage totaled 3.25 million acre-feet, and in 1953

it totaled 4. million acre-feet. Acreage under cultivation

increased from 1.0 million acres in 1949 to 1.3 million

acres in 1953. While the State Land Commissioner could

modify further depletion of subsurface water sources in

critical areas, he could do nothing to halt the current

depletion or to correct damage already done.

Since 194 continued efforts have been made to pass

a meaningful subsurface water code, and in 1954 the Under-

ground Water Commission recommended adoption of a code which

would provide for establishment of water conservation

districts to determine the necessity for reducing subsurface

purnpage. Both the 1945 and l94 codes empowered the State

Land Commissioner to prevent additional pumpage in critical

areas, but gave him no power to reduce current pumpage.

The 1954 proposal was tbutchered by the state legislature

as each special interest sought to exempt itself by working

in committees to block the bill. The governor accused the
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mining, agriculture and municipal interests of contributing

to the defeat of the cods by advancing their individual

selfish interests.

In suJmnary, the law in Arizona declares channel

groundwater to be public in nature and subject to appropri-

ation. The doctrine of prior appropriation :overns. Jith

subsurface water withdrawal exceeding natural recharhe

year after year, the water table in Arizona continues to

fall and it is felt that the legislature should enact

legislation to control subsurface water use. In 1945 and

1946, the legislature, under great pressure to act, did

pass some water codes. But in 1945 and1946, as on other

occasions, numerous special interest groups, each seeking

to exent itself from control, negated any chance of

passage of a strong code.

Percolating Groundwater Law

Percolating groundwater is subsurface water which

does not move in readily definable underground rivers or

streams. it is water which simply reStS in underground

reservoirs and, like all groundwater, is a rroduct of rain-

fall or mountain runoff which seeps doi into the earth.

Percolating groundwater, unlike channel groundwater,

is not governed by the doctrine of prior anpropriation. This

is very confusing, for the determination of the legal doctrine



defendant ons the land upon which a well is situated and
from which percolating groundwater arises, the defendant

is entitled to the use of the water therefrom, not as an

appropriator, but as an owner of the land,

The above thesis, that the common law doctrine of

riparian rights, not the doctrine of prior appropriation,
applies to percolating groundwater, was further expressed

by the Arizona Supreme Court in its rehearing of the now

fatous bristor vs. Cheatham case.3 In its first bristor
vs. Cheatham decision,4 the court flew in the face of

(1904).1. Howard vs. Perrin, 0 Ariz, 347
2. Campbell vs. billard, 45 Ariz. 221 (1935).

3. Bristor vs. Cheathan, 75 riz. 227 (1953).
4. Bristor vs. Cheatham, 73 Lriz, 234 (1952), dcv.
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which applies in uanv cases rests with scientific evidence
as to the nature of subsurface waters. Arizona courts have
held thaL unless one can prove that subsurface water is
moving, it is treated as percolatimm 'rounjwater and is not
subject to the prior anlropriation doctrine.

In the 1904 case of Howard vs. Ferrjj- the Arizona
Supreme Court stated that common law governs groundwater

which is percolating in nature and, thus, IandonLers own
not only their land, but everything beneath it. In 1935,
in Campbell vs. hillard,2 the court said that where the
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precedent and declared percolatine groundwater subject to

prior appropriation. The declaration disturbed Iany

people and, in a renearing of the decision, the court re-

turned to precedent.

In the hristor case, hr. bristor had been puoping

water for domestic purposes since 1916. Then, in l9 and

192+9, a hr. Cheatham sunk eleven large irrigation wells and

began to transport the water to land three iiles away.

Cheatham?s pumping diminished the water supply and Eristors

wells went dry. bristor sued Cheathaii, seeking to orohibit

Cheathams pumping. fristor claimed a right to the water,

first as an aporopriator of an underground stream and,

secondly, as the owner of the land under which the wate±- la.

The trial court dismissed Hristorts claim and it went to

the Arizona Supreme Court.

In the first hearing of the case, a three-man

Supreme Court majority rendered a very controversial

decision. The majority brought rercolating groundwater

under the prior appropriation doctrine, stating:

The common law concept that the owner of the
overlying land ovnis the percolating waters under
its surface is fallacious. We will here and after
undertake to show that the vested rights of the user
of percolating waters since the decision in Howard
vs. Perrin case are more fully protected under the
law of prior appropriation than under the so-called
conmori law ruleJ

I. Ibid.
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In a rehearing of the case, the court reversed its

position and removed percolating groundwater from the ap-

propriation doctrine provision. The court stated that the

rule of reasonable use should govern percolating ground-

waters. Thus, a landowner may use the water under his land

on other lands so long as his use thereof does not interfere

with the reasonable use of the water by the other owners

of those lands which overlie a common water supply.1

The significance of the Bristor case lies in the

fact that the final Bristor opinion preserved the rule that

percolating groundwater belongs to the landowner, and that

the burden of proof that the water is a definite underground

channel, i. e., non-percolating and thus subject to appro-

priation, rests upon the person who seeks to appropriate

the water. Second, the doctrine of reasonable use governs

the use of percolating groundwaters.

In the first Bristor opinion, the court made an ex-

tremely surprising departure from the common law doctrine

which heretofore had governed the use of percolating ground-

water. However, it backed off in the second decision. The

court had been subject to criticism for its first Bristor

opinion and, it is the opinion of some, that the court

reversed because of public pressure. Nevertheless,

1. Struckmeyer and Butler, . p. 31.
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percolating groundwater remains subject to common law--the

only, and very significant, exception to the prior appro-

priation doctrine.

One problem in particular which the courts face in

dealing with percolating groundwater is the lack of

geological information on the location and nature of sub-

surface waters. If an individual wishes to deny the

upercolatingti nature of some subsurface water and thus ap-

propriate it, his is the burden of proving that the water

is in a definite underground channel with an ascertainable

stream bed and banks and that it is flowing, not perco-

latingJ---proof of which is not always easily provided. In

effect, the courts assume that subsurface water is perco-

lating unless proven otherwise.

The State Land Department

Arizona law gives the State Land Department limited

power in regulating subsurface water use. The Statutes

require that the department compile and maintain records

of the state's groundwater.2 The department shall from

time to time designate groundwater basins and subdivisions

thereof. The department is to "make surveys and investiga-

tions and compile date regarding water resources in the state.

' Ti.-' i_L. ..LLJ1U. p. o.

2. Arizona Revised Statutes, 4.5-302,
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The department is to 'Umaintain a permanent public depository

for existing and future records on stream flow, etc. If

and when residents in a certain area request, and if the

facts and figures contained in Land Department records

indicate that it is a necessity, the State Land Department

may declare an area a critical groundwater area.1

The Statutes provide that no person shall drill

wells for the use of groundwater without first notifying

the State Land Department and obtaining a permit. The de-

partment may require that reports be made on the amount of

water drawn. Anyone failing or refusing to make these

reports is subject to fine not exceeding il00 by the State

Land Department. rfhus, the Arizona Revised Statutes

empower the State Land Department, in very limited sense,

to control the use of a subsurface water basin.

The State Land Department issued almost 1,200 permits

to appropriate water between 1955 and 1959. Where the use

of surface or channel groundwater is not in conflict with

the use of such water by a prior appropriator, an individual

may file with the State Land Department a request to ap-

propriate the water and put it to beneficial use. (A. R. S.

L5-lLf2, A.)

1. Arizona Revised Statutes, 45-303.



Any person including t].ie United States, the
state or illunicioality, intending to require
the right to the beneficial use of water,
shall make an application to the Departnent
for a Deruiit to make an aooroorjatjon of the
water, . 1

The State Land Department and the courts decide,

where there is conflict, who shall have the right to a i'iven
amount of water. The person with the prior claim has the

better right. But, what if it cannot be determined who had

the prior right and the decision simply hinges on the dif-
ferent uses to wnich the water is beini put? In this case,
the Arizona :Levised Statutes (45-147, instruct the
State Land Department and the courts as follows:

As between two or more pending conflicting
applications for the use of water from a given
water supply, when the capacity of the supply is
not sufficient for all applications, preference
shall be given by the Department according to the
relative values to the public of the proposed use.

The relative value to the public for the
purposes of this section shall be: (1) Domestic
arid municipal uses. Domestic uses shall include
gardens not exceeding one-half acre to each family.
2) Irrigation and stock watering. (3) 2ower and

mining uses.

In another section, the Arizona FLevised Statutes

(45-141, A, B, C) articulate the sare point in slightly
different form:

Any person may appropriate unappropriated
water for domestic, municipal, irrigation, stock
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1. To enforce this provision on the United States
Government via lawsuit, of course, the state would need the
permission of the U. S. Government to sue it.



watering, power water, wildlife, including
fish, mining uses, for his personal use or
for delivery to dustoners. The nerson first
aprropriating the water shall have the better
right.

To effect the beneficial use, the norson
appropriating the water nay construct and
maintain reservoirs, dane, .. .

bhen it becomes necessary for the state
land denartnent to et ermine tne relative
values to the public of prcnosed uses of
water, wildlife uses, including fish, shall
he deemed inferior to domestic, municipal,
irrigation, stoch watering', power and mining
uses.

The Tin Pine Law

Part of Lrticle 9-516 of the Arizona Aevised

Statutee is commonly referred to as the Tin Pipe Law. It

reads as follows:

It is declared as a public policy of the state
that when adequate public utility service under
authority of law is being: rendered in an area,
within or without the boundary of a city or town,
a competing service and installation shall not be
authorized, instituted, made or carried on by the
city or town unless or until that portion 0f the
plant s stem and business of the utility used and
usable in rendering such service in the area and
which the town or city seebs to serve, has been
acquired. The city or town which seebs to acquire
the facilities of a public service corporation
shall have the right to do so under eminent domain.

The fin Pipe Law was passed by the state legislature

following court decision in the Tucson vs. Polar [ater

Company case. In 1933, the Arizona state legislature

enacted a statute which stated that where a municipal

corporation and the people within it are being served by a

123
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public utility under an existing franchise, before purchas-

ing or acquiring the plant or property of this utility,

a municipality must purchase the utility. But in 1954, in

Tucson vs. Polar Water Company, the Arizona Supreme Court

held that the 1933 statute had no application in the case.

Here, the City of Tucson had expanded its territory into

the area in which the Polar Water Conpany operated. The

Polar Water Company sued, but the court said that the damage

caused was damnum absgue in,iuria; meaning the city did not

have to pay damages to the Polar Water Company. A few

weeks after the Polar decision was handed down, Senate

Bill 107 was introduced, passed, and became what is known

as the Tin Pipe Law (ARS-9-5l6).

The Tin Pipe Law prevents a municipality from laying

water distribution lines in an area already being served by

a private water company, competing with the company and,

thus, financially destroying it. Where private companies

operate within or near a city, the city may, of course,

exercise its right of eminent domain and, provided it

adequately compensates the owners, condemn a company, or

any part of its physical plant, and take over its operations.

But a city may not provide water service in an

area being served by a private water company Huiltil that

portion of the plant system and business of the utility
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bused and usable in rendering such service in the area and

which the town or city seeds to serve, has ceen acquired.

(ARC -5l6.)

This law is called the Tin Pipe Lawh because nany

people feel that a cor:Ipany can, by obtaining a certificate

of convenience and necessity iron the Corporation Connission

and laying any old junk tin pipe in the dround, create a

Llon000listic right to operate in its certified area, and

only through condemnation nroceedings and great expense,

can a city take over the water service. It is argued that

sonetimes it is in the public interest for a city to put

private water couanies out of business so as to consolidate

and upgrade water service and fire protection. but with

the Tin Pine Law in effect, a city nay have to pay exor-

bitant prices for the purchase of private water companies.

The law has been subject to considerable criticism.

A statement by Arizona Senator ibiller typifies this

criticism:

I believe the bill is a walking law suit, but
that it b shortcomings could not be remedied by a
single amendment, . . I say this cecause mils
would require that a city or town, before it could
furnish public utility service to a newly annexed
area, must buy the entire plant, systr and business
of the existing utility. The proponants of this act
make a great outcry about the need for legislation
to prevent a city froti paralleling the lines of ex-
isting owners. In answer to that, let me point out
that any city administration knows that it would be



perfectly stupid for a city to parallel a line
that it could use, unless it was unable to
purchase that land at anywhere near its value to
the city.1

Additional criticism of the Tin Pipe Law was voiced

by former City of Tucson Attorney, Calvin Webster. Webster

stated it appeared to him that by enacting the Tin Pipe Law

immediately after the Polar case, the Arizona State Legis-

lature intended to protect public utilities against com-

petition from within or outside city limits.2 He added

that the legislature's subsequent enactment of sections C

and D of the bill seemed to be an effort to quiet the com-

plaints of municipalities. Section B of the act provides

that when a city or town purchases a public utility, the

Corporation Commission is not to issue a certificate of

convenience or necessity to a private company in that area

unless the city refuses to serve the area or a part thereof.

Section C, added in 1954, provides that once a city or town

purchases a functioning public utility, the city shall con-

tinue service in that area.

Webster further criticized the Tin Pipe Law because

of the undefined nature of the words and phrase&t in which

126

See Calvin Webster, former Tucson City AttorneyTs

paper on Arizona's 'Tin Pipe Law, iIay 27, 1965, unpublished.

Ibid.
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it is couched. Webster asirs, Where the statute uses the

word ?area, what does it iean? Does it ciean the entire

territory included in a certificated area, cr does it mean

a small section of the land and, if so, what Size? Webster

cites several instances where the term area is elastic in

meaning. Secondly, Webster criticizes the use of the word

inadequate' in the statute. What does "inadequate" mean?

Third, he states that the phrase in the statute "that portion

used and usable in rendering such service in the area," is

highly anbiguous. How much of the utilities system does

this include? How much must the city acquire when the

statute says "until that portion of the plant system and

business of the utility . . has been acquired"?

In brief, municipalities are concerned about the

Tin Pipe Law on two counts. First, the Tin Pipe Law seems

to discriminate against cities in favor of private water

utilities; and, second, the law presents a nightmare to

city attorneys who find the language in which it is drawn

ambiguous and difficult of interpretation, making the

renderine' of advice to city officials extremely burdensome.
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ilany state and local or:anizations both oublic

and private in nature, are involved in Tucson area water

management The City of Tuc son numerous private water

companies, and several large school districts are the

major water pumping organizations in the area; the City of

Tucson being, far, the most significant in terms of

water supply and distribution, and in research and de-

velopment There are also several minor organizations

involved in local water management, and some state and

local agencies which perform regulatory functions. The

water-related activities of these organizations are

described in this chapter.

State and Local deaulatorv Oroanizations

Arizona Corooration Commission'

In Arizona, public utilities are regulated itonop-

olies.' They ossess state-granted monopolies and, for this

1. Data from the Arizona Constitution, Arizona de-
vised OtaLutes, the CoLecls5lon's Aules and emlaciois
latin to the Operation of Domestic Dater Utility Companies
and personal interviewsith Commissiones j..iltofl Huskey, and
dichard Herbert Commission Utility Department Chief Lohert
Kircher, and Chief Dngineer Lionel i3lair on July 20, 1900;
and other dates.

129
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reason, their rates and methods of operation are regulated

by the state. The Arizona Corporation Corruiiission is

charged with the responsibility of regulating these

utilities.

The corporation commission is comprised of three

commissioners elected in partisan, state-wide elections for

a term of six years. One commissioner is elected every

two years. The statutes instruct the commission to elect

a chairman from its membership, to meet once a month or

more, to conduct open hearings, and to make decisions on a

majority basis. The commission performs functions which

are judicial, legislative, and executive in nature. Its

personnel numbers approximately 110 persons employed in

seven different departments. The water utilities division

which has two offices (one in Tucson and a main office in

Phoenix) has a personnel of twelve.

The Arizona Constitution and Statutes empower the

commission to regulate all corporations (other than m-

nicipal) engaged in providing utility service, e. g., oil,

electricity, light, power, water and fire. The commission

prescribes and enforces "just and reasonab1e rates for

such services,1 and establishes rules and regulations

1. The courts have established a 5% to % return
on investment as a just and reasonable" rate.
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which govern the business activities of public services

operating in Arizona.

Included among the public utilities which the com-

mission regulates are private water companies. The Statutes

provide that water systerc.is include all property used in con-

nection with obtaining, developing, storing, distributing

and selling water for beneficial purposes where water is

sold for compensation.

There are a number of legal requirements which

must be met before a private water company may be estab-

lished and operated in Arizona. A certificate of

venience and necessity must be secured from the corporation

cormnission; a franchise granting permission to run water

lines through county rights-of-way must be obtained from

the county government inthe county in which the company

desires to operate; county and state health department

standards must be met; and, depending on the circumstances,

other papers, permits, etc., may have to be obtained from

various state and federal agencies.

To obtain the needed certificate of convenience

and necessity from the corporation commission one must, on

application, prove to the commission that there is a need

for service in the area, obtain a county franchise, acquire

approval of the state and county health departments, show
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that there is potable water available in the area, and

file all relevant reports with the corporation commission.

After a certificate has been filed, the commission

holds hearings to determine first whether all requirements

have been net and second to render decision. The hearings

are open to the public and all interested parties (those

who may be affected by the comniission's decision) may

testify. If all requirements have been met, if the com

mission is satisfied of the need for service in the area

for which the certificate has been requested, if potable

water is available, and if there are no valid objections

(which convince the commission that it ought act to the

contrary), the commission grants the certificate request.

Until a certificate is obtained, a water company

may not operate. But, once it is obtained, a-company is

entitled to exclusive rights of operation in the area in

which it is certified. No other private water company and

no municipality may operate in competition with the water

company certified for operation in that area. Having

obtained a certificate, the holder must, within one year,

construct facilities to demonstrate his intent to provide

water service. If he fails to do so, the certificate,iS

subject to revocation.

When a water company first obtains a certificate

and begins operation, the corporation commission sets what



it calls an ifltCfiL rate for custaner water servjce

The conuission bases the rate uon past ex0erience with

other cornJanies The interiL: rate is dependent upon nany

factors, such as: the size of the area and the nthJber of

custoners to be served; the typo of physical olant to be

used to provide the service; and the cost of investient to

the conpanv. The coinrission atterots to set interin rates

which will result in a fair return on investuent to the

cocipany, After aporoniieately a year of oceration, the

orininal interim rate is reviewed along with the financial

records of the company and a permanent rate is sets This

rate, too, is subject to review and alteration by the con-

mission.

Cue of the commissioners noted, in l96i, that in

setting interim rates for new firms, the commissionVs

decision as to what constituted a fair rate of return was

based on sheer surmise; however, in reviewing the company?s

operation and finances and upon reestablishing the rats a

year later, the comr:issions attenuts to insure a fair rate,

it was found, cane as close as possb1e to a six per cent

return. lee courts nave seccled on the six per cent rae

of return on investment as a fair return.

In addition to holding hearings on certificate ap-

plications, the commission holds hearings to consider such
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uatters as rate lucrease i"@oueSt Died ProPosed cofparrr

1i.eryers. In sone rate or eereor cases, where the issue is

exprerTely couplex, or where the financial ade±inistnation

of a parti cular connany is cofusinp, the cornu scion nay

hire outside accountants to do the anpraicine, 'Pr, if

leqal corplications arise, the coniission nay call unon

the State Attorney General s office for Isoal aid,

The corporation coruiission publishes a set of

rules and reulat ions which govern not onirT the establish-

rient but also the operation of private water conpanies.

For example, coineission rules state that no water coariy

ray impose fines on customers for delinquent naynent of

bills. All water comnanies must Pile new rates or service

rules or amendments or cancellations thereof with the con-

mission Private water companies must file annual reports

on forms provided by the commission. Information requested

on these forms includes the name and address of the utility,

the communit served, and tiie names and addresses of the

uanaper, owner, attornep, accountant, Financial information

is requested, such as the total value of company stock and

surplus, the amount of customer deposits, total operating

revenue for the year, operating expenses, and operation

deductions. The form requests information relating to the

nuxber of residential, commercial or industrial customers.
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The gallons or cubic feet of water w::ped durini the year

the arLoun-b of water sold, and the menimum residential bill

must be reported. The company must provide infori ration

resardiny its sources of water, wells, stora,e facilities,
proing equipment, purification orocess, lenyth of distri-
buteon and transmission lines owned, size of annual rayroll

and a listing of full-time and nart-time emloyes. This

information, kept in commission files, is confidential.
The corporation couoission may review the certificate

of a private water company at any time should it appear to

the commission that any or all of the certified land is not
oroperly being serviced with water, or should it appear

that the area is not adecuately serviced witbin a reasonable

period

both elected and arpointed commission officials

consider the functions of the co:iission as being re-

stricted. Discussions with the commissioners and anpointed

personnel in the utilities division revealed that the are

aware of and concerned about the dwindlin supply of sub-

surface water in the Tucson area bet they also consider

it to be out of the commission's jurisdiction to atOer.Dt

to do anything about it. One of the commissioners stated

that he is aware of and very much concerned about the

decline in the water table, but that he sees no alternative
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the sole function of the coninjssjon was the requlation of

public utilities0 The cceeiission' s concern, he stated, is

to protect the ouolLc, insure that adequate service is

provided, and duarantee private water coripanies a fair

return on investi ent The couniss:Loner added that he

would lihe to see surface water used so as to reduce the

groundwater level decline, but there is no surface water

available in the Tucson area. He noted that because the

oower of the commission is restricted, any views he might

have concerning the water supply problem would, necessarily,

be purely academic.

Tue director of the commmssiont s utilities division

noted that the provisions of the law under which the con-

mission functions do not recuire, or nake provision for,

investieation of such matters as oroundwater table decline,

The commission is aucnorized uo asceran only then puolc

service corporations are duly certificated as provided icr

under the laws of the State of drizona and the rules and

regulations of the commission. The state Land and Health

Departments are the agencies of state government that

regulate water supply and quality.

In short, rizona Corporation Commission members,

both elective and appointive, dci not consider it their duty
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to do anything about the water supply problem. The com-

mission is not unconcerned about the problem, but they do

contend that it is not a function failing under their

jurisdiction.

While commission personnel are not prepared to

restrict the pumping of subsurface waters, they are con-

cerned about the excessive waste of water. They have in-

stituted a program which seeks to induce private water

companies to use metered rates. Under a completely metered

system, the customer would pay a flat monthly rate for his

water service connection whether he used any water or not,

and he would be billed additionally for all water used.

Presently, customers pay, let us say for example, 35 for

the first 5,000 gallons of water and, because the 5,000

gallons have been paid for, many customers use it whether

they need it or not. The commission feels that by metering

water beginning with the first drop, customers may be

reluctant to waste water. The director of the utilities

division stated:

A great deal of water could be conserved if
private companies used a metered rate. We all
tend to waste water. We tend to let five or six
hoses run at once, and let the faucet and toilet
run. But if we have to pay for that water, we'll
soon make our houses water tight.

The reason the corporation commission has not

imposed this metered rate system on all private water



comnanies is that considerable time and energy are nec-

essary to alter rates and fin them at a fair rate of

return from investment hs there are over hOC private

water companies ope.au11v, in the state, it is deemed

rracticai to institute the new meterecL rates as each

comoany comes u for rate review. The coinission hopes to

institute the metered rate progral: gradually, over a period

of several years.

The commission also feels that present water rates

which vary from company to company are not fair. The con-

mission is attempting an adjustment of water rates state-

wide to eliminate these present unfair variations. In

Casa Grande, for example, one of the largest

water companies charges to 5 for the first 10,000

gallons and O.3O per 1,000 gallons thereafter. In hisbee,

the same company charges a rate of :h to 5 for the first

2,000 gallons and :l per 1,000 gallons above that figure.

The commlssion feels that che cnarges are not fair co me

I3isbee residents and that waste is encouraged in Casa

Grande, reople fee± tnat so long as tney are paying sor

10,000 gallons of water, they may as well use it. The

commission feels that the installation of an across-the-

board,, totally metered rate would benefit every one.
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The State Land ijeoartnent

The water-related activities cf tue Stare nanu IDe-

partuent were treated in the precedin;; chapter, hut by

way of brief review, these duties are as follows: (1) the

deart[1ent takes surveys anti investiations and co:niles

data recarcIin water resources in the stats; (2) the se-

partrtent designates ;roucdwater basins and subdivisions

thereof; (3) the departuent :taintains a peruanent. public

depository of existin; and future records of streac. flow,

etc.; (6) under certain conditions the State Land Cot:-

cissioner, who heads the departuent, declares areas as

critical groundwater areas; (5) the departicent recuires

that pernits he obtained frort it prior to the drilling of

water wells, and that reports of the location, water

draft, etc., of these wells be reported to the Jenartc ent;

(6) the department issues pernits to approoriate water;

and (7) the departuent decides, in cases of conflict, who

has the riiht to a given volume of water.

Pimca Count and State of gxizona Health Heartrtents1

The Fima County -Jealtn Department anti Arizona Health

Department govern the quality of water used by establishments

1. Data from personal interviews with hr. Otto L.
Fritz, Chief of Divisimri of Environmental Health, Firma
County Health Deoartment, July 26, 1560, and hr. Frank Lord,
Public IIealt].c Engineer, .Iirizona Public Health Depar;ent,
August 1, 1956.
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which are public in nature. This includes private water

companies. The Tucson office of the State Health Depart-

ment and the Pima County Health Department are housed in

the same building in Tucson and work in close conjunction

with one another. Both departments are established by

state statute.

The County Board of Health consists of the Chairman

of the Board of Supervisors, the County Attorney, and the

County Superintendent of Public Health. The Chairman of

the Board of Supervisors is the president; the county

attorney, the vice president; and the superintendent is

secretary. The County Board of Health is directed by

statute to meet at least once each three months at the

county seat. County health boards have powers within the

county outside the corporate limits of municipalities

within the county. The county health board is instructed

to appoint county superintendents of public health. The

county superintendents so appointed must be practicing

physicians within the county. The superintendent keeps

records of the proceedings of the board, of official acts,

and makes monthly reports to the State Board of Health.

Within their jurisdictions, county health boards

examine all nuisances to health, sources of filth, and

causes of sicknesses, and then make regulations necessary

for the public health and safety of the inhabitants.
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Notices of rules and regulations are published in news-

papers. The board has power to punish violations of its

orders by fine or imprisonment.

The Arizona Revised Statutes provide for the

establishment of a State Board of Health composed of

five members who are appointed by the governor with the

advice and consent of the senate. Board members are

chosen by the governor five-year terms from a list of

names submitted by the Arizona Medical Association.

The statutes direct the State Board of Health to

establish general policies for the State Department of

Health (also established by statute). The board is to

provide reasonable regulations regarding domestic and

industrial water supply systems so as to insure that all

water sold or distributed to the public or used in the

production of processing, storing, handling, etc., of

food and drink is free of foreign substances and other

disease-causing organisms. No water supply system or

water distribution system can be constructed, installed

or initiated prior to compliance with the standards and

regulations of the board and prior to approval by the

State Department of Health. The board also prescribes

regulations regarding sewage collection, treatment and

disposal systems so as to prevent sewage contamination or

pollution of underground or surface waters.
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The State and County Health Departments, working

together, regulate agencies which supply the public with

water; i. e., regulate "public" and "semi-public," but

not ttprivatefl pumpers. Where customers pay for the water,

the agency is "public." Where the water is not paid for,

the agency is either private or semi-public. The city and

private water companies are "public." The University of

Arizona, hotels and motels are "semipub1ic." Tucson Gas

and Electric and Hughes Aircraft are considered "private."

Organizations with twenty-five customers or more are

generally considered public. Semi-public agencies with

fewer than twenty-five customers are checked by the

County Health Department and those with over twenty-five

are usually checked by the State Health Department.

Private agencies are not checked unless they so request.

County Health Department officials run regular

checks on water supply systems. Samples are picked up and

bacteria and chemical content analysis are made of the

water supply of all private water companies in the area and

for the school districts. The City of Tucson runs similar

checks on its own wells and sends the test results to the

County Health Department.

Before construction of a private water company may

begin, the proposed system must meet the standards of both
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the State and County Health Departments. The proposed

design of this system must be submitted to the departments

for inspection prior to construction. Pursuant to its

statutory powers, the State and County Health Departments

have issued a number of engineering bulletins which spell

out the criteria for water system construction. Engineering

Bulletin Number Eight, for example, relates to chlorine

disinfection. Groundwater systems must be disinfected via

the chiorinization process before being placed in operation.

Engineering Bulletin Number Seven contains recommendations

on pump and well construction for public and semi-public

water supplies. Other rules and regulations issued by the

department relate to the construction and operation of

public bathing places, the design, construction, and opera-.

tion of public water supply systems, instructions relating

to water supplies, sewage disposal and garbage collections,

disposal facilities for sub-divisions and regulations re-

garding design, construction, and operation of sewage

systems and waste treatment works.

The department's various bulletins state that, in

anticipation of construction of a private water system, one

must submit reports of the final plans and specifications to

the department at least thirty days prior to the date on

which action by the department is desired. Documents
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the general layout, a detailed plan, specifications and

reference to any plans, and specifications previously filed

with the department pertaining to the water supply system

involved. The plans are to include the following:

General information describing the exist-

ing water works and sewage facilities.

A brief description of municipalities or

water districts in the area.

A description of the nature and extent of

the area to be served.

An appraisal of potential future require-

ments for service in the area.

. A set of alternate plant construction

plans.

A description of the character of the

soil through which the water mains will be laid

and the foundation conditions prevailing at the

sites of proposed structures.

A description of the approximate level

of groundwater in relation to the subsurface

structures, such as foundations.

. A description of population trends as

indicated by available records.
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An account of present and future water

consumption figures used as the basis of the

system design.

A discussion of water flow require-

ments of fire underwriters where pertinent.

A description of sewage service

available.

The source of water supply to be used

and the reasons for selecting a given source.

The quality of water in the area.

The proposed treatment process to be

used and the type of automatic or semi-

automatic equipment to be used.

The State and County Health Departments work closely

with other regulatory agencies. For example, before au-

thorizing the sale of lots (unless lots are over one acre

in size) in a subdivision, the Arizona Real Estate Board

requires notification by the State Health Department as to

availability of water, sewage and garbage service in the

subdivision involved. If at any time, the State or County

Health Department is concerned about the health standards

of the water supply of a given water company; it need only

notify the corporation commission and the company will be

notified by the commission of the concern about the water
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supply. There is good cooperation between the health de-

partments and the commission. Recently, a water company

in Tucson violated health department standards by laying

two pipelines above ground. There were customer com-

plaints that the water was too warm and the pressure too

low. The corporation commission was notified of this by

the State Health Department and ordered the company to

bury its lines and to raise the pressure to acceptable

standards.

Pima County1

Pims. is one of Arizona's fourteen counties. Its

government like that of all local governments, is a creature

of the state and receives its powers from the Arizona Con-

stitution and Arizona Revised Statutes. Three supervisors,

elected on partisan ballots to serve a term of four years,

sit on Arizona county governing boards. Each county is

divided into three subdistricts with one supervisor

elected from each district.

1. Data from Pima County Board of Supervisor's
Procedure for Securing Water Franchise; Tucson Daily
Citizen article, "Supervisor: Act to Bar Water Franchise
Dealing," January 21, 1963; Pima County Board of Supervisor's
Statement of Policy with Reference to Water Franchises issued
January 21, 1963; Arizona Daily Star article, "Supervisors
Give Property Owners Break," April 16, 1965: Letter from
Dennis Weaver, member of Pima County Board of Supervisors,
letter to Jack Weadock, Assistant Publisher of Arizona Daily
Star, April 9, 1965; and personal interviews with Pima County
Board of Supervisors Chairman, Thomas Jay, and Wm. Ernst of
the County Engineering Department.
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The Statutes empower the county to "lay out,

maintain, control, and manage public roads, ferries, and

bridges within the county and levy such tax therefor as

may be authorized by law." The county may also "adopt

provisions necessary to preserve the health of the county,

and provide for the expenses thereof." Further, the

county may "make and enforce all local, police, sanitary,

and other regulations not in conflict with the general

law."1

As previously noted, one of the legal requirements

a water company must meet to qualify for operation in the

State of Arizona is the obtaining of a franchise from the

board of supervisors of the county in which it wants to

operate. To obtain a county franchise, the company must

file a formal application with the board of supervisors.

The board then calls a hearing and orders the private water

company to advertise publicly the fact that it has ap-

plied for a franchise. Such fact must be advertised three

times in local newspapers, one week apart, on consecutive

weeks. Also, the company must pay a $25 fee at the time of

the application. The board of supervisors may deny the
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application at this first hearing, but generally does not

do so.

After the first hearing, the County Board of Super-

visors refers the matter to the county engineer, an ap-

pointee of the board. The engineering department outlines

on a map the area for which the franchise has been requested

to determine whether there is any previously existing

franchise or corporation commission certificate in the area.

Engineering department personnel do not go out and phys-

ically inspect the land or the roads, but simply check the

records to see who owns property in the area applied for.

If the company applying for the franchise does not own the

land, it must get the written consent of the property

owners in that area. If some landowners object to having

their land included, the engineering department will

probably recommend to the board that this area be deleted

from the franchise, or it may suggest that the franchise

be denied altogether. After the first hearing has been

conducted, the company has advertised its application, and

the county engineer has examined the application, the

engineer makes a 1grant or deny recommendation to the

County Board of Supervisors at a second hearing. At this

second hearing, the petitioner furnishes the board with

two copies of his petition, two copies of the notice of
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advertisement, four copies of the franchise, and a sketch

of the area for which he is petitioning. The board then

usually grants or denies the request.

The county does not ask the water company about

its wells, plans or its plant construction since these

matters are under the jurisdiction of the corporation com-

mission and State and County Health Departments.

Once the County Board of Supervisors grants a

franchise, it is good for twenty-five years. Even though

an individual possesses a franchise, however, he must still

apply for a permit each time he wants to obtain an easement

through county roads.

11ajor Service Organizations

The City of Tucson

Government.--The City of Tucson, a constitutional

home rule city, employs a modification of the council-

manager form of government. It has an elected mayor and a

six-member council and an appointed city manager. The

mayor and six councilmen are nominated and elected in

partisan elections for four-year terms. Nominations for

council seats are by ward, but general elections are at-

large. Council terms are staggered, with three members

elected in biennial elections.
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Tucson's mayor and council appoint a city manager,

a city attorney, city clerk, city magistrate, post auditor,

and numerous other board members and commissioners. The

city manager is the administrative head of the city govern-

ment. The manager, in turn, appoints the heads of the

various functional departments and has the power to

terminate most of the appointments.'

The Arizona Constitution and Statutes empower the

city to engage in many public utility activities. The

city may purchase and acquire property sites and right-of-

ways to operate such public utilities as water works,

electric and gas plants, and electrical transriission lines.

The Water Department.--The water department is one

of the city's major functional departments. The head of

the Tucson Water Department is appointed by the Tucson's

city manager and holds office until removed by the manager.

The Administrative Code refers to him as the general ex-

ecutive officer of the department.

Under the authorizing legislation of State Statutes,

the Charter and Code of the City of Tucson spell out the

structure and functions of the city water department in

detail. The charter of the city provides that the city

has the power to sue and be sued, and to purchase, receive,

1. See the Charter and Administrative Code of the
City of Tucson.
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hold, lease and use property of every kind and description

within and without the city limits. It may acquire, through

purchase or condemnation, needed properties, construct and

maintain buildings for municipal purposes, and acquire and

maintain equipment for the benefit of the public. The

city may establish, maintain, own, and operate equipment

necessary to supply city residents with water, gas,

electric, telephone, telegraph and other services. The

charter empowers the city to borrow money not exceeding

four per cent of the assessed valuation of all personal

property in the city, subject to a majority vote of the

real property owners in the city. This four per cent may

be increased by an additional fifteen per cent through

revenue bonding to supply the city with water and sewer

service.

The water department is divided into five major

divisions including divisions of engineering, production,

distribution, commerce and sewers. The department employs

approximately 250 persons. All revenues collected for

water service are placed in a separate water department

fund. The department is billed by the city for use of

city buildings, attorney and other services.
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History and Development of the Water DepartruentJ--

In July of 1900, the City of Tucson purchased the Tucson

Water Company from its owners, Messrs. Watts and Lawton,

thus initiating city activity in water supply and distri-

bution. The city made the purchase shortly after June 6,

1900, at which time the U. S. Congress authorized the City

of Tucson, Arizona Territory, to "issue bonds for water

works and other purposes in the amount of $109,000." Watts

and Lawton had asked $130,000 for their system, but settled

for 3110,000.

The city's newly-acquired water system included 720

acres of land with water rights, 5,000 cords of mesquite

wood, 73,375 feet of four-inch to twelve-inch main (made up

mostly of cast-iron pipe), and 4,500-1/2 feet of 12- by 16-

inch redwood flume, seven curbed wells, four timber wells,

and an infiltration galley in the Santa Cruz bed. There

were 625 paying customers, paying an average of $2 per

month for water, and additional sales were made to Pima

County and to the City of Tucson. Annual gross revenue

was $i3000 and gross expenses were $,l60.

1. City of Tucson, Inventory and Appraisal Report,

Cit. of Tucson Water Pro.erties Inc1udin Estimates for
A nual and Iccrued Depreciation, December 31, 19.1.
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From 1905 to 1928, the city expanded its system. It

acquired property which is now the southside well field. In

January, 1914, the mayor and council approved a l65,000-

bond issue which permitted the replacement of ten-inch

rivited steel pipeline from South Sixth Avenue to the

Eighteenth Street pumping plant, and the construction of a

1.5 million gallon storage reservoir. The city also

bolstered its system by acquiring water from the "east

mesa," a well field on the city's east side. Four new

wells were sunk and a 1.5 million gallon reservoir was

built for the University of rizona's use, giving the city

two pressure zones; one northeast of the Southern Pacific

railroad tracks and. the other on the southside gravity

flow system.

In 1930, seven new wells were drilled on the south-

side. By 1930 the city water system had 7,293 active

services, 103 miles of main, and was valued at $1,370,000.

From 1931 to 1940, the city added one new well and

sixty-eight miles of main, giving it a total of $,l84

services. During this period, the city also added two

1 million gallon elevated storage tanks; one located at

lm Street and North Fourth Avenue, and the other on the

west side of Randolph Park. The city also built a 7,300,000

gallon concrete storage reservoir in 193$.
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After l93, Tucson's residential area grew and the

city began purchasing private water companies to meet

demands. After annexing several areas, the city bought

the Mundo Vista Water Company in 1941, and, from 1947

to 1950, purchased six more private systems. The city

also built a 300,000 gallon ground storage reservoir at

Rodeo Field, and dug seven new wells on the north side and

six on the south side.

The State Revenue Bond Act of 194 established the

Tucson Water Department as a financial entity, separate

from the city's general financial fund. The department's

assets were listed at $4,443,011 at the end of 1950, with

26E miles o± distribution mains and 13,993 active services

serving 6E,45 people. Total annual receipts were

$672,531. 76.

The period from 1951 to 1960 is called the time

of great expansion for the city water department. Both

the water utility arid the city itself expanded. Numerous

private systems east and south of the original city limits

were purchased as the city embarked on a fast and aggressive

annexation program. In 1952, a $5,500,000 bond issue

enabled the city to drill seventeen new wells, lay 16.27

miles of 30- and. 36-inch mains, and 49. miles of distri-

bution and fire protection mains. In addition, a 20 million
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gallon ground storage reservoir was built near Craycroft

and Twenty-Second Streets. During this period 32,500 new

services were added.

Table 5 shows the rapid growth of both the City of

Tucson and the Tucson Water Department. In the thirty-five

year period, from 1930 to 1965, the city's population in-

creased over 0O per cent, the city grew 1000 per cent in

land area, and the number of water department services,

miles of water mains, gallons of water pumped and number

of wells, all increased by 1000 per cent.

The city presently owns 5,170 acres of non-

perative land of which 4,6'55 acres are in the San Pedro

River Valley, five in Avra Valley, and 310 in metropolitan

Tucson. As of 1965, the Tucson Water Department had 60,352

active services, of which over 90 per cent were within the

city limits. In 1965, the system had 206 active wells,

1,266 miles of mains, was valued at over 41 million, had

over $4.5 million in operating revenues, and pumped over

14,203,000 gallons of water (see Table 5). The city

supplies sewer and water services to over 75 per cent of

the residences and businesses in the Tucson area.

The city's water system growth was a natural con-

sequence of Tucson's population growth. But two other

factors--a vast city annexation program and city efforts to
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fully integrate water service in the Tucson area--contributed

to this growth. All the geographic growth of the city, of

course, was a result of annexation; but annexations meant

sudden increases in city population and an eventual in-

crease in the number of water service responsibilities. In

1959, for example, the city annexed 21.30 square miles of

land having a population of 73,1+00; and, in 1960, the city

annexed an additional 25.03 square miles with a population

of 31,530. In keeping with its desire to control all water

pumpage and distribution in the area so as to integrate

water service, the city increased the size of its water

system through extensive private water company purchases.

Since the 1940's, the city has purchased over 100 private

companies.

Water Department Finances.-- Three factors indicate

that the City of Tucson profits some from water operations.

First, the 1964-1965 Ainual Report of the City of Tucson

Water and Sewerage System showed the department with a net

surplus of $760,073J Second, to help cover a deficit in

the city budget in mid-1966, the city charged the department

for rent on new buildings (not then constructed) and at-

torney's fees and other services, for a year in advance.

(It is customary for the city to bill the department for

1. City of Tucson, Annua1 Report of the City of
Tucson Water and Sewerage System, 1964-1965.
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these services, but not a year in advance.) Because it is

doubtful that the department will receive interest on the

monies advanced, the advance constitutes an interest free

loan, and as such is a small water department subsidy of

other city operations. Third, several persons associated

with the city and with other Tucson area water managing

organizations stated flatly that the city profits by its

water operations.

City officials differ in their explanations of how

the city establishes its water rates. former assistant

city attorney in charge of water affairs stated that the

city sets its rates "just about where it pleases and

raises them to whatever point the traffic will bear.

ater is a money-maker for the city, he added. Other

city officials, including the head of the water department

and a former city manager, differ with this appraisal.

They contend the city charges just enough to cover operating

costs and the cost of expansion and retirement of bonds. In

the final analysis, of course, the city council establishes

and alters rates_.-almost always based upon recommendations

made by the water department and the city manager.

The city has several water rate schedules. A

customer may choose between six different meter sizes,"

depending upon the size of pipeline needed to bring water



from distribution lines up to his home or place of
business. For illustrative purposes, the Hin_city rate
schedule is shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

CITY WATER RATE SCH'DUTT'--IN-CITY

l5

Source: Telephone conversation with a City of Tucson De-
partment secretary.

The rates which the city charges for service outside
the city are higher than in-city rates, and those paid by

South Tucson residents fall about half-way between the in-

city and the out-city rates. A comparison of prices at the

5/s-inch size, as shown in Table 7, demonstrates this
variance.

LIeter Size
iiin. Vol.
in Gal.

Mm.
Price

Excess to
22,500 Gal.
Per 100
Gallons

Excess over
22,500 Gal.
Per 1000
Gallons

5/ inch 5,250 3.00 .25 .225

1 inch 6,750 3.45 .25 .225

1 1/2 inch 7,500 3. tQ .25 .225

2 inch 9,000 4.30 .25 .225

3 inch 9,750 4. 0 .25 .225

L. iflCh 10,500 5.50 .25 .225
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5/ INCH TER RATES
(Monthly Basis)

159

Source: Telephone conversation with a city of Tucson
Water Department secretary.

Upon installation of city service, a customer pays

an installation fee. This fee varies with the size of the

meter (or incoming line). Also, all water bills are subject

to a 2 per cent sales tax.

As is evident in the rate schedules shown above, the

more water one uses the less the cost per 1,000 gallons.

This applies to homeowners as well as businesses. The city

has no special rates for extra-large volume users such as

businesses or schools. As is observed later, the absence of

special rates for large-volume users is a point Of con-

tention between the city and School District Number One.

Excess to Excess over
22,500 Gal. 22,500 Gal.

Mm. Vol. Mm. Per 1000 Per 1000
in Gal. Price Gallons Gallons

In-City 5,250 $3.00 25ç 22.5

S. Tucson 5,250 31.25 2 .75

Out-City 5,250 5.00 36.25 33.75
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The city makes no special charge for fire protection

within city limits. This, too, has contributed to city-

school district conflict since the city provides fire

protection for some schools who, rather than purchase city

water, pump their own. One of the most costly items of

fire protection is the installation and maintenance of a

water distribution system. The city contends that the

failure of the schools to purchase city water results in

their receiving free fire protection and that this is un-

fair to city customers who must then pay for the protection

which the schools receive. Of course, both the city and

the schools are tax-supported, but the boundaries of Tucson

area schools do not coincide with those of the City of

Tucson and, as a result, some school district taxpayers,

living outside the city are exempt from payment for fire

protection.

It is difficult to assess the cost of water to the

city, since a number of items can be included in the com-

putations. It costs money to conduct investigations of

groundwater areas to determine where to drill, and it costs

to drill a well. Once drilled, power is needed to lift

groundwater to the earth's surface; then the water must be

piped to treatment plants, and finally it reaches the

customer. Further, records must be maintained, people
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must be billed, and legal matters must be attended to.

These operations call for a staff of employes, for supplies

and for buildings in which to work. Also, water service is

but one of many city service activities, and many city de-

partments contribute to the provision of these services.

How does one then accurately assess the cost of water to

the city?

A water department statistician explains the city's

water computation methodology as follows. The cost of

electricity to pump water from the ground varies greatly

with the depth and location of the wells, but the average

is $0.06 per 1,000 gallons. To this is added $0.15 per

1,000 gallons as the cost of operation and maintenance of

plant and equipment, and another $0.06 for depreciation of

plant and facilities. This totals an expense to the city

of $0.27 per 1,000 gallons of water.

To receive city water service, a person must make

written application to the water department, indicating the

use to which he will put the water, the name of the lot

owner, the block and the street number. He must pay an

installation charge before he receives service. The amount

of this charge, as noted previously, depends on the size of

the water line to the lot. All materials installed, such

as pipe lines, valves and meters, remain city property.
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The water department maintains the right to turn one's
water on and off as necessary in relation to compliance or
non-compliance with city regulations.

Plans for the Future---As was discussed in
Chapter III, the city has been concerned about the water
supply in the Santa Cruz Valley for several years, and has
embarked upon a long-range plan to counter what it perceives
to be an approaching water shortage. Its plans include
efforts to develop supplemental water sources and to inte-
grate all water service in the valley.

Paralleling its efforts to develop such supplemental
water sources as Avra Valley and the Central Arizona Project,

the city hopes to consolidate and integrate water management

in the Santa Cruz Valley. City personnel feel it is nec-
essary to integrate water management in order to preserve
the rechargeablity of the groundwater basin and to create
a "water bank from which water can be drawn during peak-

use suninier months. As noted above, the water table is
falling faster in some sections of the Santa Cruz Valley

1. Data in this section were obtained from each of
the sources cited in the preceding three footnotes and from
personal interviews with City of Tucson Water Department Head
Paul Beermann, City of Tucson Water Department Engineer
Gordon Davis, former Tucson City Manager Mark Keane, Tucson
Water Department Finance Director Frank Brooks, former
Tucson Assistant City Attorney Jay Abbey, and Tucson
Assistant City Attorney James Webb.
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than in others; e. g., it is falling drastically on the

east side of Tucson, near Palo Verde High School and Davis-

honthan Air' Force Base. If the water table remains at a

very low level for an extended period of time in these

areas, the groundwater aquifer tends to harden and future

recharge is reduced or totally stopped. Through an inte-

grated system, the city feels this can be prevented. When

the water level falls greatly in one section of the valley,

an integrated system presumably would allow the city to

shut down all wells in that area and supply the area with

water drawn from wells in other parts of the valley until

the low area has been recharged and can again be pumped.

City personnel feel that the cost of developing

supplemental water sources could be much lower if local

subsurface water is saved for peak-period use. In 1963-

1964, for example, the city water department pumped an

average of 4l,l9,O00 gallons a day. The highest volume of

water pumped on any one day was 6 million gallons and the

lowest volume pumped on any one day was 13,200,000. The

ratio of peak-to-average use was 2.1 to 1, and peak-to-

minimum was 7.4 to 1. If all Santa Cruz groundwater is

depleted, facilities to import water from outside would

have to be large enough to meet peak-period demand. But

if local groundwater were saved for peak-period use, import

facilities could be built just large enough to satisfy
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average daily demands. The local basin would then serve

as a sort of water bank.

A local engineer, frequently employed by the City

of Tucson on a consulting basis, computed some approximate

figures which illustrate the need to conserve local sub-

surface water. He based his figures on the assumption that

water would be imported from four outside sources. He

assumed that, in l9O, the average volume of water used

in the Santa Cruz Basin would be 129 million gallons a

day and, on peak-use days it would increase to 339 million

gallons a day. If the supply of local groundwater is

totally depleted, import facilities (wells, pumps, pipe

lines, etc.) would have to be constructed with a capacity

of 339 million gallons a day. On the other hand, with

proper planning, sufficient local groundwater could be

preserved to supply the urban area with an average 59

million gallons daily and 229 million gallons on peak-use

days. The present average daily withdrawal of local ground-

water is estimated at 65 million gallons daily for all

pumpers--the city, schools, private water companies, and

individual pumpers. Preservation of local groundwater,

then, would mean that import facilities just large enough

to meet average daily use, could be built and local ground-

water could be drawn to meet peak demands. Needless to
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say, construction of smaller import facilities would result

in considerable savings.

The cityts water system is fully integrated; that

is, the water distribution system is totally inter-connected.

Thus, if the water table declines in one area in which the

city has wells, the city can stop pumping in the declining

area, and supply needed water from wells in other locations.

If water service in the entire Tucson area were similarly

integrated under city management, it would be possible for

the city to maintain the water table at a fairly constant

level. But the city cannot control all area groundwater

pumping since schools, individual pumpers, and dozens of

private water companies also draw groundwater. Thus, in

recent years, the city has tried to get the school districts

to stop pumping and to purchase city water. Additionally,

the city has been purchasing private water companies. Since

World War II, the city has purchased 114 private systems

and future plans call for additional purchases.

Tucson Area Schools

Tucson School District Number One.1--Tucson District

Number One is the largest school district in the Tucson

1. Data from personal interviews with hr. Francis
Vesey, Chief Engineer for Tucson School District Number One,
July 27, 1966, and phone conversation, August 1, 1966, and
personal interview with H. V. Summers, Business hanager of
Tucson School District Number One, August 25, 1966.
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metropolitan area in terms of student enrollment, budget,

physical plant and number of school sites. Covering most

of the city but also spilling over city boundaries on the

east and west, District One has seventy four separate sites

including five high schools, twelve junior high schools,

and fifty-seven elementary and special education schools.

At all five high schools the district pumps its own water.

These include Catalina, Tucson, Rincon, Palo Verde, and

Pueblo High Schools. The district also pumps water to ir-

rigate the Tucson High School athletic field on Campbell

Avenue. The district has future plans to construct two

new high schools, Sahuaro and Cholla, and intends to Pump

its own water at these sites. At five of its twelve junior

high schools (Fickett, ijoolen, Townsend, agee, and Naylor),

and at fourteen of its fifty-seven elementary and special

education sites, the district also pumps its own water.

Both the chief engineer and the hsiness manager of

District Number One state that the reason the district pumps

most of its own water is simply because it is the cheapest

way for the district to get its water. Decisions to sink

wells are made on purely economic grounds, and no thought

is given to the impact of drilling on the groundwater table.

Both stated frankly that they are primarily concerned about

the district's welfare and finances. There is little per-

ception of or concern about any water problem.1 District
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budgets are created annually and decisions to sink wells

are based upon short-run economic considerations. The

business manager stated that the 11district would love to

get out of the water business but cannot afford to do so.

He noted the district can amortize a well and storage tank

in from one to two years. The high schools use so much

water that, even if the district did not irrigate, it would

still pay to sink its own wells.

School District Number One officials have noted

that, because of water table drops, especially on the east

side of Tucson in the Palo Verde High School area, a

deepening and improving of wells has been required. The

district keeps no records of the volume of water it pumps

except that, as the district's chief engineer recently

stated, estimates indicate they pump about 50 million

gallons a year at the Palo Verde High School site and this

figure is about average for each of their other four high

schools.

The business manager for District One stated that,

at the high school sites, it would cost the district about

l,OOO a month for water if it were purchased frorri the city.

He noted that the "high schools are little cities in them-

selves and use lots of water." It costs the district about

pO.O6 per 1,000 gallons for electricity to pump water.
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It would cost about $O.l per 1,000 gallons to buy water

from the city. Thus, there is a savings of about $0.12

per 1,000 gallons. Of course, from this $0.12 savings, the

district must subtract the cost of drilling the well, con-

structing the storage tank, and amortizing the loan. In-

cluding these, the district's chief engineer estimated that

it costs about $0.065 per 1,000 gallons. t this rate,

the district can easily amortize its costs in six or seven

years.

The district's chief engineer noted one case in

which the district might be able, in just a few years, to

pay for the drilling and well and tank installation costs

from savings realized by not buying city water. He said

that at the proposed Cholla High School site, it would cost

the district $250,000 to build and. run its own well over

a fifty-year period. Over the same fifty-year period, it

would cost $750,000 to buy water from the city. This is,

of course, a savings of about $112 million or $10,000 a year.

He estimated that the district also saves about $10,000 a

year by pumping its own water at Pueblo High School.

Citing another example, the engineer noted that, for

$12,000, the district could cover all costs at the new

Sahuaro High School site, and do the same at the Carson

Junior High School site. In each case the $12,000 would

cover the cost of the well site, drilling and. the pumping.
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To buy water at the Carson Junior High School site from

Spring Valley Water Company, the company certified by the

Arizona Corporation Commission to operate in that area,

would cost the district a minimum of p12,5OO a year.

Electrical power for pumping would cost about 3,OOO a year.

Thus, the difference between the Spring Valley cost and the

cost of power would be over 9,OOC a year and, with this

savings, the district could pay off the pl2,OOO well-

installation cost in less than two years.

The reason District Number One does not pump its

own water at all school sites is that, in the past, the

district did not use enough water to make it worthwhile.

Now, however, the district is irrigating lawns and playing

fields at most sites and putting in grass where formerly

none grew. District officials say they are doing this to

allay dust and to give children a better place to play.

Before the district irrigated at each site, water bills

ranged from 25 to 3O a month and it did not pay to maintain

wells. With increased water use, it now pays. Thus, at all

the newer elementary and high school sites, the district is

putting in its own wells and, in addition, is installing

wells at some of the older sites.

The district still uses city and private water

company services at some sites. But even where it pumps its
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own water it contracts with the city or a private company

for stand-by service. Most companies charge a minimum

rate for a minimum amount of water; e. g., the first

30,000 gallons. The district usually uses no water from

the city or private company connections, but pays the

minimum to maintain service availability for emergency

use. Stand-by connections provide just enough water to

keep a school operating should the other pumps fail.

School District Number One property, like all other

property within the city, receives fire protection from

the city at no direct cost. As is observed later, city

officials are disturbed by the fact that the city must

protect school sites where the district does not buy city

water. School district officials, on the other hand,

state that they see no reason why the district should

pay for fire protection since it is the city's respon-

sibility to provide fire protection for properties within

the city limits.

All School District Number One wells are checked

by the county health department since they provide water

for human consumption. The water is checked for mineral

content and bacteria count. Additionally, the school

district obtains a well card from the State Land Depart-

ment as to site location. School district officials

stated there has been no friction with either agency.
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District Number One officials voice little concern

about a Tucson water problem. This may be as much the

result of a lack of awareness as a lack of concern. A

typical statement by a district official is that 'flit can't

matter too much how much water we pump because, after all,

it all comes out of the same basin no matter who pumps it."

School District Number One spends no money on

water research. As its business manager stated, no money

is spent on research because research is outside their

province. The district could not justify spending the tax-

payers money for research. That, he said, is the

University's job.

In decision-making, the district's elected five-

member school board always has the final word. But in

decision-making related to technical matters, such as

water, the engineers and business officers generally com-

pute what is tbest economically for the district and make

recommendations to the board. As is typical in school

districts and council-manager city governments, officials

claim that the board is not a rubber stamp for policy.

But as their chief engineer and business manager state,

the board nearly always accepts the recommendations of

their departments. Thus, as is true in maxy council-

manager governments, the functional experts play important
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roles in restricting the range of policy alternatives.

Their recommendations are seldom turned down,

Amphitheater School District.'__Amphitheater School

District is located on the north side of Tucson. The dis-

trict has eleven school sites; two high schools, eight

elementary schools, and one special education school. The

district pumps its own water at all these sites. It has

pumped its own water for many years and intends to continue

doing so, according to the district's business manager.

when engaged in new construction, the district constructs

facilities large enough to meet future needs; i. e., they

ftoverdrilltt for the future.

From time to time, Amphitheater must clean out and

deepen its wells for preventive maintenance purposes, but

the business manager said he did not know whether the water

level was falling. He added that the district does not

keep track of the volume of water it pumps.

The district's business manager commented that it

has long been district board policy to drill its own wells.

As in the case of District Number One, this policy is based

solely on economic considerations. The district buys land

for future sites and drills for water in advance of con-

struction, since it is cheaper to do this than it is to pay

1. Data from personal interview with Mr. Fred 0.
Hopkins, Business Manager for Amphitheater School District,
July 27, 1966.
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contractors to haul water during construction. The

business manager stated that tthere is great taxpayer

pressure in the district to keep taxes down." Amphi-

theater district has almost no industrial tax base and its

residents cannot "stand high taxes." They simply do not

have the money. The manager indicated that economies

resulting from pumping its own water and the fact that

there is pressure to keep taxes low, prompts the district

to pump its own water. That there may be a water shortage

in the Tucson area, and that the community may face water

management problems, has no impact on district decisions.

As is the case in District Number One, Amphitheater also

contracts with the city and with private water companies

for stand-by service.

Sunnyside School District.1--Sunnyside School

District is located south of the City of Tucson. The

district has six school sites and pumps its own water at

each of these. It has two wells at the high school, two

at the junior high school and administration complex, and

one at each of its other four sites. Sunnyside's decision

to pump its own water, according to the business manager,

is an economic one; i. e., it is the cheapest way to get

water. The district sprinkles its lawns and thus uses

1. Data from phone conversation with Mr. James

Irwin, Business Manager for Sunnyside School District,

August 31, 1966.
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considerable quantities of water. The district contends

it cannot afford to buy from the city because 8city rates

are terrifically high. But the City of Tucson provides

stand-by service at the minimum rate for all Sunnyside

sites. The city also provides fire protection at all sites.

Sunnyside's business manager did not have any idea

how much it cost the district to pump its own water because

pumping costs are included in the total electric bill.

He stated that the water table had gone down at one of

the high school wells--"about three feet recently." But

he knew little more about the condition of the groundwater

basin.

From time to time, the city tries to sell its

water to Sunnyside. Each time the district plans con-

struction of a new site, the issue is raised. But the

district feels it simply cannot afford city rates.

Flowing Wells School District.1--Flowing Wells

School District is located north and slightly west of the

City of Tucson and has four school sites. With the exception

of the Laguna School on North Shannon Road, the district

gets its water from Flowing Wells Irrigation District. It

1. Data from phone conversation with John Bauman,

Business Manager, Flowing Wells School District, August 31,

1966.
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does not pump its own water, but neither does it buy from

the city or a private water company.

The district's business manager said the district

buys its water from the irrigation district because it is

ridicu1ous1y low in price.t The irrigation district's

rates are so low that it would be uneconomical for the

district to pump its own water or buy city water. He

stated that, in the future, the district would continue

to buy water from the irrigation district so long as the

rates remained low.

kt one of the sites (Laguna) where the district

pumps its own water, the well was inherited. Also, it is

located too far out for the city to service. At that site,

the water table has dropped and in 1966 the well had to be

overhauled and deepened.

Flowing Wells School District sites receive fire

protection from the city where its properties lie within

city limits.

Private Water Companies

According to a 1966 estimate, there were 407

private water companies certified for operation in Arizona)-

About 140 of these are located in Pima County, and about

1. Estimated by Lionel Blair, Arizona Corporation

Commission Utility Engineer.
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half of those in Pima County are located in or near the

City of Tucson. There are some variations in the estimates

of the number of companies in the Tucson area, but this is

a function of varying notions of what the 'Tucson area in-

cludes. But at least seventy companies are certified to

operate either within the City of Tucson or within approx-

imately five miles of the city limits. Table lists the

private water companies which operate in and around Tucson,

along with the number of services, rates, number of wells,

and amount of water pumped by each, in so far as this

could be determined.

TABLE

TUCSON AREA WATER UTILITIES AND OPERATIONS

Utility

Number
of

Services

Monthly
Rate

s/Gal.

No.
of

Wells

Million
Gallons
Water
Pumped

City of Tucson

AK-Sar-Ben

Appleton

Canada Del Oro

Carland

60,352

37

See p.

5.00/5000
10.00/15,000
40.00/75,000

206

1

14,203.0

6.6
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Utility

Number
of

Services

Monthly
Rate
/Gal.

No.
of

Wells

Mill ion
Gallons
Water
Pumped

Casa Mobes 374 6.50/5000 5 73.2
10.00/15,000
31.00/75,000

Catalina Foothills 359 6.25/6000 4 119.3
8,95/15,000

21.95/75,000

Chiquita 2 5.00/5000 2 -

Clear Springs 78 5.00/3000 5 48.0
10.25/15,000
22.25/75,000

Crystal Springs 201 4.50/5000 3 13.1
8.00/15,000

29.00/75,000

Dateland 9 5.00/5000 1 1.7
7.50/15,000

22.50/75,000

Davis and Liberman - -

Despablado - - 1

D and M 250 4.00/5000 2 7.75
8.20/15,000

29. 20/75, 000

Ernst -

E and T 85 4.00/3000 3

8.20/15,000
29.20/75,000

Farmers 12 5.00/4000 1.0

16.00/15,000
76.00/75,000
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Utility

Number
of

Services

Monthly
Rate
/Gal.

No.
of

Wells

Million
Gallons
Water
Pumped

Fletcha Caida 251 7.00/15,000 5 41.99
12.00/15,000
42.00/75,000

Ginter

Home 1,170 3.00/5000 2 l{7.5
5.00/15,000

17.00/75,000

Hub 63 4.00/4000 2 5.7
9.50/15,000
39.50/75,000

Indian Hills 25 5.00/5000 2 9.5
. 25/15,000

27.00/75,000

Komerek

K andV 1 15.00/15,000
70.00/75,000

La Colina 9 9.00/f lat

Go hub

G and L 3 6.50/5000 3 .19

Halcyon Acres 36 7.50/month 1

Hidden Valley
Public Service 106 5.00/500

.00/is ,000
2 19.5

26.00/75,000

Hidden Wells 545 5.00/5000 1

Hills 23 7.50/5000 2 10.7
10.00/15,000
25.00/75,000
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Utility

Number
of

Services

Iionthly
Rate
:/Gal

No.
of

Wells

Million
Gallons
Water
Pumped

Logan 36 5.00/6000 2 3.7

Mar an a 73 5.00/5000 2 12.1
7.00/7000

19.00/75,000

Mary-Phil -

Mcdaiis

Mesa Verde 15 5.00/5000 1 15.6
7.50/15,000

22. 50/75,000

Mesaland 3.50/10,000 1

La Corona - - -

LagoDelOro - - - -

Las Lomas 3 6.00/month 1 -

Las Lomitas 9 6.00/5000 1 1.9
9.00/15,000
27.00/75,000

Lazy C" 20 6.00/6000 2 2.2

15.00/15,000
75.00/75,000

Loftfield 56 3.00/3000 2 6.5
9.00/15,000

39.00/75,000

Metropolitan 562 6.00/5000 9 90.2
9.00/15,000

27.00/75,000

Mission Valley
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JL)

Utility

Number
of

Services

Monthly
Rate
i/Gal.

Mill ion
No. Gallons
of Water

Wells Pumped

Monterey

Oracle Foothills 139 7.50/7000 4 2.9
9.50/15,000

24. O/75 ,000

Oro Valley
Country Club 41 7.50/5000 2

12. 50/15 , coo

42.50/75,000

Oshrin - - - -

Palant - - - -

Perlrnan - - - -

Pioneer - - - -

Proctor - - - -

Ray 216 3.00/5000 1 -

5.50/15,000
20.50/75,000

Redol

Rincon Ranch 29 12.00/20,000 2 -

.75/1000
excess

Rincon Creek 3 6.00/flat 2

Rincon Desert
Estates -

Rincon Water Co. - -

Sahuaro 736 4.00/5000 4
7.00/15,000
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Table - Continued

Lit ii it y

Number
of

Services

Ronthly
Rate
p/Gal.

No.
of

Wells

killion
Gallons
Water
Pumped

Silver Shadows

Southwest
Utilities 1,520 3.25/6000 6 216.1

5.50/15,000
20. 50/75,000

SouthweSt
Water Company 1,311 3.75/LOOO 5 230.1

7.60/15,000
26.60/75,000

Spring Valley 1,803 24 300.6

Star Pass

Stienfeld

Sundt - 1

Tanque Verde Water
Users Association 30 7.50/5000 3 9.3

11.25/15,000
26.25/75,000

rrucsofljta - -

Twin Lakes - -

Visto Las Catalina 66 4.50/5000 2

o.00/l5,000
29.00/75,000

Western Trust - -

Western Utilities 170 4.50/5000
7.00/15,000
22.00/75,000
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Source: Personal interviews and telephone conversations
with several individuals associated with various public
and private state and local organizations involved in water
management, plus printed materials from same.

Note: Data in this chart are incomplete and, in many cases
the figures are 1965 estimates. Where no figures appear,
data were not available.

As the foregoing figures indicate, the private water

companies vary greatly in size. Some are only "paper

companies. That is, they hold Corporation Commission

certificates to operate but, to date, have no physical

plant in operation. Redol and Gollob are two such

companies. Also, many small companies were constructed

Table 8 - Continued

Utility

Number
of

Services

Monthly
Rate
3/Gal.

No.
of

Wells

ifillion
Gallons
Water
Pumped

We Three Li 3.50/5000 10.6
.5O/l5,OOO

38.50/75,000

Williams and
Williams

Winterhaven 270 3.50/15,000 2

10.50/75,000

TOTAL (excluding
the city) lO,87L. 136 2,108.3
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by home developers to supply water for exclusive use of the

subdivision being developed. On the other hand, some are,

in fact, rather large corporations. SPring Valley, for

example, has over 1600 customers, twenty wells and pumps

over 200 million gallons of water a year.

Collectively, the size of private comPany operation

can be compared to that of the City of Tucson water utility.

In 1965, the city operated 206 groundwater wells and, as

accurately as could be determined, private companies

operated 138 wells. rIlhe city had 60,352 services compared

to approximately 12,000 for the private companies. In

1965, the city pumped over lL,O0O million gallons of

groundwater, while the private companies pumped approx-

iniately 2,000 million gallons--or about one seventh as

much. But, as is clarified in the following chapter, the

significant factor is that the city is surrounded by

private companies and these companies have been party to

water management conflict.

ifinor Service 0ranizations

Flowing Wells Irrigation District1

Flowing Wells Irrigation District is located

slightly northwest of the City of Tucson city limits. The

1. Data from phone conversation with 11r. Furrey,
Manager of Flowing Wells Irrigation District.



district has 2,160 domestic water customers with metered

service and three principal irrigation customers--the

University of Arizona farms, Flowing Wells schools, and a

soil conservation nursery. The district operates eleven

wells. No new wells have been added recently as growth

in the area has stagnated.

The district sells irrigation water for 9.60 an

acre-foot but has two separate prices for domestic users;

pl.75 and 2.25 a month for a minimum of 5,000 gallons.

The reason for the double rate is that some of the customers

have been served since the day the district first began

operation and were required at that time to make a deposit

of l00 for the installation of equipment. These custoners

are charged the l.75 rate. The district is not permitted

to sell bonds and pay interest to those who paid the l00

deposit. Thus, the district charges at the rate of pl.'75 for

the first 5000 gallons of water for those who paid the

deposit. This amounts to a 0.50 a month reduction or a

six per cent interest rate on the 100 deposited. Water

used in excess of 5000 gallons costs 0.l2 per 1000 gallons.

The district's manager statedthat district per-

sonnel do not know how much water the district pumps. They

do know, however, that their wells could be pumped harder

to draw more water than is currently drawn. Water demand
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in the area has been diminishing as the area now includes

more domestic users and vacant land rather than farm land

as had been the case in the past.

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base-

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base is located just west

of Tucson and supplies most of its own water. Eight wells

are in operation. Six of the eight are the main producers--

the two others are small. The last of these wells was

drilled in 1961; others were established in 1940, 1941, and

1959.

Davis-Monthan presently pumps about 500 million

gallons of water a year. It pumps about 20 to 25 million

gallons during the winter months and over 60 million

gallons in each of June, July, and August. In fact, in

June of 1966, 74 million gallons were pumped. A Base

engineer observed that it cost the Base about 0.10 per

1,000 gallons to pump the water. This, he noted is much

cheaper than buying it from the city.

The groundwater table under the Base is falling at

a rate of about three feet a year and the Base must deepen

its wells often. Also, the Base has a problem of sand-

seepage into the lower portions of its well and pump

1. Data from phone conversation with Mr. Riley,

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base engineer.
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mechanisms. Some of the Basets wells are already 400 feet

deep and the Base is experiencing an increasing water

supply problem. The Base cannot go beyond Base limits to

drill wells, and, consequently, it recently began making

purchase of small quantities of water from the City of

Tucson. Davis-Monthan draws its water from that portion

of the Santa Cruz Basin over which Palo Verde High School

and several private companies are situated--the most overly-

pumped portion of the basin.

University of Arizona-

The University of Arizona has a student body of

about 22,000 and is located in the center of the City of

Tucson, slightly northeast of the downtown area. The

university pumps water from its own wells; five in number.

According to university power house personnel, it is much

less expensive than purchasing water from the city. The

university's last well was installed in the fall of 1966

and is located on East Sixth Street.

For internal budgeting, the university sells water

to its proprietary activity agencies, e. g., dormitories

and the student union, for 0.075 per 1,000 gallons. It

would cost between 40.i and $0.32 per 1,000 gallons to

1. Data from phone conversation with Earl Hamilton,
operating engineer, University of Arizona power house,

July 2, 1966.



buy the water from the city. Just as is the case with

the school districts, the university's decision to pump

its own water is an economic one.

Tucson Airport Authority-

The Tucson Airport Authority is located on the

southern edge of the City of Tucson. It is a quasi-public,

non-profit organization chartered in l94 under state law.

The land on which the Authority is located is leased from

the city. Any plant or facility which the Authority con-

structs becomes a part of the land which is leased from the

city, and thus belongs to the city.

From l94., when the Authority first began operation,

until just recently, it pumped its own water. There are

sixteen wells on the property, but only seven are in use.

Financially, the Authority broke even pumping its own

water. As the Authority manager stated, We didn't save

much money on water considering the cost of pumping and the

overhead.

In early 1966, the Authority, on its own initiative,

negotiated an agreement with the City of Tucson wherein the

Authority turned over all its wells and water lines to the

city and now purchases city water. The water table in the

l7

1. Data from personal interview with Mr. Charles

Broman, Tucson International Airport Authority manager,

August 30, 1966.



vicinity of the airport had. been falling rapidly in recent

years and the Authority was faced with considerable well-

and system-maintenance annoyance and expense. Thus, unlike

the school districts, the Authority had not saved enough

money by pumping its own water, as opposed to purchasing

city water, to make continued pumping worthwhile.

Further, with city water, industrial growth potential

on Authority grounds was increased because, with city water,

fire protection at the airport was improved considerably and

thus insurance rates decreased. With water service rendered

by the city, there is included a 30 million gallon water

reservoir near the airport site which insures better pro-

tection against fire. This resulted in a twenty-five per

cent reduction in fire insurance rates in the area on the

east side of the airport. When the Authority was servicing

itself pressure was low and, consequently, the airport's

fire-fighting facilities were less effective. For this

reason, fire insurance rates on property and equipment, and

on industrial plants were high. But after contracting for

service from the city, the insurance rates were lowered

appreciably--on some equipment by as much as fifty per cent.

Previously, industrialtenants were discouraged from coming

in because of poor fire protection and high insurance rates.
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Pima County Sanitary District Number One'

The Sanitary District is a special, uni-functional

district created in l94 for the purpose of providing sewage

service in the urban fringe area outside the City of Tucson.

The district originally covered twenty-six square miles

of land and, by 1956, had expanded to forty-two square miles.

In 1959 and 1960, however, mass annexations by the City of

Tucson reduced the size of the district by nearly one-half,

and cut away almost ninety per cent of the district's tax

base. Since these annexations, the city and Sanitary

District have been in constant conflict over the ownership

of sewage disposal facilities in the annexed areas.

The Sanitary District is of importance to Tucson

area water management because of the commodity--sewage

effluent--with which it deals. Sewage effluent represents

one of the potential future water sources. Approximately 21

million gallons of sewage effluent a day are treated by the

City of Tucson or by the Sanitary District. Of the

district's approximate 2 million gallons of effluent a day,

about sixty per cent is treated by the City of Tucson

1. Data in this section were obtained from a per-

sonal interview with Richard Harris, former member of the
Pinia County Sanitary District Board of Directors and from

several City of Tucson personnel.
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(through a 1949 city-district twenty-year contract agree-

ment) and the district treats the remaining forty per cent

in its own settling ponds.

Cooperative research, supported by federal funds,

involving the City of Tucson, the Sanitary District, Pima

County, and the University of Arizona, is now under way to

discover methods by which this effluent can be treated and

released for reuse for hunan consumption. Small amounts of

partially-treated effluent are currently being used to ir-

rigate non-edible crops on farms north of the City of Tucson.

Other Industrial and Private Pumpers1

There are many industrial and commercial firms in

and around the City of Tucson which pump some or all of

their own water. These include Tucson Gas and Electric

Company, and the Hughes Aircraft Plant. Additionally,

the mining concerns, several hotels and motels, and two

hospitals located within the Santa Cruz Basin pump their

own water.

An official of the City of Tucson recently esti-

mated that in addition to these industrial and commercial

1. Data in this section were obtained from personal

interviews and telephone conversations with William Wheeler,
consulting engineer; Frank Brooks, City of Tucson Water De-

partment Finance Director; and John Rauscher, City of Tucson

Water Department Engineer.
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pumpers, there are about 500 individual property owners

pumping their own water. He added that the volume of water

which they pump is insignificant relative to the total

volume pumped in the basin; less than one-half of one per

cent. The number of individual pumpers is declining since

many who formerly pumped their own water are now purchasing

city water.



CHAPTER VI

INTERORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS

In this chapter are discussed the interorganiza-

tional relations, both generally and specifically, in the

area of water management. There are numerous instances

of interorganizational relations in the Tucson area;

some of which result in cooperation, others in conflict.

In the area of water management, interorganizational

conflict will be emphasized because, in the past, conflict

has characterized the relations among water managing

organizations.

Cooperation and Conflict Generally1

The City of Tucson and several Tucson area school

districts cooperate on recreational programs. The city

recreation department administers a city league softball

program in the summer. Most of the games are played on

school district playing fields. In the winter, the city

1. Data in this section were obtained from City of

Tucson Capital Improvements Program for 1965-71, from com-

ments (unpublished) by A. Richard Kassander, Director of the

University of Arizona Water Resources Research Center in

response to the 1965 Community Improvements Program Report,

and from numerous local newspaper reports.

192
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administers a city league basketball program; these games

are played in school gymnasiums.

The City of, Tucson and Pima County government co-

operate in an area-wide library program. The city ad-

ministers the program and owns the library facilities.

The county 11ps finance this program to offset the cost

of the use of library facilities by county residents.

They also cooperate on a rabies control program. The

county owns and operates a rabies control center. The

city also utilizes these facilities and pays the county

for use of the accommodations. While the city helps

fund the control center, it has no administrative control

over its operation. This has been the source of some city-

county conflict because, while the city is frequently the

object of complaint from citizens, it lacks administrative

control and thus is helpless to act upon the complaints.

Recent relations between the City of Tucson and

Pima County Sanitary District Number One display both co-

operation and conflict in the matter of sewage disposal.

These two governmental units cooperate in that the city owns

and operates a sewage treatment plant and the sanitary

district pays the city to process district effluent. There

has been prolonged conflict between them, however, in the

matter regarding ownership of sewage lines. The city, in

recent years, has annexed vast areas in which the district
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had installed sewer lines. The sanitary district has re-

cently filed a lawsuit against the city seeking to obtain

compensation from the city for these lines. The suit is

pending.

The City of Tucson, Pirna County, Pima County

Sanitary District Number One, and the Tucson area schools

are involved in numerous cooperative efforts in various

public problem areas with the federal government. These

include educational programs, the poverty program, and

sewage reclamation research.

Friction was recently generated by the city's

efforts to assess businesses and schools for garbage and

trash pick-up. Flowing Wells and Sunnyside school

districts refused to pay for city service, and contracted

with private companies.

The federal government cooperates with many local

organizations in the Tucson area. Instances of cooperation

are too numerous list; however, some examples can be cited.

The University of Arizona in Tucson receives hundreds of

thousands of dollars from Washington annually in support

of research. The U. S. Geological Survey is located on

the University of Arizona campus and actively cooperates

with various university departments, with the City of Tucson,

and with Pina County. For example, the City of Tucson,
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Pirna County, University of Arizona, and, the U. S. Geol-

ogical Survey are presently cooperating in the designing of

an electric analogue model which it is hoped will chart the

occurrence of groundwater in the Tucson area. The U. S.

Geological Survey and the University of Arizona personnel

cooperated in a study in l95 which culminated in a 1959

report entitled "Capturing Additional Water for the

Tucson Area.'

The University of Arizona, the City of Tucson, and

the U. S. Public Health Service are engaged in a cooperative

study of feasibility of treatment and reuse of sewage for

industrial, recreational, agricultural, and domestic

purposes; the University of Arizona, and Pima County

Sanitary District Number One are engaged in a similar

project. In fiscal 1966-1967, the University's Water

Resources Research Center applied about $100,000 of

federal funds for investigation of the possibility of

harvesting runoff water from watersheds in the Tucson area.

A $57,000 U. S. Department of Interior Office of Saline

Water Grant to the University of Arizona financed a study

of artificial recharge of blended sewage effluent--namely,

that from Tucson Gas and Electric Company's power generating

plant.

As another example of federal-local cooperation,

the City of Tucson, in its report of the planned Capital
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Imrovements Pro'ram for the Cit of Tucson for the Period

1965-1971, provided a summary of planned year-by-year major

sewer improvements and of the anticipated sources of these

funds. It listed $100,000 in federal aid as expended to

date and for the grand total through 1971 the report re-

flected anticipated expenditure of $1,500,000.

The TJniversity of Arizona and Tucson area govern-

ments cooperate also on non-federally funded studies. Since

1946, the University's Agricultural Engineering epartment

has cooperated with the City of Tucson and with Pima County

to collect depth and pumpage information on wells in the

Santa Cruz Basin. The city and county annually contribute

l0,000 each toward this effort. hany members of the

university's faculty from both the natural and social

sciences serve on the Tucson Chamber of Commerce Water

Resources Committee. On this same committee are persons

connected with the city, the county, and Tucson area

industries.

The Arizona Corporation Commission, Pima County, the

Pima County and the State Health Department, and, on occasion,

some federal agencies, cooperate vis-- private water

company operations

earlier chapters,

agencies, and the

Private water companies, as noted in

are subject to regulation by these

agencies frequently assist one another in
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the policing of private water company operations. For

example, the corporation commission may delay issuance of

a certificate to a private company until the specifications

of the county and/or State Health Department have been met.

The City of Tucson cooperates with Pima County

Health Department. The County Health Department makes

periodic checks of all water pumped for human consumption,

and the city cooperates by running its own tests and by

making its findings available to the county. Also,the

recent "more cordial" relations between the City of Tucson

and the Arizona Corporation Commission can be viewed as a

form of cooperation.

Conflict in Water Management

Several prolonged patterns of conflict exist among

and within water managing organizations in the Tucson area.

Without exception, these involve efforts by the City of

Tucson to fully integrate Tucson area water management.

The city wants to integrate water management to preserve

local groundwater and to equalize the cost of water import-

ation among all water users. City personnel feel that re-

duced and judicious use of local subsurface water at this

time will permit the construction of smaller import facil-

ities and result in a saving. The city contends that if

import facilities are constructed and current groundwater
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pumping is reduced now, local groundwater can be saved

and used to meet peak-period demands during the summer.

Further, total management integration allegedly will help

prevent overdraft in certain areas of the basin and thus

prevent the drying out and destruction of aquifers.

The city also deems it unfair to city taxpayers and

city water customers for the city to Ugo it alone in efforts

to integrate management and to import water. For the city

to spend money to import water to preserve local ground-

water while private companies and schools continue to pump

this local groundwater amounts in the eyes of the city to

a subsidizing of private water companies and schools.

ks a consequence of its desire for area-wide water

management integration, the city has long tried to get the

schools to stop pumping their om water, and hopes to

purchase all private water companies in the area. The

city feels that its purchase of private water companies

will result also in a general upgrading of water and fire

protection service.

The City and the Schools'

As previously noted, the school districts in the

Tucson area pump water at many school sites. For a number

1. Data in this section were obtained from personal

interviews with Frank Brooks, Finance Director of the City of

Tucson Water and Sewerage Department; Gordon Davis, City
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of' years, the City of Tucson has attempted to persuade

school districts to purchase water supplies from the city.

The position of the city on this matter has been outlined

by a former city manager, a water department director, by

a water department finance director, and others.

The water department?s finance director stated,

11We have a limited amount of water in the Tucson area and,

in some areas like East Mesa, the groundwater basin may soon

be dep1eted. He added that these low areas should not be

overpumped as over pumping would have a negative effect on

the groundwater aquifer. When an aquifer is excessively

dried out it no longer accepts recharge water. If the

basin were depleted it would be of no use during the peak

pumping periods of summer. The finance director went on

to note that School District Number One is pumping water

at Palo Verde High School in the East Mesa area and, with

private company pumping, the East Mesa area may soon become

useless. Palo Verde High School is in the Twenty-Second

Street area where the groundwater table is especially low.

City personnel argue that if the city controlled

all pumping in the Tucson area, it could integrate water

Water Department Engineer; former Tucson City Manager Mark
Keane; City Water Department Director Paul Beerman; former
assistant attorney, Jay Abbey; present Assistant City At-

torney, James Webb; and with Francis Vesey, Engineer for
Tucson School District Number One; and H. V. Summers,
Business Manager for District Number One.
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use. Thus, if one area of the basin were extremely low on

water, the integrated system would permit piping from some

other part of the valley until the low area could be re-.

charged and pumped again. Consequently, the city would

like to control all basin pumping and sell water to the

schools.

Another reason the city wants the school districts

to buy city water, especially School District Number One,

is that presently District Number One receives free fire

protection from the city. The city water department

director stated that the city must maintain large water

distribution lines to meet fire protection standards.

These lines run past the forty-acre tracks of land on

which the schools are located. But, because the schools

pump their own water they pay nothing to the city either

through purchase of water or by way of taxes. The city

feels it inequitable to have to run water lines past the

schools to protect taxpaying residents in the area and

simultaneously provide the schools with free fire protec-

tion. City personnel contend that the schools should

support city water department operations by purchasing

city water, thereby equalizing the burden of cost for fire

protection.

It is the city's position that by pumping water

the schools ignore the public good. The schools reduce the
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groundwater basin supply and do riot carry their fair share

of fire protection costs. As one official stated, The

schools are selfish and shortsighted. They don't consider

the public interest.

As might be expected, the argument of the schools

differs from that of the city. As noted above, in spite

of city pressure to sell water to the schools, all districts

pump some of their own water, and all do so for economic

reasons. The business managers of the four major Tucson

area districts, and the University of Arizona personnel

say that they cannot afford to buy city water. The chief

engineer for School District Number One cited several

examples of savings which the district realizes by pumping

its own water. The business manager of District Number One

stated, We'd love to get out of the water business, but

afford to.

School people differ with the city about the impact

school pumping has on the groundwater basin and as to the

equitability of fire protection costs. The position of

school people is typified by the statement made by the

district's chief engineer: uWhat?s the difference who

pumps the water--it all comes from the same placetL; and by

District One's business manager: There is no reason we

should pay for fire protection. Fire protection is the
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11citys job--and anyway, the same taxpayers that support

the schools support the city--they pay the tab.

A series of disagreements between officials of

School District Number One and the city in early 1966 on

fire protection vs. water purchases typify city-school

conflict. In early 1965, School District Number One was

notified by its insurance underwriters that improved fire

protection near some school sites would result in reduced

insurance rates for the district. The district informed

the city of this, and asked whether fire protection could

be improved.

In response, the city reminded the district that,

at several sites, the district does not use city water.

The city suggested that it (the city) was the only agency

able to cope with the groundwater problem, and that only

it should do so. The communication continued that city

personnel had discussed the question of why the district

pumped its own water but still received fire protection

from the city. This raised the question as to whether the

city could justify spending money to improve fire protection

near school sites where the district did not helo pay fire

protection costs. The city noted, for example, that at

Catalina High, Doolen Junior High, and Palo Verde High

schools there was need for improved fire protection but,
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at each of these sites, the district had an independent

water supply. The city suggested the district pay thirty

per cent and the city seventy per cent as fair share of

the cost of improvements.

In February, 1966, the district informed the city

that it planned to build a new high school (Cholla) south-

west of "A" Mountain. The district pointed out that its

past policy had been to drill wells on proposed construc-

tion sites prior to construction, but that in this case,

because there was no water available on the site, it wanted

to buy a well located nearby--a well which the city had

purchased recently from the Santa Cruz Irrigation District.

The school district further asked whether, once Cholla

High School was in operation, the city would give the

district a reduced water rate. The district observed the

city knew it could supply its own water by pumping at less

cost than it could purchase city water--at the city's

regular rate--but added it would prefer to buy city water

if the city were to reduce the cost.

After considering the matter, Tucson's water de-

partment director responded by reminding the district that

the city had agreed to pay the bulk of fire protection

improvement costs at school sites and that it had proceeded

with the improvements expecting district cooperation. But,
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he noted, the district, in asking for special water rates

at the Cholla site was now threatening it would not go

ahead with the fire protection deal unless it received a

reduced water rate at the Cholla site. He continued, many

of the hospitals and other large Institutions in the area,

and even the City Parks Department had, at one time or

another, requested special rates on the basis that (1) they

were non-profit organizations, and (2) could get water

cheaper elsewhere. The director conceded it would be

cheaper for some of these organizations to disregard the

general interest and added costs to others, i. e., city

water users, by getting water elsewhere, but he continued,

to receive free fire protection at the same time from the

city, was not fair. The director concluded that he did not

think the city should let the district develop separate

wells. He recommended that the city not sell the former

Santa Cruz Irrigation District well and, that the district

pay regular city rates and carry its fair share of the water

costs. If the schools were to purchase city water, the city

would guarantee fire protection and water at no capital

improvement cost to the district.

Regarding a special request by the district to run

water lines through city streets between I4agee Junior High

School and the new Saguaro High School, the water department
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director recommended that the city not grant this per-

mission. The city could provide the schools with adequate

water and fire protection and preferred to do so. The

director admitted that the district could pump its own

water for a time and get by. But in doing so it would

ignore the overall community need for an integrated water

system. Without integration, he said, the city would have

to import water from remote areas at city expense.

Articulating the city's position, the director made

the following observations. The city supplies water to

some but not all School District Number One sites. i-fe

hoped that the district would continue to use city water

where it presently does, and refrain from drilling any more

of its own wells. The city spends about $496,000 annually

on fire protection for School District Number One sites, of

which approximately $112,000 is spent in those areas where

schools do not use city water. School District Number One

is one of the city's best customers, but so is the city

parks department. School District Number One wants special

water rates but to grant these special rates would require

doing the same thing for the city parks department. A

twenty-five per cent reduction in water rates for both

would represent an annual cost to the city of $52,400.

To meet this cost, residential water rates would have to be
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increased. City officials feel that such added increase

would be unfair.

ILt the proposed Cholla High School site, the

director observed that it would cost the district $4,000

to 5,0O0 a year to supply its own water. The district

was willing to pay the city between $7,000 and $,000 for

service. But at the present rate schedule, the annual

bill at Oholla would be about S12,000 and to meet the

district's demands, would necessitate a substantial re-

duction in current city rates. The director further noted

that it would cost the city about $25,000 for fire pro-

tection at the Cholla School because of the need to con-

struct a 200000-gallon capacity storage tank nearby.

On another matter, the city had attempted to

secure permission from the district to locate a stand-

pipe site on district land at Harrison Road near Broadway.

The district admitted that this was a good site and that

normally there would have been no objection. The district

refused to give the city its desired easement, however,

until all other school district-city problems were ironed

out. Js noted above, District Number One wanted reduced

water rates at the Cholla school site, and it informed the

city that this constituted one of the 11problems to be ironed

out.
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In summary, the conflict between the city and the

school districts has resulted from the conclusions that:

(1) the city is subsidizing the districts by providing

them with fire protection service whether the districts

buy water from the city or not, and. (2) when the districts

pump their own water, they hamper city efforts to integrate

service and preserve the groundwater basin. This conflict

is typified by a comment made by District One's chief

engineer: At the Cholla site, we want the city to let us

use their right-or-way, to rip up the streets and to put in

the water line. But the city is refusing. But we've got

them over a barrel, too. They want an easement on the

east side sites for tank installations and they're not

going to get it tin we get our right-of-way. It works both

ways; they have us over a barrel but we have then over a

barrel too.

The City and Private Water Companies1

For the same reasons the city wants Tucson area

schools to stop pumping their own water and buy city water,

1. Data in this section were obtained from the
personal interviews-ith City of Tucson personnel cited
above, from Arizona Daily Star reports of January 22, 1963,
September 23, l96L, December 1?, 1964, Iarch 28, 1965, and
April 16, 1965, and November 10, 1965; from Tucson Daily
Citizen report of January 1, 1963, from personal interviews
with several Arizona Corporation Commission personnel, from
the City of Tucson Brief submitted to the Arizona Supreme
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the city has embarked upon a program to purchase all

private water companies within, and close to, the city

limits. Dozens of private companies in the Tucson area

currently pump groundwater. The city feels this precludes

integrated management, thus damaging the groundwater

aquifer. In addition, city efforts to import water so as

to preserve local groundwater for peak period use results

in an unfair city subsidy of those companies which pump

and sell local groundwater.

The existence of dozens of private water companies

in the Tucson area is, in part, the result of past city

policy. Until the 1950's and 1960's the city followed a

policy of opposing extension of water service beyond city

limits and, as a result, as the areas outside the city

limits developed, private water companies sprang up to

supply the demands for water service which was not

available from the city. For example, in 1941, the city

limits ran east to the intersection of Tucson and Speedway,

and the city would not serve beyond that point. An

individual residing near that intersection, just beyond the

city limits, tried to obtain city service. Failing to do

Court in City of Tucson vs. El Rio Water Company, and from
a non-published paper written by former Tucson City ivianager,

Porter Homer, in response to Arizona Daily Star reporting,
circulated among city personnel in defense of city action
in private water company purchases.
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so, he sunk his own well, and as the area developed, his

pumping enterprise developed into a water company. Later,

through annexation, the land in that area became a part of

the city. The city eventually bought this water company

for 650,000.

ks a product of its vast annexation programs in

the 1950's and 1960's, and pursuant to its desire to

preserve local groundwater, to integrate water management,

and to equalize the cost of importing water, the city,

since World War II, has purchased over 100 private water

companies. The finance director of the Tucson Water De-

partment estimates that the city has purchased 114 private

water companies in the last fifteen years. Most of these

companies were within the city limits when purchased and

had become a part of the city via annexation. A partial

inventory of city properties compiled by the water depart-

ment reveals that twenty companies were purchased between

1942 and 1946, that eight more were bought in 1957, two in

195, nine in 1959, fourteen in 1960, twelve in 1961, four

each in 1962 and 1963, and two in 1964. The city's long-

range plans call for the purchase of all private water

companies within the city and in areas contemplated for

annexation.

In purchasing private companies the city follows

a formula for assessing company values. The city considers
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companies to be worth what it would cost to reconstruct

them new today, minus equipment depreciation since date of

construction, plus ten per cent for "going concern value.

City efforts to purchase private companies were

slowed down in 1964, 1965, and 1966, however, because of

the "El Rio" case. The central issue at stake In the El

Rio case was the formula by which the value of private

water companies is to be determined. The owners of El Rio

were not prepared to negotiate a selling price with the city

based on the city's 'reconstruction cost new, less deprecia-

tion, plus ten per cent value formula, and the city in-

stituted court proceedings to condemn El Rio under the

city's power of eminent domain. The courts awarded El

Rio a settlement far above the city's estiriate of El Rio's

worth. As a consequence, the city may, in some future cases,

expect to pay more for the acquisition of private companies

than it has to date. The facts of the case are as follows.

In May, 1963, the City of Tucson took action to

acquire the El Rio Water Company by exercise of its right

of eminent domain. At that time, the El Rio Water Company

was a public service corporation holding an Arizona Corpor-

ation Commission certificate and was in the business of

operating a water utility and selling and distributing

domestic water. It had been in operation since 1931. In
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1963, El Rio was serving two subdivisions--El Rio Park

and Riverside Park. Both of these are within the confines

of the city limits of Tucson. El Rio had approximately 870

active services and to 100 inactive service connections.

Less than five per cent of these services were commercial

and 630 were unrnetered and charged a flat rate.

The area which El Rio serviced in 1963 was about

the same in size as it had served in 1934. The number of

connections had remained static for some time. The area

being served had been completely built up for some ten

years. The trial judge in Superior Court described the

area as more or less static. The equipment owned by

the El Rio Water Company (wells, pipes, etc.) was described

in Superior Court testimony as without troubleu but old

and heavily tuberculatedH and in tadequate to excellent

condition.

The Arizona Revised Statutes (9-516) give mimic-

ipalities the right of eminent domain.

The city or town which seeks to acquire the

facilities of a public service corporation shall
have the right to do so under eminent domain. Such
action shall be brought and prosecuted in the same
manner as other civil actions.

The Statutes, in another section (12-1114), define

that private property which a municipality may condemn and

take over.



Private property which may be taken includes:

All real property belonging to any person,
including all water and water rights for the
irrigation of any land condemned, belonging to
or used in connection with the land for the ir-
rigation thereof, with right of way for the water
or water rights condemned through irrigating
canals and ditches leading to the land condemned.

The Statutes further state that in condemning and

seizing a private water company, a municipality must make

just compensation (9-5l).

The court or jury shall ascertain and assess
the compensation to be paid a public service
corporation for the taking of its plant, system
and business, which shall include the fair and
equitable value of the plant, system and business
taken, including its value as a going concern and
the actual and consequential damages, if any,
sustained by the plant, system and business of
the public service corporation not sought to be
taken by reason of its severance from the plant
system and business to be taken. Compensation
and damages shall be fixed as of the date of the
commencement of the trial.

Within twenty days after such further order
has become final, the city or town shall pay into
court for the use of the public service corpora-
tion the amount as fixed by such final judgment
plus the amount fixed by such further order.

The only issue at stake in the Superior Court trial

on which the city sought to condemn El Rio was the tfair

compensation price the city was to pay for the company.

Expert witnesses for the El Rio Company and for the City of

Tucson presented quite different estimates of the value of

the El Rio Company in Superior Court testimony. Mr. John E.

Housiaux, a valuation engineer with the American Appraisal

212
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Company, testifying on behalf of El Rio, said that the

total reconstruction cost new, less depreciation of the

physical plant, totaled $140,091, and that El Rio's value,

including going concern, was $305,000. He implied in his

testimony, on behalf of El Rio, that the company's going

concern value was $154,909.

Mr. Housiaux based his calculation on a number of

factors, one of which was a comparison of the prices which

the city had paid for water utilities purchased in the past.

These, he said, averaged $360 per connection. He said he

had not investigated the circumstances of the other purchases.

A second factor upon which Mr. Housiaux based his

judgment was capitalization of income.tl This is the

capitalization of anticipated income, were the business to

go on operating. The city claimed that the capitalization

figures improperly included the income of the president of

the company, and sales and income taxes. Further, the

company's figures, the city argued, were based on a rate

increase which had not received final approval of the

Arizona Corporation Commission. Mr. Housiaux felt that the

city would pay his figure by amortization of the debt over

twenty years from income from the utility itself.

A second El Rio witness was Mr. Newsom Holesapple,

reputedly an expert on water matters. He estimated the
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depreciated physical plant value at $140,000. On the basis

of El Rio's income, and the prices paid by the city for

other utilities, he estimated the total value (including

going concern value) at $320,000. Me said he used income

statements from the El Rio Company itself to determine

capitalization potential, and justified his estimate by

noting that the city had paid $355 to $365 per connection

for other utilities purchased in the past.

Testifying on behalf of the city, ]Ir. George W. Barr

of the engineering appraisal firm of Cella and Barr, ap-

praised El Rio's physical plant reconstruction cost new,

less depreciation, at $71,424, and added an extra five per

cent for going concern value, This extra five per cent

amounted to $9,913, establishing his estimation of El Rio's
worth at $l,337.

Also testifying on behalf of the city was Roy Wehe,

a consulting engineer in the public utility field who

estimated the worth of the company at $125,000. This in-

cluded reconstruction cost new, minus depreciation, plus

going concern value.

In its judgment, the Superior Court granted El Rio

$120,000 for the value of the physical plant and an ad-

ditional $151,000 for "going concern value. The city

appealed the Superior Court decision to the Arizona Supreme
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Court. The city argued only that the $151,000 judgment for

going concern value was excessive. The city and El Rio

were in agreement that damages in some amount must be paid

'1for reconstruction cost new, minus depreciation and the

city was prepared to pay something for going concern loss,

but not $151,000.

The City of Tucson argued in Supreme Court that the

Superior Court had misconstrued going concern value and that

improper evidence was admitted into testimony on behalf of

El Rio. The city contended first, that the going concern

value of a public utility is a limited concept representing

the value of the utility in operation over and above that

which it would be if it were not in operation. Going con-

cern value does not include good will or franchise value.

It reflects only the cost of putting the physical plant and

property into operation as a going concern.

Second, the city argued that going concern value is

not equal to the capital needed to perpetuate current and/or

projected company income, especially of a utility whose

rates are subject to public control and which is, in a

sense, publically protected. The city argued that through-

out the country the courts had consistently recognized that

limits should be placed on the going concern value of public

utilities. The city argued that the record in this particular
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case was void of evidence demonstrating going concern value

equal to that granted; that is, evidence showing cost of

acquiring new customers in developing the business from a

bare physical plant condition.

Thus, city experts estimated the going concern

value of El Rio at a low level, since it was a public

utility, a protected monopoly, with a steady, static

business, no expansion costs and no competition. The city

cited many cases (tried throughout the country) involving

utilities of all types to defend its position. It showed

that gas, water, electric and railroad utilities had

frequently been awarded going concern values in the five

to thirty per cent range of the reconstruction cost new,

less depreciation--not the 125 per cent given to El Rio.

The city also argued that improper evidence had been

admitted into the record at the Superior Court hearing. It

contended it was El Rio's province to prove going concern

value and that it was improper to use prices the city paid

for other utilities as indicators of what the city should

pay for El Rio. The city argued that such comparison was

invalid as purchase price varied depending on circumstances.

The city pointed out that from 1959 to 1963, in keeping

with annexation promises, it bought water companies from

unwilling sellers. Further, the city could not pay im-

mediately for these companies and hoped for long-term
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payment provisions. So, finding itself operating under

public pressure, and doing business with unwilling sellers,

operating on a limited budget, the city paid excessively

for these companies. But, the city argued, this ought not

set a precedent for the going concern value of all other

private water companies.

Third, the city argued that it was improper to base

going concern value on capitalization. The El Rio Company

had included the salary of its president in its claim of

earning potential and had not deducted tax payments.

Further, the rate of income was based on a rate schedule

which had not yet received the final approval of the Arizona

Corporation Commission. The city further claimed it

improper to consider the city's ability to pay. El Rio

had claimed that th city could pay its price on a twenty-

year amortization schedule. The city pointed out that in

judgments granted in eminent domain condemnation proceedings,

the Arizona Revised Statutes (9-51) required the city to

pay the total suni in six months, not in the twenty years as

negotiated purchase amortization schedules would allow.

On July 22, 1966, the Arizona Supreme Court upheld

the Superior Court decision and ruled that the City of

Tucson had not paid too much for the El Rio Water Company.

The city immediately filed for a rehearing. The then
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Deputy City Manager Roger O'Mara stated that the award was

unreasonable and "this is a case we have been waiting for

because of its possible effect on other cases.12 The

Arizona Supreme Court immediately and unanimously dis-

missed the request.

The courtts opinion can be summed up in Chief Justice

Struckmeyer' s words:

We construe subsection B of 9-5l, Arizona
Revised Statutes (clause of 1962) as meaning that
there shall be included in the fair and equitable
value of the plant and property an amount for
going concern value. What the Court below
ascribed the l5l,OOO to does not affect the
outcome of this appeal. El Rio had value over
and beyond its cost of reconstruction new less
depreciation. It was incumbent upon the Court
below to fix the value in such an amount as
would fairly equitably compensate El. Rio. We
cannot say that the judgment has no basis in
either ea'nings or comparable sales. Judgment
affirmed.1

Only time will tell what effect the El Rio decision

will have on future city efforts to purchase private water

companies. It is the opinion of some that this decision

will cost the city more money because private water

companies, in light of the El Rio decision, will hold out

for greater sums.

Another item which creates considerable city-private

water company friction is the condition of the equipment of

1. Court opinion in the case of City of Tucson y.
El Rio Water Company delivered by Fred C. Struckmeyer,

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Arizona.
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many systems which the city purchases. The city feels it

often pays for junk. Iviany private systems taken over by

the city are very old and the equipment in poor condition;

the pipelines and pumps inferior in quality. In these

instances, the city has to replace equipment before

integrating the company into the city system. Old or small

pipes, for example, may have to be replaced before the

newly acquired system can handle the volume and pressure

necessary for adequate fire protection and water service.

In mid-1961 some political controversy regarding

city purchase of private water companies was generated,

as a result of a series of articles by reporter Dean

Fairchild published in the Arizona Daily Star and an

editorial in the Star by editor William R. IIatthews.

Fairchild reported that from January, l95, to mid-1966,

the city had paid $3,490,387 for the purchase of twenty-

eight private companies. He said these companies had a

total depreciated value of $2,252,791 which suggested the

city had paid $1,237,596 or fifty-four per cent more than

the appraised value of the companies. In an editorial,

Mr. Matthews also suggested that the city paid fifty-four

per cent over appraised value.

Mr. Porter Homer, Tucson City Manager at the time,

issued a statement in rebuttal to the Star's claim of over-

payment. In his statement, he attempted to demonstrate that
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some of the financial figures cited by Mr. Matthews were

in error. He cited hexamples of misquotes" and "wishful

thinking" by Mr. Matthews. He suggested that Mr. Matthews

was "penny-wise and pound foolish in his manipulation and

interpretation of the facts and figures of the case, and

that "Mr. Matthews seeks to substitute his judgment for

that of the mayor and council, myself, the water system

manager, and various consultants."

Neither Mr. Homer, nor any other city spokesman,

however, attempted to refute the fact that the city had

paid more for the companies than the values at which the

companies had had themselves appraised for purposes of

record keeping and reporting to the Arizona Corporation

Commission. But Mr. Homer noted that this differed from

market value, and several factors dictated that the city

pay current appraised market value.

First, the "tin pipe law" dictated that prior to

servicing an area under private company certification a

municipality must have purchased the private company "at

fair value, including an amount for going concern value."

That is, the city is prevented from competing with private

utilities. Second, the city had recently annexed vast

areas and the city's annexation campaign included a promise

to purchase private companies and to improve water and fire
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protection service, and to lower rates in the newly annexed

areas. With the city under political pressure to fulfill

those promises and taking into consideration the provisions

of the tin pipe law, the private companies were in a strong

bargaining position. Third, should the city resort to con-

demnation procedures, there would be a great time lapse,

which people in the newly annexed areas would not appreciate.

in condemnation cases, the city would have only

twenty days in which to pay the company, in full, the price

set by the court.

Mr. Matthews had argued that city voters had re-

cently authorized $10 million in bonds for water utility

improvements and private water company acquisitions, and

that the city had the funds to meet court judgments. In

response to this, Mr. Homer argued that Mr. Matthewsvs

assuming that the city had nothing but private companies

on which to spend the bond money. Finally, Mr. Homer

argued that the Star had neglected to account adequately

for the tgoing concern1 value of the private systems, but

that the courts would be less neglectful. The 1966 rizona

Supreme Court decision in the City of Tucson vs. El Rio

Water Company later substantiated Mr. Homer's last point.

The 1966 decision by the City of Tucson to reach

west over the mountains and import water from Avra Valley
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(noted in Chapters IV and V) also created a political stir.

In this instance, the combatants were the city administra-

tion and the four-man Democratic majority on the city

council. The administration (water department and city

manager) recommended that the council approve plans to

import water from Avra Valley prior to importation from the

Sahuarita Bombing Range area south of the city. The four-

man Democratic majority on the council, however, questioned

the validity of the facts upon which the administration

based its recommendation, and was reluctant to adopt the

recommendation.

In January, 1966, three local engineering firms,

hired on contract by the city, had issued a ttfeasibility

report in which it was recommended that the city begin

construction of facilities to import Avra Valley water.

These firms received a fee of $13,500 from the city for

their study and report. Their report concluded that Avra

Valley could supply the city with 30 million gallons of

water a day for a period of fifty years. Present peak-

summer day use is 100 million gallons.

Paul Beerman, director of the city water department,

said he would recommend that the city council alopt the find-

ings of this report and initiate moves to import Avra Valley

water. Beernian said the project would be financed from the
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sale of revenue bonds. It was recommended that water be

imported from Avra Valley first--the Sahuarita Bombing

Range later.

On Monday, April 4, 1966, the Tucson City Council

met to consider rehiring the three firms that had recommended

Avra Valley as a water source to create a project design for

importation of the water. The project design would cost the

city from 3l3O,OOO to 3ll,OOO, plus some special fees.

This would firmly commit the city's going to Avra Valley

for water. As noted, the city manager and water department

director had recommended hiring the three firms.

The four-man Democratic majority on the council

(the council is composed of four Democrats and two Repub-

licans), however, was reluctant to approve work on the

project design. (Tucson's mayor, a Republican, sympathized

with the recommendation of the city manager and city water

department head, but did not take a firm stand in defending

them.) The Democrats took issue with the engineer's con-

tention that importation of water from Avra Valley would

give the city better water for less money. The engineers

stated that, as opposed to water from the Sahuarita Bombing

Range area, Avra Valley water is softer, has less flourides,

would involve the city in less interference from other water

users and, in short, would provide the city with a greater,
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long-run quantity of higher quality water. The report

stated it would cost either $2.49 or $6l.4 per 1 mil-

lion gallons (depending on whether there were one or two

wells) to import water from Avra Valley, but it would

cost O.72 per 1 million gallons to import water from the

Sahuarita Bombing Range area. The Democratic council

members disputed these figures. They contended that the

cost figures for the Sahuarita area water included a $45

per million gallon softening cost. They argued the city

had not softened water in the past, and citizens had not

complained. To include a softening cost in the price was

to distort the actual cost relative to Avra Valley water.

Councilman James Corbett contended the city had

paid the three engineering firms l3,5OO to document find-

ings which the water department director wanted. He

argued that city personnel could have done this, since the

engineering firms merely accumulated already existing data

and had conducted no new investigations. Another council-

man accused the water department director of using scare

tactics" on the city and on the council. The director

had predicted that if the city did not import water soon

there would be a shortage during peak consumption days in

the summer of 1967. Under questioning, the director re-

tracted this statement.



1. Data in this section were obtained from the
personal interviews with City of Tucson personnel cited
above, and from personal interviews with Richard Herbert
and Milton Huskey, Arizona Corporation Commissioners; and

Robert Kircher and Lionel Blair, Commission employes.
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At the council meeting on April 25, 1966, a com-

promise was reached. While the council did not grant the

project design contract as recommended by the admin-

istration, it did approve an amended contract under which

the three engineering firms were granted forty-five days,

and were paid 5,OOO to conduct additional water supply

investigations in the Avra valley. The council was

satisfied with the results of these additional tests, and,

in December, 1966, it approved the full contract for the

design project--$l30,000 to $1l,OOO.

The City and Arizona Corporation Commission-

As noted above, the City of Tucson, as part of its

program to integrate water management, hopes to purchase

all private water companies in the area. Among the problems

it encounters are price and equipment of the companies. The

former is frequently exhorbitant and the latter junk."

Another problem the city faces is that sometimes

it must pay for paper companies. It was noted earlier

that private companies hold Arizona Corporation Commission

certificates and that Arizona law forbids any other private

water company or any municipality from competing in that
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area. For years the City of Tucson accused the corporation

commission of free and indiscriminate issue of certificates

to "anyone who asked for one. The city argued, with some

justification, that an individual could obtain a certificate

without difficulty on merely a speculative venture basis.

An individual vould have an area near the city certified,

having no intention of entering the water business, and

hold the certificate with the intention of selling it to

the city at a high price when the city expanded and

purchased private companies. The city further argued

that although some of the companies did install physical

facilities, these were inferior in quality. The city

argued that the corporation commission was to blame for

many of its problems with private companies.

Many individuals--including some connected with

the City of Tucson, with Pima County, with the corporation

commission--and some newspaper accounts have stated there

was some basis for the city's complaints against the corn-

mission. An attorney, formerly with the commission, said

that, "in the past there was a lot of brother-in-law-jam

between the private companies and the cornrnission.2 He noted

that the commission holds public hearings to consider each

request for a certificate and that all interested parties

are entitled to present evidence pro or con on the issue.
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But, he added, uin the past the city never had a decent

chance of having its position considered by the commission.

Almost without exception, the city would oppose certificate

requests and the commission tended to ignore the city.

The City of Tucson Water Departrnent finance director

was also critical of past commission policy, although he

added criticism of the commission was often overly harsh.

He stated that, in the past, the commission often failed to

investigate adequately to determine whether there was real

need for service in areas for which certificates were re-

quested; and that, on company requests for rate increases,

the commission often failed to investigate the financial

condition of the company and the physical condition of the

plant. He added, though, that this neglect was due largely

to the commission's shortage of manpower which, in turn, was

due to inadequate legislative funding.

A former Tucson city manager, Tucson's current water

department director, a former Tucson assistant attorney, a

U. S. Geological Survey official, a Pima County Sanitary

District board member, two present corporation commissioners,

and others have been critical of past commission policy.

Typically, they would state that because of inadequate

staffing and some "brother-in-law-iSrn,tT past commission

policy was unduly lax in granting certificates which often

resulted in the creation of papert7 or speculative
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companies, and that these, in turn, generated problems for

municipalities. All suggested, however, that more recent

commission policy had been more restrictive, arid City-

Commission hostilities were largely a thing of the past.

Tucson area newspapers have recognized and publi-

cized this City-Commission friction. There is, for example,

an Arizona Daily Star article of September 23, 1962, bear-

ing the title "Encirclement by Water Companies Continues,11

and subtitled "Situation Likely to Cost Tucson Taxpayers."

The article referred to the expansion of the Citizens

Utility Company and stated that the Citizens Utility

Company tj3 the largest beneficiary(y) of the certificates

from the Corporation Commission. . . . It noted that the

company, a Delaware based corporation, recently acquired

the Hidden Wells and Spring Valley water companies and as

subsidiaries of these two, Foothills, Pontatoc, Sunset

Manor, Thornydale, Desert Palms, Los Pamillas, and Igo

water companies were created. The article noted that, in

one instance, Spring Valley obtained a certificate for

almost forty-four square miles of state-owned land. The

article continued that 11now, as the city expands, it will

be faced with either purchase or condemnation of all of

these companies, and the taxpayers will have to pay the

bill.H The article suggested that a lack of cooperation
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between the city and commission and, in the Spring Valley

case, the State Land Commissioner, resulted in an hen-

circlement by private water companies of the city."

While the corporation commission received most of

the blame for this conflict, some criticism was directed

toward the city. The director of the corporation commission's

utilities division stated that 'the City f Tucso7 shows

up at our hearings and opposes certificates and rate adjust-

ments on everything within 25 miles of the city limits.tt

Concurring with this and suggesting that the city has been

overly negative by opposing everything" are two current

commissioners and several present and past City of Tucson

personnel. Certain city people had noted that the city's

policy of not extending service beyond the city limits

until the early 1950's forced creation of many private

companies. They also criticized city water department

personnel of being tdogmatict and "closed-minded, and

former Mayor Hummel of being alike a bull in a China shop'

in dealings with private water companies and the commission.

Beginning in late 1964 and in early 1965, there was

a significant shift in corporation commission policy regard-

ing the granting of certificates, and a resultant thaw in

City-Commission relations. This improved rapport coincided

with the election of Tucsonan Richard Herbert to the three-

man commission.
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In 1959 George Senner was chairman of the corpor-

ation commission, and Don Hunimel, Mayor of Tucson. Their

relations were less than cordial. Reporting on commission

hearings of November, 1959, the Tucson Daily Citizen re-

ported, "At a hearing early this month, commission chairman

George Senner ruled that unless the city has actual pipe-

lines in certificate application areas, it has no right to

be heard as an objector 5o a private company certificate

applicatio7.0 The paper went on, This set off an ex-

change between Senner and Mayor Don Hummel which included

charges that the commission is hemming the city in with

large certificated areas around its borders. Hummel said

the city would have to spend millions of dollars of the

taxpayers money to buy out these water rights in the future."

In stark contrast to the position of' Mr. Senner in

1959 is that of Commissioner Herbert. Mr. Herbert expressed

his position in a March 25, 1965, letter to Jack Weadock,

Assistant Editor of the Arizona Daily Star. (Mr. Weadock

reported Herbert's position in his Star article of

March 2, 1965.) Mr. Herbert stated his position as follows:

1. That in the past, certificates of con-

venience and necessity to operate small water
companies have been granted carte blanche by the
Arizona Corporation Commission, in many cases on

insufficient information and investigation com-

piled by this Commission.



The Arizona Corporation Commission, in
the past, has granted certificates for geograph-
ical areas far in excess of any demonstrated
need and convenience of the people living in
that area.

That there has been insufficient deter-
mination of a proper beginning rate schedule
for new utilities.

That the growth and expansion plans of
municipalities and their water systems have
been disregarded when granting certificates.

That many of the current problems in
the area of small water companies now confront-
ing the Arizona Corporation Commission are the
direct result of inadequate preparation in the
early stages of certificate applications.

He went on to express the hope that in the future the corn-

mission would adopt these policies:

All applications will be fully in-
vestigated by the Utilities Division of the
Arizona Corporation Commission prior to the
matter being set for hearing.

Direct and actual knowledge be given
to each and every land owner in the area in
question.

Direct and actual knowledge of applica-
tion be given to each adjacent water system that
may presently be operating.

That direct and actual knowledge be
given to, and a report solicited from, each
municipality in the reasonable proximity of
the area of application.

That each certificate granted by the
Arizona Corporation Commission be periodically
reviewed to determine whether or not all the
area applied for was logically included in the
certificate granted.
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Mr. Herbert closed his letter by stating that:

In addition to the above enumerated opinions,
I also feel very strongly on the proposition of
interim rate increases. It has been the policy
of the Arizona Corporation Commission in the
past, to grant interim rate increases when ap-
plied for by small water companies, pending an
investigation and public hearing. It is clear
to me that the law requires as a prerequisite
to these increases being granted ex parte, that
the Commission find extraordinary circumstances
and must determine whether that emergency measure
be adopted. This the Commission has failed to
do, with the result that rates are increased with-
out a public hearing and some time later (in
some cases as long as eight to ten months) a
public hearing is held. The consumers of this
water company at that time are given no actual
direct notice, but must rely on public notice
of the public hearing. I think this is a wrong
method of deciding rates in that at the public
hearing, commissioners who granted interim rate
increases will be under pbychological pressure
to substantiate or legalize their earlier
actions by confirming the higher rate.

Mr. Herbert's desires have been realized. In 1965

and 1966, the commission was more sensitive to city desires,

and more cautious in granting certificates and rate in-

creases. The commission has instituted and enforced regu-

lations governing private water companies including those

having to do with minimum standards regarding private

company equipment. After granting a certificate the com-

mission gives a company just one year to install, or to

demonstrate intention to install, actual physical water

system facilities. And, before granting a certificate, it

is incumbent upon the applicant to convince the commission

232
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that it is ttconvenient and necessary1 that water service

be supplied in that area. Mr. Herbert's views on the need

for the commission to change policy were shared by Com-

mission Chairman Huskey, and together they constitute a

majority. As Chairman Huskey stated, 'This commission used

to have a bad image. When our people were asked who they

worked for, they'd ay 'the State.? Now they say 'for the

Corporation Commission.' Since Dick erber7 and I have

been here, we've tightened this operation up and our image

is lots better too.

The City and Pima County1

Friction similar to that which existed between the

city and the corporation commission has also existed between

the city and Pima County, but at a much less intense level.

It was noted above that one of the several requirements a

private water company must meet before it begins operation

is to obtain a 11franchise1 from the county board of super-

visors. This franchise, similar to an Arizona Corporation

Commission certificate of convenience and necessity, is an

exclusive grant to lay pipe hrough county rights-of-way.

For some time the Pima County Board of Supervisors granted

1. Data in this section were obtained from inter-

views with Thomas Jay, Chairman, Pima County Board of Super-
visors, Elsa Hanna, Secretary, Pima County Board of
Supervisors, several City of Tucson officials, and from
numerous local newspaper reports.
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franchises for large tracts of land rather freely upon re-

quest. As in the case of the Arizona Corporation Com-

mission, the county was severely criticized on this basis

by the City of Tucson, by local newspapers, and by others.

And like the corporation commission, the county recently

tightened its procedures governing franchise requests.

This tightening up has resulted in better City-County

relations.

In the January 22, 1963, issue of the Arizona Daily

Star, Pima County?s Board of Supervisors Chairman Thomas Jay

described past board policy. He stated., uIn the past, the

board has granted erroneously blanket franchises on large

tracts of land which in some cases were owned by the state.0

Ilay added that "this was creating an unearned wealth for

the owner of a water franchise which was similar to that

enjoyed by the owner of a liquor license before the quota

system was abandoned.

In an early 1965 move which coincided with the

shift in corporation commission policy, the board of super-

visors tightened its franchise granting procedure. As

stated by Supervisor Dennis B. Weaver in an April 9, 1965,

letter to Jack Weadock, Assistant Publisher of the Arizona

Daily Star:

We feel that the public interest will best

be served by requiring that future applicants
for franchises:



Prove that there is need for the service
they propose to render;

Show financial responsibility to operate
a water utility;

Notify in writing each land owrer whose
property is to be included in the franchised area
that application is being made for a franchise and
for a certificate of convenience and necessity;

File a written consent to inclusion of his
property within the franchised area from each such

land omer;

Notify in writing any municipality which
is within reasonable proximity and/or whose water
supply will be affected by issuance of a franchise;

Notify all operating water companies or
holders of franchises within or adjacent to the

proposed franchised area.

The County Engineer has been instructed to
notify any applicant for a franchise that these
conditions must be met prior to presentation of

an application and setting a hearing by the Board.

We are hoping that the State Corporation Com-
mission will see fit to adopt the policies recom-
mended by Commissioner Dick Herbert in connection

with granting of certificates of convenience and
necessity. Needless to say, this Board will give

full cooperation to remedy what has been a bad

situation.

Reaction to the board of supervisor's shift in

policy was similar to the reaction to the policy shift of

the corporation commission and is typified by the con-

cluding paragraph of an April 16, 1965, krizona DajT Star

editorial. tThe Board is to be congratulated on its move

to protect the individual land omer and the public.t



CHAPTER vii

PERCEPTIONS OF TUCSON AREA WATER MkNAGEMENT

Discussed in this chapter are the results obtained

from a questionnaire which had been mailed to 192 selected

individuals for the purpose of getting their views on water

management. It is significant to know how persons interested

and involved in Tucson area water management view Tucson's

"water problem," and the way water is managed in the area,

because in any given situation personal behavior is affected

by ideology, loyalties, knowledge, and perceptions along

with other factors. The manner in which individuals

associated with Tucson area water managing organizations

perceive and respond to Tucson's water problem" and the

present water management presumably does have an affect on

the behavior of these water managing organizations. In

short, action or inaction on the "water problem, main-

tenance or alterations in the present pattern of water

management, and patterns of conflict and/or cooperation

between water managing organizations in the Tucson area are

at least partly attributable to the perceptions of personnel

associated with these organizations.

Early in this study, over thirty-five fact-finding

personal interviews were conducted with personnel associated

236
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with Tucson area water managing organizations. In the

course of these personal interviews, it became evident that

individual perceptions of the "water problem,t its causes

and the remedial action needed, if any, varied greatly. In

light of this, it seemed appropriate to poll the views of

others in an effort to gain a better understanding of

these perception differences. It also seemed desirable to

get the viewpoint of persons associated in elective or ap-

pointive capacity in water management organizations and

that of those considered tknowledgeablefl on the matter of

Tucson area water management.

An attribution list of those to be polled was

assembled. The initial list contained the names of 192

persons. Time limitation precluded the polling of all

by personal interview or telephone. Thus, a mailed

questionnaire was prepared listing 3 typical statements

which people had made in the earlier fact-finding interviews.

Nearly all the statements were made by persons associated

with some aspect of water management and most, but not all,

were highly normative in character. These normative state-

ments were used because they, or their antitheses, were

frequently voiced in the personal interviews by persons

involved in water management. As such, these statements

were: (1) suggestive of the aspects of water management

an the minds o± persons active in it; (2) suggestive of
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the areas in which one might expect to find perception

variations; and, thus (3) suggestive of the areas of

water management in which one might expect to find inter-

organizational cooperation or conflict.

Some comment should be made about the validity of

the questionnaire data and the extent to which one can

generalize from it. First, respondents were rather

arbitrarily selected. An attempt was made to poll those

who were associated with water managing organizations in

the Tucson area and relative state agencies and, therefore,

in position to influence policy formation. This attempt

was only partially successful since it was not possible to

know all in position to affect policy and, further, it was

difficult to obtain addresses in many cases. Second, it

should be noted that only fifty-three per cent responded.

While this was a fairly good return rate on a mailed

questionnaire, it did limit the extent of permissible

generalization. Third, since the statements to which

questionnaire recipients were asked to respond were actual

value oriented statements made by other respondents in

personal interviews, some of the questionnaire respondents

declined to complete the questionnaire. One school district

official, for example, destroyed the questionnaire and

stated in a letter, t11 would have been glad to answer your

questionnaire, but it seemed that so many of the questions



City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools
Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates

(Pima Co., Nov., 1966)
State Agencies
Others
Total

15
29
41

29

60
192

14
15
19

11
12
31
102
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t*were 'loaded' that a person could not give an honest

answer and at the same time state his position. Con-

sequently, I am not returning the questionnaire to you."

It might be noted that the cover letter submitted

with the questionnaire explained that the statements

presented therein were made by others in personal interview,

and that replies would be held in strict confidence.

In light of the above, it can be said that the re-

sults obtained are "highly suggestive," but not definitive.

On the basis of the results, one cannot generalize about

the perceptions of the public at large, or of all persons

associated with Tucson area water management, or of all

agencies in Arizona. But it can be said that the results

are indicative of the perceptions generally held by persons

involved in Tucson area water management.

For purposes of description and discussion, re-

spondents were categorized as shown in Table 9.

TABI,E 9

CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS TO MAILED QUESTIONNAIRE

Cat e gory No. IvIalled No. Returned



Included in the state agencies cateCory were

persons associated with the State Land Departrient Corpor-

ation Commission, Real Estate Board, Interstate Stream Com-

mission and State Health Department. In the others

category were persons associated with Pima County, the

Sanitary District, three irrigation districts, engineering

specialists, persons associated with news media, arid

academics considered to be knowledgeable about water

matters.

The statements to which questionnaire recipients

were asked to respond can be groupd topically. The follow-

ing description and discussion of the results groupthe

statements into two major categories (1) those which probe

perceptions of the water problem and its causes, and

(2) those which probe opinions as to what should and may

be done to remedy the area water problem. Within each of

these two categories, the statements are further divided

into a nunber of sub-categories. Within each sub-category,

the statements are accompanied by a tabulation of responses

and a brief discussion of results.

The Water Problem and Its Causes

Water Shortage

s Table 10 indicates, some few more respondents

agreed than disagreed with the assertion that Tucson must

2L0
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import water to avert a water shortage crisis. Nothing in

the table suggests significant disagreement between

categories. The ratio of agrees to disagrees is nearly

the same in each category and in the total.

TABLE 10

UNLESS WATER IS IIcORTED TO TUCSON SOON, THE CITY
WILL FACE A SERIOUS WATER SHORTAGE CRISIS

City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools
Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies
Others
Total

It is interesting to note, however, that forty-two

(over forty per cent) respondents felt that, even if no

additional water is imported into Tucson soon, there would

not be a water shortage. It was noted earlier in this study

that the exact volume of subsurface water still available

in the Santa Cruz Basin is unknown. But, assuming, as many

people do, that the local subsurface water supply will soon

be depleted, over forty per cent of the respondents, who are

among the most informed and those most interested in the

community regarding water problems and management, are

either ignorant on the subject or do not care whether or not

Category Agree Disagree

9 5
6

9

7 4
7 5

16 13
56 42
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the community faces a water crisis. On the other hand, the

fifty-six to forty-two split on the statement may well be a

reflection of the fact that scientific data on the volume of

subsurface water is incomplete.

Decentralized Water Management

Tables 11, 12, and 13 demonstrate a fairly widespread

agreement among respondents that it is not desirable to have

many organizations pumping local groundwater, and that it is

not in the public interest. As Table 13 indicates, a slim

majority of respondents tended toward the opinion that

schools are not as justified in pumping groundwater as are

other organization.

TABT 11

THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH HAVING 111AM ORGANIZATIONS,
LIKE THE CITY, SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND PRIVATE COIANIES,
ALL PUV1PING THEIR OTJ WATER. THAT IS A BETTER ARRANGE-
IvNT THAN TO HAVE A SINGLE NETROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT.

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 0 14
Tucson Area Schools 7
Private Water Companies 9 9

Legislative Candidates 3 7
State Agencies 4
Others 12 1 {

Total 35 64



TABLE 12

IT IS NOT IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO ALLOW EVERY

TABLE 13

SCHOOL DISTRICTS SHOTJI BE ALLOWED TO PUMP GROUNDWATER
AS THEY PLEASE. THEY HAVE AS MJCH RIGHT TO

PUMP WATER AS AMONE ELSE.
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it is significant to note that the responses of

school district and private water company personnel differed

from others. Their responses (Tables 11, 12, and 13)

demonstrated a satisfaction with having several organizations

INDIVIDUAL, COMPANY, OR GOVERNMENTAL UNIT TO
PUMP ITS O2N WATER AS HE OR IT SEES FIT.

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 13 0
Tucson Area Schools 9 5
Private Water Companies 10
Legislative Candidates 12 0
State Agencies 11 1
Others 25
Total 22

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 2 11
Tucson Area Schools 10 5

Private Water Companies 10
Legislative Candidates 1 10

State Agencies 4
Others 15 14
Total 46 52
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pumping subsurface water. This is not surprising. Schools

and private water companies do just that.

The Community's Ability to Manage Water

It was noted earlier that there was a tendency by

respondents to agree that there is a water shortage problem

in the Tucson area (Table 10) and that the present decentral-

ized, pattern of management is not a desirable one (Tables 11

and 12). But, with some exception in specific categories,

it was agreed that the brain-power" for proper water

management is available in the Tucson area (Table 14.) and

that Tucson area water management need not remain a dog-

eat-dog's operation (Table 15).

TABLE 14

THERE IS NO WATER SHORTAGE IN TUCSON- - JUST A
SHORTAGE OF BRAINPOWER TO MANAGE IT

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 1 12

Tucson Area Schools 2 13

Private Water Companies 13 5

Legislative Candidates 2 9

State Agencies 2 10

Others 9 21

Total 29 70



TABTI1 15

WITH SEVERAL GOVERNMENTS, PLUS INDUSTRY AND PRIVATE WATER
COMPANIES PUMPING IN THE TUCSON AREA, WE'LL NEVER BE
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The exception to this is that the City of Tucson respondents

evidenced some pessimism since they strongly agreed that

Tucson area water management will always remain 'dog-eat-

dog in nature (Table 15). But school district respondents,

on the other hand, somewhat cynically felt that Tucson lacks

the brainpower for proper water management (Table 14). The

reaction of the city respondents may be partly attributed to

the somewhat frustrated efforts on their part to centralize

area wide water management and to shift some of the cost of

water importation to other water using organizations, such

as the schools.

The Problem of Equity

It was noted in Chapter VI that much of the inter-

organizational conflict in Tucson area water management is

ABI. TO PROPERTY MANAGE WATER- - IT WILL ALWAYS BE
A'DQG-EAT-DOG OPERATION WITH EVERYBODY

WORRIED ONLY ABOUT HIMSELF.

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 10 4
Tucson Area Schools 3 12

Private Water Companies 5 12

Legislative Candidates 4 7

State Agencies 4
Others 12

Total 44 55
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a result of (1) efforts of the City of Tucson to con-

solidate and integrate water management, and (2) efforts

of the City of Tucson to equalize the cost of Tucson area

water management. The City of Tucson and the University

of Arizona contribute heavily to the financing of research

into and development of an additional water supply for the

Tucson area. The county and sanitary district also con-

tribute, but to a lesser degree. School districts and

private water companies contribute nothing.

Not surprisingly, Tables 16 through 21 suggest an

"internal" or selfish view as to who should bear the

burden of the cost of conserving and importing water.

Those respondents associated with the City of Tucson felt

that private water companies, schools and industries should

help shoulder the financial burden (Tables 16, 17, and la).

Only those respondents in the "others" category agreed

with city respondents. Respondents connected with private

water companies and with school districts did not feel

their organizations should share the financial burden, and

these respondents were supported (or at least were not

strongly opposed) by respondents in the "legislative

candidates" and "state agencyU categories. The difference

in opinion between city vs. school and private company

personnel is not surprising because, at the present time,



the city is committing sizable sums of money toward the

development of water import facilities while the schools

and private water companies are not.

TABLE 16

PRIVATE WATER COI'flANIES SHOULD HELP THE CITY
PAY THE COST OF IMPORTING WATER TO TUCSON,

SO AS TO INSURE TUCSON OF A
LONG TEEUi WATER SUPPLY

TABLE 17

SINCE SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THE TUCSON AREA PUMP
SOME OF' THEIR OWN WATER, THEY SHOULD HELP

THE CITY PAY THE COST OF IMPORTING
WATER FRO4 AVRA VALLEY
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Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 9 4

Tucson Area Schools 1 14
Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies

4
2

5

13
a
7

6
Others 15 14
Total 36 60

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 11 2
Tucson Area Schools 6 9
Private Water Companies 5 12
Legislative Candidates 6 S
State Agencies 4
Others 19 10
Total 51 46



TABLE l

INDUSTRIES, SCHOOLS, ETC., WHO DO NOT BUY CITY WATER
SHOULD HAVE TO PAY THE CITY FOR FIRE PROTECTION

21+

Respondents, collectively, and within each category,

did not agree that city financing of water importation for

the purpose of preserving local groundwater represented a

subsidy of other area subsurface pumpers. Significantly,

however, respondents in the vCity of Tucson and others

categories disagreed by only a slight majority, while dis-

agreements in the schools and private company categories

were strong (Tables 19 and 20).

TABLE 19

IF THE CITY OF TUCSON BRINGS WATER IN FROM AVRA VALLEY
TO PRESERVE TUCSON GROUNDWATER, THAT WILL AMOUNT TO

A SUBSIDY OF PRIVATE WATER COMPANIES, AND

OF INDUSTRIES WHICH PUMP THEIR OWN WATER

Disagree

12
13

7
l
66

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 9 5
Tucson Area Schools 4 9
Private Water Companies 9 7
Legislative Candidates 4 7
State Agencies 1 g

0th e rs 12 15
Total 42 51

Category Agree

City of Tucson 6

Tucson Area Schools 3

Private Water Companies 3

Legislative Candidates 3

State Agencies 5
Others 10

Total 30



TABP 20
IF THE CITY OF TUCSON BRINGS IN WATER FROM ArRA VALLEY

TO PRESERVE TUCSON GROUNDWATER, THAT WILL AMOUNT TO
A SUBSIDY OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THE

AREA WNICH PUMP THEIR ON WATER

City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools
Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies
Others
Total

As is shown in Table 21, respondents agreed, by a

better than two to one majority, that any organization which

pumps local groundwater should be required to allocate a

portion of its budget to water research. But, as might be

expected, respondents inthe "school& and "private water

companies" categories were less prone to agree than were

theity of TucsoiPrespondeflts.

TABLF 21
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ANY ORGANIZATION THAT PUMPS ITS OWN WATER IN THE TUCSON
AREA SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO ALLOCATE A PORTION OF

ITS BUDGET TO RESEARCH ON WATER PROBLEMS

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson
Private Water Companies
Tucson Area Schools
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies
Others
Total

12
9
9

7
22
67

1
9
6
3
5
7

31

Category Agree Disagree

6 7

3 12
3 15
3

4 7

13 15
32 64
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Orp'anizational Concern for the Public Interest

Tables 22, 23, and 24 indicate that those associated

with the City of Tucson, school districts, and private water

companies interpreted the actions and motives of their re-

spective organizations as being in accord with the 1public

interest11 and those of other organizations as being anti-

public interest. Each of these three viewed its own image

favorably and that of the others as being somewhat tarnished.

Respondents associated with the City of Tucson over-

whelmingly agreed that school districts which pump their own

water are more concerned with annual budgeting problems than

they are with Tucson water supply. Understandably, re-

spondents associated with school districts overwhelmingly

disagreed with this assertion (Table 22).

TABLE 22

SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THE TUCSON AREA TI-TAT PUI THEIR OWN

WATER ARE MORE CONCERNED ABOUT THEIR ANNUAL BUDGET
PROBlEMS THAN IN THE LONG TERM WELFARE

OF TUCSON'S WATER SUPPLY

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools
Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates

11
3

5

3
12
9
6

State Agencies
Others
Total

7
14
49

12
46
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Respondents associated with the City of Tucson and

the school districts felt that private water companies are

concerned only with making money. They felt that private

water companies are not interested in the long-term water

needs for Tucson. Predictably, respondents associated

with private water companies strongly disagreed (Table 23).

TABLE 23

PRIVATE WATER COMPANIES ARE ONLY CONCERNED WITH
MAKING MONEY. THEY DON'T CARE ABOUT THE LONG

TERM WATER NEEDS OF THE TUCSON COJ'llvIUNITY.

By slight margins private water company and school

district respondents felt that city efforts to buy private

water companies and to sell water to the schools represented

more of a desire to profit by these transactions than (as

argued by the city) they did a desire to coordinate area-

wide water service for the benefit of the entire community.

Again, predictably, city respondents overwhelmingly

disagreed (Table 24).

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 9 3

Tucson Area Schools 10 5

Private Water Companies 3 15
Legislative Candidates 6 5

State Agencies 7 5

Others 20 10

Total 55 43



TABLE 24

WHEN THE CITY OF TUCSON BUYS PRIVATE WATER COMPANIES
AND TRIES TO SELL WATER TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS IT

REALT,Y IS MORE INTERESTED IN MAKING MORE
MONEY FROM WATER SALES THAN IN 00-

ORDINATING WATER SERVICE
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Respondents in the category tended to agree

with city respondents that school district and private water

company motives or actions are selfish and that those of the

city are not.

The Average Citizen and Water

Respondents almost unanimously considered the

average citizen uninformed about the water problem in the

Tucson area, and gave him only slightly more credit for

being concerned about it (Tables 25 and 26).

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 1 13
Tucson Area Schools 9 6
Private Water Companies 9
Legislative Candidates 2 9
State Agencies 5 5
Others 9 20
Total 3.5 61



TABLE 25
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It is possible, of course, that the respondents to

the questionnaire did not correctly estimate the degree of

public awareness and concern. Most respondents are in

position to influence public policy formation, however,

and the above responses (Table 26) suggested an absence

THE AVERAGE CITIZEN IN THE TUCSON KNOWS VERY LITTLE
ABOUT THE WATER PROBLEM

Category Agree ID is agree

City of Tucson 13 1
Tucson Area Schools 15 0
Private Water Companies 17 0
Legislative Candidates 11 0
State Agencies 10 2
Others 2 2
Total 94 5

TABT 26

THE AVERAGE CITIZEN IN TUCSON ISN'T REALLY CONCERNED
ABOUT THE WATER PROBLEM

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 6

Tucson Area Schools 12 3

Private Water Companies 14 4
Legislative Candidates 7 4
State Agencies 10 2

Others 26 5

Total 7? 24
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on their part of any feeling of public pressure to act upon

any existing problem.l

What Can or Should Be Done about Water in Tucson

Centralization of Water IvIana ement

Tables 27 through 34 clearly demonstrate there was

widespread agreement among respondents that some sort of

state and local centralization of water management in the

Tucson area is desirable. But in no case were respondents

associated with any one organization prepared to accept

centralization under the direction of another organization.

There was widespread agreement that Arizona needs a

single state agency to manage the state's waters (Table 27),

and there was agreement in all categories, except the Itschoolsfl

category, that a large metropolitan water service organization

in the Tucson area is needed (Table 2k). Strongest agreement

(in both Tables 27 and 2) was expressed by City of Tucson

respondents.

TABLE 27

ARIZONA NEEDS ONE CENTRALIZED STATE AGENCY TO CONTROL
WATER USE AND IIANAGE THE STATE'S WATERS

1. It need not necessarily be assumed, however, that

absence of public pressure will prevent action on the water

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 13 1

Tucson Area Schools
Private Water Companies

10
16

5
1

Legislative Candidates 11 0

State Agencies
Others
Total

0I
20
79

3

9
19



TABLE 2

WE NEED ONE LARGE IYTROP0LITAR WATER SERVICE
DISTRICT IN THE TUCSON AREA
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It was overwhelmingly agreed that Pima County ought

not take over water service in the Tucson area (Table 29).

Except for City of Tucson people and legislative candidates,

it was also agreed that the City of Tucson ought not take

over all water service in the area (Table 30). This

suggests that the city would be willing to assume full

responsibility for Tucson area water service, while the

county government would not. Also, it was agreed by all,

except City of Tucson personnel and legislative candidates,

that the City of Tucson ought not have the authority to

restrict subsurface water pumping (Table 31.).

problem. Water is a rather technical public problem area
and, like such other technical areas as atomic energy, public
policy is often formed by technical experts in absence of
public pressure. The current activity by City of Tucson
engineers testifies to the fact that enlightened leadership
alone often generates problem solving policy.

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 11 2
Tucson Area Schools 6 9
Private Water Companies 11 7
Legislative Candidates 9 2
State Agencies 4
Others 14 14
Total 59 3



Category

City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools
Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies 3
Others L.

Total

TABLE 30

THE CITY OF TUCSON OUGHT TO TAKE OVER THE JOB OF
PROVIDING WATER SERVICE IN ALL OF

EASTERN PIMA. COUNTY

TABLE 29

THE COUNTY GOVERNMENT OUGHT TO TAKE OVER. ALL
WATER SERVICE IN PIMA COUNTY

TABLE 31

THE CITY OF TUCSON OUGHT TO BE GIVEN AUTHORITY TO
RESTRICT GROUNDWATER PUING BY OTHER GOVERN-

MENTS AND INDUSTRY IN THE TUCSON AREA

Disagree

13
12
13

9

25
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Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 9 S

Tucson Area Schools 2 13
Private Water Companies 2 15
Legislative Candidates 6 S

State Agencies 1 10

Others 21
Total 2E L)O

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools

7
L.

5
11

Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies
Others
Total

0
6
2
6

25

5
10
23
72

Agree

1
3
5
2
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There was overwhelming agreement that the City of

Tucson should take the lead in solving the area's water

shortage problem (Table 32). As to whether the city should

sell water to large volume users (such as schools) at re-

duced rates, state officials and those in the ttothers

category disagreed, while city respondents and legislative

candidates tended to agree, and school and private water

company people all agreed strongly (Table 33).

TABLE 32

THE CITY OF TUCSON MUST TAKE THE LEAD IN SOLVING OUR

TABLE 33

THE CITY OF TUCSON SHOULD SELL WATER AT REDUCED RATES
TO LARGE WATER USERS--LIKE SCHOOLS

AND LARGE INDUSTRIES

WATER PROBLEM. IT SHOULD GET WATER FROM AVRA
VALLEY, OR WHEREVER NECESSARY.

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 14 0

Tucson Area Schools 13 2
Private Water Companies 14 4

Legislative Candidates 10 1

State Agencies 11 1

Others 29 1

Total 91 9

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools 13

5
2

Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies

13
7
5

5
3

7

Others
Total

13
59

15
3?
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Finally, except for state agency respondents, there

was agreement in all categories that, in water-short areas,

the Arizona Corporation Commission ought not issue certif-

icates of convenience and necessity to private water

companies merely upon request (Table 34).

TABTF 34
THE ARIZONA CORPORATION CONMISSION SHOULD NOT GIVE

CERTIFICATES OF CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY TO
PRIVATE WATER COMPANIES IF THERE IS
GROUNDWATER SHORTAGE WHERE THE

COMPANY WANTS TO OPERATE

Category

City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools
Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies
Others
Total

Agree

9
10

4
17
57

Disagree

5

5

9
3

12
42

The preceding Tables 27 through 34 indicate that

most respondents agreed, in a general sense, that decen-

tralized water management is not desirable. But most

respondents were reluctant to concur regarding specific

action to be taken to centralize water management where

such centralization would fall under the direction of an

organization with which respondents were not associated.

Similarly, most respondents endorsed the general

notion that additional water ought to be imported into the
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Tucson area. They favored the utilization of water not

presently used by anyone. Respondents overwhelmingly

agreed that, while Central Arizona Project water would not

fully solve any existing water shortage problem, still it

should be imported (Tables 35 and 36). They also agreed

that reuse of treated sewage effluent and capture and reuse

of mountain runoff could help solve the problem (Tables 37

and 3d). But as was noted earlier (Tables 16 through 21),

this agreement on development of supplemental water

sources did not appear on statements related to funding

responsibility of the research and development. Everyone

was in favor of centralized water management, so long as

someone else did not run the show. Everyone was also in

favor of developing new water sources, so long as someone

else footed the bill. (The single exception to the pre-

ceding among water organizations was the City of Tucson

which desired to share costs.)

TABLE 35

TUCSON SHOULD IMPORT WATER FROM THE
CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson
Tucson Area Schools
Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies
Others
Total

13
12
15

9
12
27

1
1

3

1
0
L.

10



TABLE 36

IF GET THE CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT, OUR WATER
SUPPLY PROBLEMS WILL LARGELY BE SOLVED

TABLE 37
THE TREATNT AND REUSE OF SEWAGE COULD GREATLY HELP

SOLVE THE WATER PRO BTIN IN TUCSON

TABLE 38

THE CAPTURE AND USE OF FLOOD WATER AND MOUNTAIN
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Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 11 2
Tucson Area Schools 11 4
Private Water Companies 17 1

Legislative Candidates 10 1

State Agencies 9 3

Others 26 4
Total 15

RUN-OFF COULD GO A LONG WAY TOWARD SOLVING
OUR WATER SUPPLY PROBLEM

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 9 4

Tucson Area Schools 1L1. 1

Private Water Companies
Legislative Candidates
State Agencies
Others

17
11
9
22

1
0
3
6

Total 15

City of Tucson 5 9
Tucson Area Schools 3 11
Private Water Companies U 10
Legislative Candidates 4 7
State Agencies 5 7
Others 20
Total 33 64

Category Agree Disagree
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It is worthy of note that about thirty-four per

cent of all respondents agreed that, if we get the Central

Arizona Project, our water supply problems will largely be

solved. The respondents to this questionnaire are assumed

to be among the community's most knowledgeable and polit-

ically influential in the area of water; and yet the

responses (Table 36) of thirty-four per cent of them fly

in the face of fact. Scientific evidence is clear that,

even if the Central Arizona Project is completed, the

state will still face an annual subsurface water deficit

of about 1.2 million acre-feet. The present annual sub-

surface water deficit is 2.2 million acre-feet.'

It is interesting to note also the responses

listed in Table 35. Here, nearly ninety per cent of all

respondents agreed that Tucson should import water from

the Central Arizona Project.t But, if water is ever

imported via this project, the bulk of the water is

tentatively scheduled for irrigation use.2 Farmers would

pay $10 per acre-foot at canal side for the water, while

municipal and industrial users would pay $50 per acre-foot

U. S. Congress, Irrigation and Reclamation Sub-
committee of Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
Hearings on H. R. 4671 and Similar Bills to Authorize Con-
struction 0 eration and Maintenance of the Lower Colorado
River Basin Project and for Other Purposes, 89th Congress,
1st Session, Serial No. 17, p. 12.

Ibid.
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at canal side.- The Central Arizona Project then would

represent an urban subsidizing of the farmer. Still,

ninety per cent of the respondents wanted the project.

This, in conjunction with the fact that thirty-four per

cent of respondents felt the project would solve the water

supply problem, suggests the possibility that the "Central

Arizona Projec' has become something of an idealized myth

or revered notion which none dares challenge and few

understand.

The Arizona Legislature

There was considerable agreement by respondents

that, inthe past, the Arizona legislature had been un-.

equipped to solve the water problems of Arizona and the

Tucson area (Table 39). But there was also agreement that

the legislature will show greater concern for aich urban

problems as water supply as a result of the recent re-

apportionment which strengthened the legislative voting

power of Arizona's metro-urban areas (Table LO). As of

January, 1967, iaricopa County (the Phoenix area) and Pima

County (the Tucson area) combine to control forty-two of

the sixty state house seats and twenty-one of the thirty

state senate seats.

1. Ibid., p. 124.



TABLE 39

IN THE PAST, THE ARIZONA LEGISLATURE HAD NEITHER
THE INTEREST NOR THE TALENT TO CREATE

REIDIES TO OUR WATER PROBLENS

TABLE 40

AS A RESULT OF REAPPORTIONNENT IN ARIZONA, OUR
LEGISLATURE WILL SOON SHOW A GREATER CONCERN

FOR SUCH URBAN PROBTMS AS WATER SUPPLY
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The general feeling that Arizona's iiewly apportioned

legislature will be more responsive to metro-urban problems

should be heartening to the urbanite and to all others con-

cerned about the water shortage in the Tucson area and in

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 9 3
Tucson Area Schools 12 3
Private Water Companies 11 6
Legislative Candidates 5 6
State Agencies 6 5
Others 21 9
Total 64 32

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 10 3
Tucson Area Schools 7

Private Water Companies 13 5
Legislative Candidates 11 0

State Agencies 6 5
Others 21 9
Total 69 29
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Arizona generally. But this assumes that representatives

from metro-urban areas constitute a cohesive voting block

that is concerned about the water problem. It is ques-

tionable whether this assumption is valid--especially in

light of the fact that five out of nine candidates to

Arizona's new legislature in November, 1966, are ignorant

of the fact that agriculture now uses over ninety-three

per cent of Arizona's water (Table 41).

TABLE 41

OVER 90% OF ALL WATER IJSED IN ARIZONA IS USED
FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES

Agriculture in Arizona

The responses in Tables 35, 36, 37, 41, 42, and 43

when considered together, present a rather puzzling picture.

As agriculture uses over ninety-three per cent of all water

in Arizona, withdrawal of some farm lands from production

would clearly be of help in solving the water shortage

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 9 3
Tucson Area Schools 4 10
Private Water Companies 9
Legislative Candidates 4 5
State Agencies 7 4
Others 19 10

Total 52 40
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problem. Tables 35, 36, and 37 indicate that most

respondents favored deve1oprient of such new water sources

as sewage effluent reclamation, capture of excess flood

and mountain runoff waters, and importation of Colorado

River water. But respondents did not favor the withdrawal

of agricultural lands from production even though such with-
drawal would be as effective in solving urban water problems

as the development of any new sources.

TABLE 42

TABLE 43

FARIRS, NOT CITIES, SHOULD GET FIRST CHANCE FOR
COLORADO RIV.R WATER IN ARIZONA

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 0 13

Tucson irea Schools 4 11
Private Water Companies 4 13

Legislative Candidates
State Agencies

3

2 10
Others 4 24

Total 17 79

THE FIRST THING ARIZONA SHOU DO TO SOLVE ITS WATER
PROBII4 IS TO TAKE SO FARI LANDS OUT OF PRODUCTION

Category Agree Disagree

City of Tucson 4 10
Tucson Area Schools 0 15
Private Water Companies 13
Legislative Candidates 2 9
State Agencies 3 9

Others 20
Total 21 76
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It is scientific fact that agriculture uses over

ninety-three per cent of all water in Arizona. This fact

has been repeatedly publicized in major Arizona newspapers.

Yet, nearly forty-three per cent of all respondents dis-

agreed with this fact (Table 41). Further, over seventy-

five per cent of all respondents did not want withdrawal

of any agricultural lands from production (Table 42), yet

over eighty per cent of the respondents wanted to give

the cities, not the farmers, first chance at Colorado

River water if and when it is imported (Table 43).

Tables 41, 42, and 43 may explain why respondents

are anxious to develop new water sources (Tables 35, 36,

and 37), but do not want withdrawal of agricultural lands

from production (Table 42). It may be that respondents do

not wish to aid agriculture further at the expense of the

city and so prefer to give to the city any additional water

which may be available; but they are not so concerned as to

want to make any radical change in the agricultural economy.

Or it may be, as Table 41 suggests, that respondents lack

knowledge about water in Arizona and, therefore, the replies

were based more on emotion than logic. This might explain

respondents' desire to leave agriculture alone and, at the

same time, attend to the problems of the cities--by giving

them additional water.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS

Water and Its Management in Tucson

There is a water supply problem in the Tucson area,

but little evidence that it is critical. While scientific

data on the volume of subsurface water remaining in the

Santa Cruz Basin are incomplete, and although there is

some evidence to suggest that water quality decreases with

increased well depth, it appears that the water needs of

the Tucson area could be met through continued groundwater

pumping for many years to come. However, evidence of a

declining groundwater table and continued population growth

seems to indicate that eventually it will be necessary to

import water in order to meet the demand. And the sooner

water is imported so that local groundwater may be preserved

in the form of a water bank for peak period use, the less

expensive importation will be.1

1. Personnel associated with the U. S. Geological
Survey, the City of Tucson, the University of Arizona Water
Re.ources Research Center, and. several local engineering

consultant firms have expressed the opinion that the quantity

and quality of water remaining in the Santa Cruz River Basin

cannot be precisely determined on the basis of existing

scientific data.

267
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Decisions relating to water use in the Tucson area

are not made in coordinated fashion. Water is rather

easily and inexpensively obtained from the groundwater

basin, and hundreds of individuals and organizations pump

from it. No state law exists to control or restrict the

pumpage or use of water, and several state and local

regulatory agencies are involved in water management.

There is little coordination in decision-making among

these many organizations.

A history of conflict has characterized water

management. The most publicized of these have involved

the City of Tucson, some private water companies, Pima

County and the Arizona Corporation Commission. The basis

of such conflict has been that, with the decentralized

pattern of water management, agencies have been tinternally

oriented,h seeking to make decisions directed toward

satisfaction of internal organizational goals, regardless

of the impact of these decisions on other organizations or

on the community's groundwater supply problems. Further,

in the limited negotiation in which Tucson area water

managing organizations have involved themselves, organiza-

tion personnel have often remained inflexible and uncom-

promising in standing by their organization's policies.

Solution of any public problem depends, in part,

upon the development of a high degree of consensus among
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decision makers involved in the problem as to the existence

of the problem, the nature of the problem, the fact that

remedial action must be sought, the type of remedial action

desired, and a willingness to compromise conflicting goals.

These are lacking in the Tucson area relative to water and

many feel the present pattern of water management simply

precludes insurance of an adequate, long-term water supply

for the community. There is, therefore, widespread feeling

that alterations in the present management pattern are

needed to cope with current water problems.1

Changes in the Organization of Water 1anagement

Judging from feelings expressed by those involved in

Tucson area water management, three central water management

problems exist. The first is the problem of water supply.

The longer the community waits to import water, the more

expensive importation will become. If the total supply of

local groundwater is exhausted prior to importation, import

facilities (wells, pipelines, pumps and reservoirs) will

have to be of sufficient capacity to meet not only average

daily requirements, but also peak period requirements (dur-

ing the summer). If import facilities were constructed

before depletion of the local groundwater supply, however,

1. This Hwidespread feeling was expressed by

many respondents on personal interview, and by a majority

of respondents to the mailed questionnaire.
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they could be built just large enough to meet average

daily requirements and the remaining supply of local

groundwater could constitute a "water bankli to be drawn

upon during peak demand days only. Annual natural re-

charge of the groundwater basin, thei would probably be

sufficient to permit indefinite use of the local ground-

water basin as a water bank.

A second problem is that, at present, water pump-

ing and delivery in the Tucson area are not integrated.

The City of Tucson has its own water utility system fully

integrated (interconnected pipelines). Thus, if the

groundwater table falls in one of its well fields, service

in that section can be provided with water pumped from

wells in a different section of the basin until the ground-

water aquifer in the low section has been recharged and can

be pumped again. But the city is just one of many ground-

water pumpers. Large volume groundwater withdrawal by

numerous pumpers in some sections of the basin has resulted

in a rapid lowering of the groundwater table in those areas.

On Tucson's east side, for example, Tucson School District

Number One, Davis-Monthan Airforce Base, the city, many

private water companies, and a host of individual pumpers

withdraw groundwater and, as a result, the groundwater table

on the east side is extremely low. When the groundwater

table in any one section of the basin is lowered drastically
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and. remains low for a prolonged period, there is the danger

that the groundwater aquifer will dry out, will harden, and

be thereafter impervious to recharge. Total water service

integration in the Tucson area could help preclude such

damage to the aquifer.

The third water management problem lies in the fact

that current research and development of new water sources

for the community are uncoordinated and that the funding

for research and development is inequitable. The City of

Tucson, U. S. Geological Survey, State Land Department,

numerous University of Arizona departments, and several

Tucson area consulting firms have expended considerable

time and money making studies of the many facets surrounding

the water problem.

Volumes of valuable information have been compiled

on the technical, political, and social aspects of the water

supply problem. However, the information has not been con-

solidated and made available at any one central depository.

Therefore, thorough research is almost impossible and, at

best, extremely costly. Research efforts could be greatly

simplified and enriched if all research agencies were made

aware of the activities of and had access to the findings

of other agencies.

The City of Tucson is the only organization funding

both research and development of new water sources on a
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large scale. The University of Arizona, primarily with the

support of federal funds, spends heavily on research, and

Pima County, the Sanitary District, and Tucson Gas and

Electric Company lend some support to research and de-

velopment. But schools, private water companies, hospitals,

and others spend nothing in either area. Some people claim

that this, combined with the fact that schools and hospitals

receive free city fire protection on sites where they do not

purchase city water, results in unequal and unfair support

of Tucson area water service.

It has been suggested that water management be

centralized under the direction of the City of Tucson,

Pima County or under a newly-created water management

district. Centralization could permit a single organiza-

tion to either (1) assume responsibility for all Tucson

area water service (hereafter referred to simply as water

service centralization) or, (2) control groundwater

pumpage and impose a tax for groundwater withdrawal on all

groundwater purripers (hereafter referred to simply as

ttgroundwater pumpage centralization). Such centraliza-

tion might permit early importation of water, preservation

of local groundwater for peak period use, integration of

water service and equalization of research and develbpment

funding among all water users.
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Water Service Centralization

Water service centralization would have several

advantages. First, it would permit total integration of

Tucson area water service. This integration could prevent

overpumping and destruction of the aquifer in any particular

section of the basin, insure early importation of additional

water, and secure preservation of local groundwater for peak

period use. Second, it could equalize the cost of fire

protection and of research and development. Third, it

could provide for centralization of research findings of

many organizations. With its large and expert staff, and

its wealth of experience in water service, the City of

Tucson could very likely provide good water service for

most of the Tucson metro-urban area.

Water service centralization, however, also has

its disadvantages. First, centralization would disrupt

the existing pattern of water management. It might put

many private water companies out of business and prevent

schools and hospitals and industries from pumping their

own water. It would appear, therefore, that a centraliza-

tion program would meet with considerable political op-

position and be fraught with legal difficulties. Second,

there would be special problems associated with water

service centralization by any one organization. If the
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city were to assume responsibility under a centralization

program, it might possibly find itself physically unable to

service the entire basin. The county, according to some, is

not able or willing to assume such a task at present. And

creation of a new water district would add another level

of government to an already fragmented political system1--

presenting all the problems attendant to the creation of a

new government, e. g., staffing, housing, funding, and the

assuming of responsibilities from other governments.

Groundwater Pumpage Centralization

Permitting the City of Tucson, Pima County or a new

water organization to control and tax groundwater pumping

in the entire basin would have both advantages and dis-

advantages. The advantages would be first, that the con-

trolling agency could prevent overpumping of any section of

the basin and preserve local groundwater for peak period use.

Second, this approach would disturb the existing management

pattern only slightly, and would meet with less political

opposition than would total water service centralization

under a single agency. Third, if organizations were taxed

1. For a discussion of the advantages and dis-

advantages of special district government, see John C.

Bollens, Special District Government in the United States

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1961),

pp. 217-256, especially.
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for groundwater withdrawal, the revenue could be used for

research and development, and for importation of additional

water.

On the negative side, restriction of groundwater

pumpage by any one agency would necessitate a change in

the state water code. This could prove politically dif-

ficult, as there would surely be opposition from farmers

and private water companies. Second, mere control of

groundwater pumpage would not insure the importation of

additional water. Third, many groundwater pumpers are

governmental units--schools, city, University of Arizona,

Davis-Monthan Airforce Base--these would not be subject to

tax and, therefore, not under sanction to contribute to

research and development. Fourth, there would be special

problems associated with pumpage control by any one agency.

Pima County does not appear desirous of assuming this

responsibility; the city would have to be granted ad-

ditional extraterritorial jurisdiction to do so; and,

again, creation of a new water district would add another

level of government.

An. Association of Water JIanaging Organizations

At present there is little corimunicatiOn among

organizations at other than administrative levels on Tucson

area water management policies. But continuous, regular
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1966)--suggested a three phase program leading to the
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meetings between top policy makers of the several Tucson

area water managing organizations and among officials of

state and local regulatory agencies, may result in improved

water management policies and operations. The many facets

of the water problem--community water needs and the goals

of the various organizations-- could be openly discussed at

the top policy-making level. This could lead to increased

appreciation, by all involved, of the water problem, goals

of all organizations, and to establishment of common goals

and inter-organization cooperation. It might be suggested,

for example, that only one organization--the city perhaps--

take the lead in integrating water service and developing

new sources, with financial support from other pumpers

since all pumpers would benefit by importing new water.

Meetings and discussions among top policy makers might

generate agreements along these lines.

One of the drawbacks to improvement of water manage-

ment based on cooperation is that there would be no legal

sanction on any one organization to cooperate. But, should

cooperative efforts in water management succeed, these might

lead to cooperation in other areas--something which many are

presently seeking to achieve in the creation of a general

Pima County Association of Governments.1 Further,
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improvement of water management through cooperation would

not disturb the present pattern of water management, would

require no new state legislation and, thus, should generate

a minimum of political opposition.

The Pros ects for Improved Water lIanagement

Many officials feel it unlikely that water management

in the Tucson area could be altered, in the near future,

through water service centralization or groundwater pumpage

centralization. Based on past experience, any solution

calling for change in present management patterns or in

state laws would face difficult sledding. A high ranking

official of the City of Tucson has commented that, perhaps,

the best that can be done is to work within the system as

it now exists, be it good or bad, fair or unfair.

The tThest that can be donet for all organizations

involved in Tucson area water management may be to allow

the City of Tucson to centralize water service. This would

permit integrated water management, a preserving of the

rechargeability potential of the groundwater basin, import-

ation of water at minimum cost (by preserving local ground-

water for peak period use while developing new water sources)

establishment of a unified local government. Phase one was

envisioned as establishment of a Tucson Iletropolitan Associ-

ation, and, according to several local governmental officials,

efforts were under way in March, 1967, to implement phase one.
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and, finally, the even apportionment of cost for research

and development of new water sources. City centralization

would, of course, mean that most of those organizations

which currently pump groundwater would have to stop doing

so.

The City of Tucson is the largest water service

organization in the Tucson metro-urban area. The city has

more active services, more miles of pipelines, and pumps

more water than any other organization. Further, the city

provides fire protection, at city expense, for all properties

in the city, is playing the primary role in funding and de-

veloping additional water sources and, in every aspect, is

the major water managing agency in the Tucson metro-urban

area. It would not be illogical, thus, for schools,

hospitals, military installations, and major industries to

stop their own pumping and purchase city water. They

might be persuaded to do so if the city were to reduce its

rates to large-volume customers. The schools, for example,

have expressed a willingness to purchase city water at re-

duced rates--this would have the advantage of facilitating

city efforts to integrate water service--a goal which the

city has often expressed a desire to attain. The city has

already invested heavily in efforts to develop new water

sources and to integrate water service through purchase of

private water companies. The financial sacrifice the city
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would have to make to sell water at reduced rates to large-

volume customers could very well pay dividends in that it

would make it easier for the city to integrate water

management.

It has been argued, however, that if the schools

received a reduced water rate, it is likely many other large-

volume city customers, e. g., local hospitals, churches,

hotels and motels, would also demand reduced rates. Further,

the schools already use city water at some sites, and a re-

duction in rates for additional services would reduce the

revenue the city would receive from present services. Such

loss of revenue would, in the opinion of some city officials,

create a hardship on the city's low volume residential user

who would be billed for the difference.

It could be argued that it would cost the taxpayer

no more if the city were to increase residential customer

water rates since the taxpayer supports both the city and

the schools anyway. This is only partly true, however.

School district boundaries do not exactly coincide with

those of the city; thus, there are some different taxpayers

involved. Further, not all large volume users are govern-

mental agencies supported by tax dollars.

Still, combining reduced water rates for some large

volume pumpers with a heavy utility tax on such other
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agencies as private water companies, the city could ac-

complish some integration of water management. The city

could offer reduced rates to those organizations which are

(1) governmental or, (2) non-profit. Reduced rates to one

or both such users could be logically justified and would

help avoid the possibility of demand by all groundwater

pumpers for reduced rates. The city could even offer to

provide water to some private water companies on a wholesale

or cost basis in fringe areas, in order to minimize private

pumping.

Schools, hospitals, military installations, and

major industries might also cease groundwater pumping on

their own volition. It has been argued that, as the ground-

water pumping by these organizations contributes to the

lowering of the groundwater table and, as total water

service integration could be beneficial to the entire com-

munity, these organizations might voluntarily stop pumping.

It has been argued also that it is illogical for any organ-

ization other than the city, which is clearly Tucson's

major water service organization, to be in the water

business. These arguments have considerable merit. As one

observer has commented, It would he small sacrifice for

the schools, hospitals, and some major industries to get out

of the water business and, in the public interest, let the

city handle the problem.



Decision Conseouences1

Continued management of water in the fashion in

which it is now managed (maintenance at status quo) could

be viewed as a sort of "non-decision, and alterations in

the present management pattern, as discussed above, could

be viewed as a 11decision. Either decisions or non-

decisions will have certain consequences for all Tucson

area water managing individuals, organizations and

industries, as well as for the community at large. In

this chapter, tdecision consequences represent that

which would be gained or lost by each water managing

organization, individual or the community, by maintenance

of the status quo, water service centralization, or

centralized control and taxation of groundwater pumping

and use.

It is, of course, impossible to predict what

effect water management decisions will have on organiza-

tions and individuals presently involved in water manage-

ment or whether these would be positive or negative. For

one thing, if alterations in the present pattern of water

management are to be forthcoming, the nature of these

1. The concept of decision consequences" as
employed here, borrows heavily from ideas expressed by
Professor Charles R. Adrian in a paper entitled,DecisiOfl
Costs in Metropolitics, delivered at the annual Western
Political Science Association iIeeting, March 17, 1967, in

Tucson, Arizona.

2l



changes is an unknown quantity. Second, problems which

might develop or advantages which might accrue from

maintenance of a status quo cannot be compared with

problems or advantages which may result from change in

status quo--not until a course of action is established.

Wiat follows here, then, are only assumptions under

generally stated conditions, of what the positive and

negative consequences might be for Tucson area water

managing organizations.

The Ciyof Tucson

If no changes are made in the present pattern of

water management, the City of Tucson will continue to bear

most of the burden for fire protection and for research

and development of additional water sources. To some ex-

tent then, maintenance of the status quo would be a

negative consequence to the city.

The consequences of centralizing all Tucson area

water service would he positive or negative to the city

depending upon the organization which assumed service

responsibility. If the City of Tucson assumed this

responsibility, it could, through revenues obtained from

water service, equalize the cost of research and develop-

ment of new water sources, including importation of water.

This would represent a positive consequence to the city.

282
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If some other organization assumed. this responsibility,

the city would lose its water revenues, some of which

support other city activities.

Centralized control of the pumping and use of all

Tucson area groundwater could also produce positive or

negative consequences for the city, depending on who

centralized pumping and use, and how it was accomplished.

Centralization could result in an equalizing of cost of

research and development--a positive consequence to the

city. However, centralization by another organization

could conceivably restrict the cityt s ability to obtain

water needed for service operations.

Individuals, Private Water Companies and Industrial Puxnpers

Náintenance of the present water management pattern

could have positive short-run consequences for individual,

private water company, and industrial pumpers, but negative

long-run effects. On the positive side, it would allow

these pumpers to continue pumping local groundwater and

save money or to profit by assuming no responsibility for

the costs of research and development of additional water

sources. However, on the negative side, continuation of the

present pattern could result in a long-run community water

shortage or eventual increased costs of importation of ad-

ditional water. These would be negative consequences since
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expense of well deepening would be incurred and a total

depletion of the local groundwater supply in some areas

might result in putting private water companies out of

business.

Centralization of all Tucson area water service

would have only negative consequences for most private

water companies, and both negative and positive conse-

quences for individual and indtistrial pumpers. Centrali-

zation would, of course, put most private water companies

out of business. Also, the necessity of purchasing water

would, most likely, result in higher water costs to

individual and industrial pumpers. But, in the long run,

centralization could insure individual and industrial

water users of an adequate, long-run water supply--a

positive consequence.

Centralized control and taxation of groundwater

pumpage and use would have both positive and negative con-

sequences for private water companies and individual and

industrial pumpers. Restrictions on groundwater pumpage

could reduce the available water supply for each of these

groups of users and might necessitate some water purchases

from the city or some other agency. The imposition of a

pumpage or use tax would increase private water company,

individual, and industrial water costs. These are negative

consequences. But, on the positive side, control of local
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groundwater punping could reduce the cost of eventual water

importation and help insure a 1on-term water supDly for

all users.

S oh 001 S

idaintenance of the present pattern of water manage-

lilent would, in the short run, represent a positive decision

consequence for Schools, Schools could continue low cost

punning of their own water and leave the costs of fire

protection and research and development of additional water

sources to others. But, unless water is imported to the

Tucson area soon, the level of the groundwater basin will

continue to fall. Thus, the schools would face the costs

of deepening wells and, should water be imported at a late

date at a high cost after all local groundwater is depleted,

the schools would probably have to nurchase water from some

other organization at high cost. So, again, maintenance of

the status quo could, for the schools, have positive con-

sequences in the short run and negative consequences in the

long run.

Conversely, Tucson area water service centralization

by an organization other than the schools could have positive

consequences for the schools in the long run and negative

consequences in the short run. In the short run, centraliza-

tion would require that schools purchase water and thus bear
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part of the expense for fire protection and research and

development of additional water. But, again, centraliza-

tion could allow the central service agency to develop

additional water sources, insuring the community of an

adequate, long-term water supply, thus benefiting the

schools.

Control and taxation of local groundwater pumping

and use would have both positive and negative consequences

for the schools. Since schools are governmental agencies

they may not be taxed for groundwater withdrawal. But

control could reduce the water available to the schools

and force them to purchase some water from another organi-

zation. Like centralization, however, central control of

groundwater pumping and use would benefit the schools by

insuring them, and the entire community, of a long-term

water supply.

The Community

As was observed earlier, continuation of the present

pattern of water management, to the extent it precludes

central control of groundwater pumping and early importation

of additional water, would have a negative consequence for

the community. It could be, however, that even in the

absence of alterations of the present water management

pattern, some organization, such as the city, would import
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water on its own. In such event, the consequences will be

positive to some but not to all, since it would preserve

present inequities in research and development funding and

might allow some portions of the basin aquifer to be over-

pumped and ruined.

lterations in the present management pattern,

either service centralization or central control of pumping

and use, would benefit most of the community. It would

allow preservation of some local groundwater for peak

period use, increase the chances of early importation of

additional water and, thus, reduce the cost of an adequate

long-teiui water supply. It would have a negative consequence

in the short run for some, since it would force all water

users to share in the cost of fire protection and of re-

search and development of new water sources. But these,

too, would benefit in the long run through insurance of an

adequate, long-term supply of water.

Water Law and Administration in Arizona

Arizona law does not provide for a central water

managing agency at the state level, nor for basin-wide

management on the local level. Neither does Arizona law

provide for control of groundwater pumping for non-

agricultural purposes. The statutes provide only limited

and ineffective control of groundwater pumping for



agricultural purposes, and, cities cannot control ground-

water punipage within their boundaries.

There are obvious conflicts between Arizona water

law and growing urban water needs. First, Arizona water

law is based largely upon the doctrine of prior appro-

priation. This doctrine permits those with long-standing

water rights to hold on to these rights for water (most of'

which is used for irrigation), and this in the face of

growing urban and industrial water needs. Unless the law

is changed, cities may be forced to purchase huge tracts

of farm land at great expense in areas far removed in

order to secure water rights.

Second, it is not yet clear whether municipalities

may transport percolating water, away from the ground

under which it is drawn, for use elsewhere. It will be

recalled that, unlike channel groundwater, percolating

water belongs to that person who owns the land which over-

lies the water supply. But a group of Avra Valley farmers

has challenged the right of the City of Tucson to transport

percolating water out of the valley for use in the city.

As of March, 1967, the court case was pending, and it is

delaying the development of the Avra Valley well field by

the City of Tucson. Should the courts find against the city,

it will be another example of case of conflict between the

Arizona water law and the realities of growing urban water

needs.
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State water Management

While the State of Arizona is as seriously beset by

water problems as is any other, it is the only state with-

out a central state water managing agency. At least seven

state agencies and innumerable local agencies across the

state deal with water, but none possesses the authority

to provide central direction, nor does any one of these

agencies possess a combination of adequate staffing,

fimding, adequate authority and sufficient desire to take

the lead in state-wide water management.

It has often been suggested- that the Arizona

legislature create a central state water managing agency,

adequately staff and fund it, and give it the authority

needed to control water use in Arizona. Creation of a

weak central state agency would only further decentralize

water management authority and add to the confusion. Should

a new agency be established, it should be granted a strong,

modern code under which to carry out its functions.

Salient External Variables

Many factors bearing on Tucson's water supply

problem are beyond the capacity of Tucson area water managing

1. Officials and employes of the City of Tucson,
Pima County Sanitary District Number One, the U. S. Geological
Survey, several Tucson area engineering consulting firms, the

Tucson Chamber of Commerce, and several state agencies have
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organizations to control, either singly or collectively.

Not totally in control of Tucson area organizations are

the politics of the Arizona State Legislature. The

solution to Tucson's water supply problem is thought by

many to he dependent upon the centralization of water

management at the state level. Such centralization is,

in turn, dependent upon Arizona legislative action. To

centralize state-wide water management, the legislature

must grant additional authority to some established state

agency, or it must create a new one. To make the present

Arizona water law more compatible with modern urban area

needs also recuires legislative action. And, depending

upon what is involved, alterations in the pattern of

water management in the Tucson metro-urban area might

also require legislative action.

The Tucson metro-urban area has appreciable

representation in the Arizona legislature and, combined

with the Phoenix area, metro-urban areas have an over-

whelming majority in both houses. This fact suggests

that metro-urban areas have the power to secure adoption

of legislation favorable to them, almost at will.

suggested, while observing that only Arizona is without a
central state water managing agency, that creation of such

an agency would greatly enhance the state's ability to
cope with its water problems.
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But it cannot be automatically assumed that such a

majority will constitute a unified metro-urban voting

block, able to produce legislation directed toward resolu-

tion of such metro-urban problems as water. First, the

block will be divided along party lines. Second, it will

contain representatives from many cities and towns within

the metro-urban areas, e. g., Phoenix, Scottsdale, Chandler,

Tempe, Mesa, Tucson, and South Tucson, and the interests of

these representatives may frequently conflict. Third, the

metro-urban block may be split along conservative-liberal

lines on issues related to, for example, increasing or de-

creasing the powers of municipalities. Thus, any suggestion

that the urban-controlled legislature will produce legis-

lation beneficial to metro-urban areas generally, whatever

the interest of metro-urban areas generally may be, must

await the test of time.

Another factor not totally in control of Tucson

area organizations are the politics of the Central Arizona

Project. As noted above, many Arizonans are counting on

the availability of Colorado River water in the future.

But the fate of the C. A. P. rests, in part, in U. S.

Congressional politics. The bill to fund the project

federally has yet to pass the Congress, and creation of

a state C. A. P. is dependent upon federal approval of the

construction of dams on the Colorado River. While the
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C. A. P. has many supporters, influential parties in the

Pacific Northwest, in California, and elsewhere are

vigorously opposed to it. Arizonans, to be sure, are able

to exert some influence in Washington, fl. C.; but, in 1967,

Colorado River water was a long way from Tucson--both

physically and, more important, politically.

The Central Arizona Project has been promoted to

date primarily by ArizonaTs agricultural interests. Iviost

of the water which the project would bring into the state

is tentatively identified for irrigation use. Water costs

are scheduled to be $50 per acre-foot for non-agricultural

users and $10 per acre-foot for agricultural users.

Over the years, the notion that the C. A. P. "must1

be built has become firmly implanted in the minds of most

Arizonans. With the 1966 failure of the federal government

to fund the project, the Arizona legislature, in Iarch, 1967,

approved state construction of the project should the federal

government again fail to approve the project in 1967.

As noted above, interests in the Pacific Northwest

and elsewhere have been critical of the C. A. P. But

until recently there was little question regarding the

feasibility of the project in Arizona. Then, in an article

in the February, 1967, issue of Arizona Review, two Uni-

versity of Arizona agricultural economists questioned the
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Economics of Arizona's Water Problem, Arizona Review

(Tucson: College of Business and Public Administration,

University of Arizona), Warch, 1967, Vol. 16, 110. 3,
pp. 9-id.
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economic feasibility of the project.1 They argued that,

in light of the low per unit economic output of agriculture

(which would receive most of C. A. P. water) and the cost

of the project, its economic feasibility was questionable.

This questioning of the C. A. F.'s feasibility

immediately generated strong reaction from its supporters--

including City of Tucson and Tucson Chamber of Commerce

officials, Tucson area consulting engineers and the Arizona

Baum Star. It was argued that such questioning of the

project was less than accurate and would be detrimental to

Arizona's efforts to gain federal baching.

In light of persistent federal failure to fund the

C. A0 P., the history of criticism of the project by non-

Arizonan interests, the fact that while Arizona is in-

creasingly urban most of the water is slated for irrigation

use, and now this recent questioning of the economic

feasibility of the project, it appears that the entire

C. A. P. idea may deserve additional study. Before con-

struction of the project is begun, it should be decided

exactly how much of the project costs will be borne by

urban areas, how much of the water the urban areas will
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receive and, finally, how and by whom the water will be

allocated between agricultural and non-açricultural

groups and within metro-urban areas.

Where the orocurement, distribution, and use of

water is a public problem, it involves the formulation of

public policy; and thus is inextricably intertwined in the

political process. Studies of public water problems, there-

fore, Idust take into account such variables as the law,

hrsan perceptions, decision-making processes, existing

patterns of- organization and inter-organizational relations

as well as innumerable technical variables. Ixd in the area

of water, technical variables, e. g., water quantity and

quality, are often as indeterminate as are social and

political variables.

This study, The Politics of Water hesource I-anage-

ment in the Tucson, rizona, 3. ii. S. is part of a

larger study of water management in krizona in which

technical variables are of serious moment. Determination

of the existence of, and remedies for, a water problem in

Tucson is a technical process, to be sure. Some sci-

entists may suggest that Tucson has a water problem and

they may propose remedies. But, as this study demonstrates,

in the final analysis, only by acting through political

process can remedial proposals be translated into public

policy.
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